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“Reliability can be purchased only at the price of simplicity” – Hoare [105].
Said in the context proofs of program correctness that solve real problems, but are
difficult to give for programs with complex designs.
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“What would you tell your grandmother when she asks what you study?“ –
Sergio [13]
Programming languages were conceived to make it easier for humans to provide instructions to the machines. In the early days, computers essentially executed
a sequence of instructions changing some internal state to compute an output. Machines were big and slow, and many of us shared a single machine. Languages
were designed to take advantage of those machines. However, the machines have
changed. They are small and fast, and each of us has many machines, they outnumber us by a quickly increasing amount. Programming languages have not changed.
We still talk to machines as if they were big and slow, this makes it hard for the
machines to execute programs efficiently, and makes it hard for us to express what
we want. The world has changed. Applications must – above all else – become
reliable. In this thesis, we study how to talk about applications that interact with
humans, and how to do so in a way that is both good for machines and for people.

Abstract
The use of applications has changed together with the underlying computing platform. The modern computer is no longer a big piece of office equipment that is
booted to execute a single task producing a single output. Instead, we have many
interconnected devices – smartphones, laptops, routers, Internet of Things gadgets,
and even some venerable desktop computers we still use to get that heavy work
done. Furthermore, ubiquitous connectivity with the Internet, and thus collaboration with other people and their set of devices has drastically changed how people
expect applications to work.
For such distributed, interactive, and collaborative applications, we currently
lack a declarative fault-tolerant programming paradigm with easy-to-reason highlevel guarantees. We want to empower developers from organizations of all sizes to
be able to create reliable applications that solve their users needs. Thus, the central
question in this thesis is: How to automate fault tolerance for such applications?
To answer this question, we present a novel approach to automatic fault tolerance using a high-level programming paradigm. Our goal is to provide future
developers with a paradigm that reduces the challenge posed by failures in interactive applications similar to how a garbage collector reduces the challenge of managing memory. To do so, our programming paradigm abstracts from the notion
of changes in data, thus removing the need to handle failure cases differently and
providing developers a single set of properties to always rely on.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Nutzung von Anwendungen hat sich zusammen mit der zugrunde liegenden
Computerplattform verändert. Der moderne Computer ist nicht länger ein großes
Stück Büroausstattung das gestartet wird, um eine einzelne Aufgabe auszuführen
und eine einzelne Ausgabe zu produzieren. Stattdessen haben wir viele miteinander
verbundene Geräte – Smartphones, Laptops, Router, Internet-der-Dinge-Gadgets
und sogar einige altgediente Desktop-Computer, die wir immer noch verwenden,
um umfangreiche Arbeiten zu erledigen. Darüber hinaus hat die allgegenwärtige
Konnektivität mit dem Internet und damit die Zusammenarbeit mit anderen Menschen und deren Geräten die Erwartungen an die Funktionsweise von Anwendungen drastisch erweitert.
Für solche verteilten, interaktiven und kollaborativen Anwendungen fehlt uns
derzeit ein deklaratives, fehlertolerantes Programmierparadigma mit einfach zu verstehenden Garantien. Wir wollen Entwicklern aus verschiedenen Organisationen
die Möglichkeit geben, zuverlässige Anwendungen zu erstellen, die die Anforderungen ihrer Benutzer erfüllen. Die zentrale Frage in dieser Arbeit lautet daher: Wie
kann man die Fehlertoleranz für solche Anwendungen automatisieren?
Um diese Frage zu beantworten, präsentieren wir einen neuartigen Ansatz zur
automatischen Fehlertoleranz unter Verwendung eines Programmierparadigmas.
Unser Ziel ist es, zukünftigen Entwicklern ein Paradigma an die Hand zu geben,
das die Herausforderung von Fehlern in interaktiven Anwendungen reduziert, ähnlich wie ein Garbage Collector die Herausforderung der Speicherverwaltung reduziert. Um dies zu erreichen, abstrahiert unser Programmierparadigma wie sich
Daten über die Zeit ändern. Dadurch entfällt die Notwendigkeit, Fehlerfälle unterschiedlich zu behandeln und Entwickler können sich immer auf einen festen Satz
von Eigenschaften verlassen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The use of applications has changed together with the underlying computing platform. The modern computer is no longer a big piece of office equipment that is
booted to execute a single task producing a single output. Instead, we have many
interconnected devices – smartphones, laptops, routers, Internet of Things gadgets,
and even some venerable desktop computers we still use to get that heavy work
done. Furthermore, ubiquitous connectivity with the Internet, and thus collaboration with other people and their set of devices has drastically changed how people
expect applications to work.
The core tenets of such applications are dictated by the needs of their users: distribution because tasks span multiple devices, interactivity to react to the users and
their environment, and collaboration to facilitate users working together. Think
about your favorite web-based office suite as an example. Distribution exists because of the execution platform. Parts of the office application are executed on my
smartphone or desktop to provide me with the functionality to edit documents and
other parts of the application are executed a server in the cloud to make use of available storage, processing power, and central coordination. In general, distribution is
necessary because different resources are available on different devices. Interactivity exists to serve the user. I decide when I edit a document, when I want to share it,
or if I want to shut off my computer and do something else. The behavior of an application is driven by these external interactions, thus the application must always
be ready to react timely and with useful results. Collaboration between multiple
users requires applications to communicate but also to function independently. I
want feedback on a document thus I share the document with my reviewer. I continue working on the document while my reviewer adds comments and eventually
we synchronize our work again. For the remainder of this document, we call such
distributed, interactive, and collaborative applications dicApps.
The importance of the niche addressed by dicApps has been discussed in the literature before [207] and their value to users and companies has steadily increased.
Users of dicApps consume, play, create, share, and collaborate on a wide range of
digital goods. Many users own multiple devices (smartphone, tablet, laptop) and it
is important to them to work on any device, share content with other users, and
1
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not lose any of their work. Companies in all sectors use internal applications to
manage their employees, their inventory, and their business processes. Due to current trends such as cloud computing, the Software-as-a-Service model, and the easier maintenance model of thin clients (i.e., applications are just websites) many of
those internal applications have become dicApps. For companies, it is important
that dicApps are always available to allow their employees to be productive and to
not lose data. For both users and companies the increase of remote working due
to the Corona pandemic will accelerate the trend towards dicApps, while at the
same time diversifying the network and devices that those dicApps are deployed
on. Some popular examples of dicApps that most users know include messaging
(instant messengers, chats), activity streams (social networks), data visualization
applications (e.g., Calendars, Jupyter notebooks), multi-user collaborative applications (e.g., Trello, Google Docs, Microsoft Office), and multi-player online games.
Private dicApps of companies have less widely known specific instances, but many
people have worked with internal room booking, time management, contract management, task planning, resource scheduling, and many other similar systems.
This thesis proposes a programming paradigm to democratize the development
and deployment of dicApps.

1.1 Problem Statement
While dicApps are very popular, most of the big examples of dicApps are currently
organized and controlled by centralized entities such as Google and Microsoft. In
many cases, these organizations create both the software and provide their execution environment and data storage. With new development in cloud offerings, such
as serverless computing, these centralized entities are also trying to seize control
over data and applications of companies. While we do believe that the trend towards dicApps is desirable, we wish to avoid the issues and limitations of centralization. One issue is the rising concern over privacy as evident through wide-reaching
regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation. Another issue is the
inefficiency of transferring large amounts of data between the central storage and
the user causing latency and making the user dependent on the network. Privacy,
latency, and reliability will always make it more desirable to keep data as close
to the user as possible. Moreover, we believe that centralization is detrimental to
the usability of dicApps, because the business model often of centralized services
relies on keeping users within their ecosystem. Still, many features of centralized
dicApps are useful: users and companies wish to have their data processed on more
powerful devices than they own and wish to be able to easily collaborate on shared
data. We believe that users and companies should be free to choose where to store
data and where to execute computations, thus allowing them to optimize for their
choice of latency, network traffic, reliance on the network, cost, and privacy. Others have also noted the need to take back control over data [36] and the necessity
to free processing of data from vendor lock-in [194]. These solutions focus on data
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and data processing – solutions we complement by improving the development of
dicApps.
To overcome the issues of centralization we believe it is necessary to democratize the development of dicApps. First, the development of dicApps must become
independent of the runtime providers to solve the issues of centralization and the
lack of user choice. Specifically, it must become cost-efficient to develop dicApps
whose design is independent of the challenges of the underlying deployment. Second, the development of dicApps must become cheaper – optimally even cheaper
than the development of traditional applications. The reasoning is that there will be
constantly new business use cases and specific user needs that should be addressed
by individual dicApps, but currently the required development resources only make
dicApps for large groups of people profitable.
As a means for the democratization, we believe the right choice is a programming paradigm tailored to the development of dicApps. A programming paradigm
is both flexible enough to implement diverse dicApps but also restricted enough to
abstract away specific issues and automatically solve challenges faced by dicApps.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss the technical challenges faced by dicApps to understand why existing solutions are insufficient and require reinventing
individual solutions for each application.
Developing dicApps is challenging – even without distribution. Their control
flow is inverted (“inversion of control”) compared to non-interactive applications,
because dicApps react to external events and have no control over what happens
next. Reactions are traditionally modeled in some form of continuation-passing
style where callbacks are registered to be executed when events happen. Designs
using continuation-passing style are fragile, hard to maintain, and hard to reason
about – bad enough to become known as callback hell [72]. Supporting collaboration in dicApps worsens the problems of callback-based solutions, because instead
of a single user interacting with the system there are now multiple users leading
to more permutations of interactions that must be handled [121]. In particular,
callback-based communication makes handling of exceptional conditions and failures during the execution of an application challenging [170].
Existing dicApps have – by necessity – a distributed architecture with some
components running on cloud platforms and others running on the connected (enduser) devices. A distributed architecture – compared to only running locally and
accessing remote data, or to only running the application remotely – reduces network traffic, improves latency, enhances privacy, and enables offline usage [205].
In turn, however, a distributed architecture introduces several failure modes that
need to be addressed. First, individual devices may fail: mobile devices running
out of battery, mobile and web applications are regularly terminated by the runtime when the user switches context, cloud servers may crash and recover again
by restoring persisted state. Second, communication between devices may be temporarily disrupted, causing messages to get lost or be duplicated. In a distributed
architecture, where the control flow is spread across several devices, disconnects
and crashes lead to partial failures, where half of an application is still running
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and the other half is crashed. Exposing the reasoning about such a partial failure
state to the programmer leads to fragile designs, because it is nearly impossible to
manually predict all the possible interactions.
In summary, the challenge with dicApps is that they combine failure modes of
distributed systems, with the complexity of control flow for interactive and collaborative applications. To address these challenges a programming paradigm must
be able to express reactive control flow in a way that lends itself to automatic fault
tolerance.

1.2 State of the Art
To get a better understanding of the solution space, we first discuss the state of the
art for fault tolerance and for handling interactive applications. However, as we
will see, there are no solutions that handle everything at once.

Actors-based Programming Paradigms
Actor-based approaches [15, 17, 25, 118] are the state of the art in programming
dicApps. However, they only ensure fault tolerance of individual actors [33]. Communication failures and crashes affecting multiple actors are left to be handled by
the application logic using only low-level message passing, thus merely extending
cumbersome and error-prone continuation-passing style solutions. Actor supervision only replaces crashed or disconnected actors with fresh instances, but recovery
of accumulated local state and synchronization thereof with the overall application state is left to be programmed in user-defined handlers. Moreover, there is
no automated support for re-establishing application consistency after disconnects.
Crashed or unreachable actors are replaced by fresh instances. By default, they
lose any accumulated state in the process, but user-defined handlers can be used
to, e.g., recover state. This must be implemented manually and tailored towards
each individual actor, though, and is therefore cumbersome and fragile. Orleans
[33] addresses this issue, by providing dedicated means for actors to declare persistent state. However, application programmers still need to implement when to
persist and restore that state so that consistency is upheld. There are, indeed, solutions to save the state across an actor restart (e.g., storing state in the Mnesia [140]
database), but state saving and restoration is completely left to the programmer.

Programming Paradigms for Data Processing Applications
Reasoning about high-level properties of distributed applications when device failure may occur is generally challenging [90]. Significant progress is made in this
respect for certain types of distributed applications thanks to specialized programming models offering fault-tolerant programming abstractions. When distributed
applications are developed using these abstractions, then the runtime automatically
takes care of handling (certain) failure cases for the applications – what we refer
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to as automatic fault tolerance. We look at two common directions for solutions
providing automatic fault tolerance.
Automated fault tolerance is currently best covered by the approaches targeting data streaming and processing on controlled server clusters such as Spark [206],
Flink [19], and Kafka [124]. With these systems, developers declare how data should
be processed usually in a system specific domain specific language and the runtime
then takes of correct deployment of functionality and the management of data regardless of failures. These systems typically provide many specific building blocks
each tuned for fault-tolerant and efficient execution of a specific task or integration
with a specific external system. However, for dicApps these systems have several
shortcomings. First, these systems focus on applications that process data without
user interaction, thus their programming model does not include any way to immediately react to external interactions. Seconds, the runtime of these systems must
be deployed on a cluster architecture and controlled by a central managing service,
thus making it unsuitable for applications running on a user’s device.
Another more flexible approach are abstractions for structured data [58, 128,
143] which restrict the programming model in order to tolerate unreliable network
conditions (c.f., CALM [103]). Compared to data processing systems, the building
blocks of these approaches are flexible enough to support a wider variety of application use cases, although nothing specific to interactive applications. While these
solutions can work well, they do not help to build complete dicApps, because it remains the developer’s responsibility to ensure that combining these building blocks
results in fault-tolerant applications.

Programming Paradigms with Declarative Interactivity
Unfortunately, there is no declarative fault-tolerant solution for the whole spectrum
of dicApps. Actors cannot provide the same level of automated fault tolerance as
cluster approaches, nor can they automatically connect shared state of multiple devices, because they lack knowledge of the overall dataflow in the application. The
above approaches with automatic fault tolerance do not target applications, where
external events and user inputs determine how computations unfold (inversion of
control) and individual application components own data and operate on data independently.
A current declarative approach for designing interactive applications is functional reactive programming [59, 75]. Functional reactive programming provides a
declarative, modular, and composable programming paradigm [179, 182] that deals
with continuous inputs of new data and events. These languages usually sidestep
the issue with fault tolerance and delegate the responsibility for handling both distribution and connectivity to the developer and the embedding language paradigm.
However, the declarative nature allows the programmer to state the intent of
the application instead of specifying concrete execution behavior. Declarative definitions not only improve code clarity, but also leave concrete execution behavior
unspecified – the underlying runtime can freely change as long as the intended
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semantic is kept intact. In our solution we will exploit this freedom provided by
declarative programming paradigm to automatically make dicApps reliable.
The declarative model of functional reactive programming has been used before
to automate coordination of message propagation between multiple devices [63, 69,
138]. However, none of the existing approaches provide fault tolerance.

1.3 How to Automate Fault Tolerance for Distributed,
Interactive, and Collaborative Applications?
For distributed, interactive, and collaborative applications, we lack a declarative
fault-tolerant programming paradigm with easy-to-reason high-level guarantees
akin to those available for data processing applications. The widespread use of
some dicApps (e.g., Google Docs) shows that it is possible to develop correct and
useful solutions. However, each example is a one-of-a-kind and has to yet again
solve the challenges faced by dicApps. We believe that there are many more future
use cases for dicApps, which are currently hindered by the complexity caused by
the diverse impact of failures on interactive use. We want to empower developers
from organizations of all sizes to be able to create reliable dicApps that solve their
users needs. Thus, the central question in this thesis is: How to automate fault
tolerance for dicApps?

1.4 Sketch of the Proposed Solution
To answer this question, we present a novel approach to automatic fault tolerance
using a high-level programming paradigm. Our goal is to provide future developers
with a paradigm that reduces the challenge posed by failures in interactive applications similar to how a garbage collector reduces the challenge of managing memory.
To do so, our programming paradigm abstracts from the notion of changes in data,
thus removing the need to handle failure cases differently and providing developers
a single set of properties to always rely on. Specifically, we propose Cvtr, REScala,
and ℱ𝑟 . Cvtr refers to the programming paradigm that enhances existing paradigms
to be suitable for dicApps. REScala is a library that embeds the Cvtr paradigm into
Scala – a language that already supports functional and object-oriented paradigms.
ℱ𝑟 is the core calculus that models Cvtr and that enables formal reasoning about
applications’ dataflow within and across individual devices.

Cvtr, the Programming Paradigm
To tackle the challenges faced by developers of dicApps, we design a programming
paradigm which provides convergence, transactions, and reactive abstractions and refer to this paradigm as Cvtr (pronunciation suggestion: cuter). As a programming
paradigm, Cvtr determines how applications are designed using convenient abstractions within the limitations of what is efficient and correct on all target platforms.
Moreover, for such application Cvtr automates fault tolerance.
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We reinterpret the functional reactive programming paradigm as the development model of Cvtr. At the core of Cvtr is a dynamic flow graph that describes how
an application reacts to external inputs. Each node in the flow graph is called a
reactive and describes a single reaction. A declarative API allow to specify these
reactions without implying a global sequential execution as typical in imperative
code. The resulting declarative specification of the application model provides the
runtime enough flexibility to automate correctness without the prohibitive cost.
Reasoning about applications with unstructured reactions is hard. Thus, transactions allow bundling individual low-level reactions into what a user would consider single operation or unit of change. Transactions ensure that all reactions
within seem to take effect at the same time, that is, developers never have to worry
about intermediate states.
Convergence refers to low-latency distributed applications with offline capability and eventual consistency. Each device has its own flow graph and may always
execute transactions locally, thus diverging the state in their flow graph. Once two
devices are able to communicate, then their states eventually become consistent. Using transactions for the granularity of convergence aligns distributed consistency
guarantees with user expectations, because transactions represent single logical operations for the user. The result is, that while a user may observe effects of a remote
transaction in a different order they will only observe all or none of the reactions of
a transaction. This model of consistency aligns with a natural understanding that
things happening far away may require time to become known locally, but once
things settle down the world is still in a consistent state.
Cvtr provides a single set of guarantees that are always provided even when
faults occur. This simplifies reasoning for users and developers. Compared to imperative paradigms fault tolerance can be automatically achieved because it is completely up to the runtime how the reactions described by the flow graph are executed within the limits of a transaction. In addition, it is also up to the runtime when
remote transactions are applied. Concretely, the flow graph is enhanced with automated crash recovery of device-local dataflow and enhanced with connectivity to
remote devices that tolerates disconnects while providing causal consistency. The
crash recovery is based on ideas behind consistent snapshots [19] but simplified by
the use of transactions. The connectivity is based on eventually consistent replicated data types [46, 96, 186]. As a result of the declarative nature of the programming paradigm, our solution relieves programmers of handling intricate details of
achieving reliability for dicApps.

REScala, the Implementation
REScala as discussed in this thesis is an extension of the core language design proposed by Salvaneschi et al. [181]. REScala is a fault-tolerant reactive programming
language for developing dicApps. REScala has first-class abstractions for events
and signals that are concrete instances of reactives in the flow graph. An event
is a reactive that produces distinct occurrences of values at certain times, e.g., an
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event corresponding to an input field produces text when the user submits the input.
Events can be derived from each other using operations such as filters or transformations, and they can be aggregated into signals. Signals represent time-changing
values, such as the latest text a user submitted. Signals resemble spreadsheet cells
where the value of a cell is derived from the values of other cells and a change
causes updates of all derived values.
REScala extends the declarative style of reactive programming with syntax for
replicated reactives and developer defined snapshots. These extensions are tightly
integrated with the local execution of transactions. REScala provides applicationwide fault tolerance with little overhead in terms of both performance and syntactic clutter. Furthermore, REScala provides language abstractions for propagating
and handling errors at the application level to enable developers to handle faults
when the default behavior of REScala is undesirable and to seamlessly integrate
application-level fault handling into the flow graph.
Technically, REScala is realized as a shallow domain specific language for Scala.
Thus, REScala is fully compatible with arbitrary complex domain model expressed
in Scala. It is fully interoperable with the Scala type system to ensure that the application is consistently type checked across all the programming paradigms available
in Scala. REScala can be integrated into the APIs of objects in Scala enabling flexible modularization of large applications. The computations over domain objects
are expressed as ordinary Scala functions with minimal syntactic overhead – additional syntax serves the purpose of making the boundaries between paradigms
clear to developers. REScala works well with all existing Scala tooling including
IDEs, compilers to JavaScript, profilers, testing frameworks, and GraalVM native
image.

ℱ𝑟 , the Formalization
The goal of ℱ𝑟 is twofold. First, it provides a core calculus of Cvtr, thus providing
a precise definition of what the paradigm entails. Second, ℱ𝑟 is used to state and
prove the guarantees of the paradigm. ℱ𝑟 is defined as an operational semantics
that specifies the behavior of dicApps, their interactions with the external world
and the embedding programming language, the process of executing transactions
on the flow graph, and the communication of state between devices.

1.5 Contributions of this Thesis
The key contribution of this thesis is to demonstrate that automatic fault tolerance
can be provided for dicApps. Along the way, this thesis makes several individual
contributions. We provide an introduction to REScala, its API usage from a developers point of view, the internal design of the system, how it is embedded into existing
applications, and how REScala can be extended by developers. The implementation
supports the development of dicApps by providing automatic fault tolerance in a
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distributed setting, abstractions that allow causally consistent connectivity, and a
programming paradigm suited for interactive applications.
We formalize the model based on our core calculus ℱ𝑟 and prove transactional
guarantees for local applications, causal consistency for connected devices, and correct restoration after partial crashes for distributed applications. The solutions for
transactions, causal consistency, and restoration solve individual issues, but combined provide fully automatic fault tolerance for all failures in our system model.
In the second part of this thesis, we provide a wide range of extensions and
use cases for REScala to demonstrate the wide applicability of the programming
paradigm. Specifically we include the following extensions and use cases:
• We show that exceptions (in the style of Java) can be seamlessly integrated
with the flow graph.
• We demonstrate that ℱ𝑟 is a suitable foundation to compile a restricted form
of a flow graph to embedded devices. The resulting executable has no additional runtime overhead compared to an imperative implementation.
• We present an initial prototype for advanced debugging and live programming of REScala applications.
• We discuss how Cvtr both adds a new view on existing research on statebased convergent replicated datatypes (CRDTs) and solves issues with composing multiple CRTDs.
• We show how to support strong consistency in dicApps by implementing the
Raft consensus algorithm as a replicated data type in REScala.
We evaluate our solution from multiple angles. We implement case studies based
on common specifications for interactive applications, thus showing that REScala
is capable of representing what developers consider typical challenges of interactive applications. Our performance experiments show that REScala is fast for nondistributed applications and has comparable performance to available alternatives
for applications involving distribution. We measure that transactions in REScala
have overheads as low as 0.4 μs and application performance is completely dominated by the implementation of the business logic. We evaluate the performance
overhead of providing fault tolerance against crashes. The results show that the
throughput is reduced by less than 20% in common cases, which we deem acceptable, especially since most of the cost is related to serializing in-memory data structures for reliable storage, and existing solutions with automatic fault tolerance exhibit a similar overhead. We compare the performance of an application implemented in REScala with state-of-the-art solutions. The results indicate that performance of connectivity in REScala is dominated by sending network messages, a
result we hope to improve by minimizing network messages in the future. However, REScala still beats state-of-the-art systems with strong consistency, because
eventual consistency removes the need to wait for other devices.
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1.6 Thesis Structure and Relation to Published Papers
Research is a collaborative process. The thesis supersedes (parts of) existing publications that include the work of co-authors. The core of all parts that have been
included in this thesis are my own work, but the text, concepts, and solutions have
been shaped and improved by my collaborators. Thus, I will state which parts have
been included from which publication. Refer to Section 1.7 an overview of my publications.
The thesis is separated into two parts, the first part – Chapter 2 to Chapter 6 –
introduce the core programming paradigm, its implementation, and formalization.
Chapters in the first part depend on each other in linear order and form the basis for
the second part. The second part provides evidence of the wide applicability of the
programming paradigm by providing extensions to the core model to support common and specialized use-cases, by providing case studies and experience reports
asserting the solution, and by providing empirical evaluation of the performance
behavior of the implementation. The chapters in the second part can be read in any
order.
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to developing applications in REScala by example and gives a first glimpse at the syntax used for fault tolerance. The examples
are a refined version of the introductory examples from prior work [155, 157]
Chapter 3 gives a detailed overview of the potential faults and provides a highlevel overview and description of how automatic fault tolerance is achieved given
those faults. The text is an updated version of ideas published at ECOOP [155].
Chapter 4 formalizes the programming paradigm and is based on the work published at OOPSLA [157]. Compared to the high-level introduction, the formalization in this chapter uses a simplified syntax and focuses on the internal concepts
that must be understood by developers in order to use the programming paradigm
efficiently.
Chapter 5 states and proves the property of the programming paradigm. The
proved properties include glitch freedom, maximally parallel execution of transactions, and complete and correct restoration of snapshots. These properties are
taken from the OOPSLA publication [157], but updated for the changes made to
the formalization. In addition, we added proofs for causal consistency that have
not been published before.
Chapter 6 bridges between the formal model and the actual implementation.
This chapter provides the high-level explanation of the structure of the source code
of REScala and how the core packages of REScala interact. The concepts are still
the same as in the formalization, but the implementation has better modularity,
enabling just parts of the system to be replaced. Only the description of ParRP in
Section 6.6 is based on published work [151], but the collaboration with Drechsler
et al. [70] was a strong driver for the design.
Chapter 7 introduces error propagation to REScala and thus allows the programming paradigm to be embedded into languages that use exceptions – such as Scala.
This extension is based in parts on work published at ECOOP [155] but has been
expanded to include a thorough discussion of alternative designs.
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Chapter 8 describes how the Cvtr paradigm can be ahead-of-time compiled to
enable the use of the paradigm on embedded devices. This work is based on the
collaboration with Sterz et al. [192] to which the compiler and language design was
my contribution.
Chapter 9 shows the flexibility of REScala by enabling debugging and a limited
form of live programming we call live tuning. The original implementation of the
debugger was done by Salvaneschi and Mezini [178] but I contributed the support
for the debugger in REScala. I also contributed the modified version of the debugger
supporting live tuning published at the Live workshop [158] which this chapter is
based on.
Chatper 10 discusses alternatives and extensions to the replication model that
has been introduced in the first part of the thesis. In particular, this chapter discusses the challenges faced by alternative solutions to implement dicApps and why
Cvtr does not suffer from the same problems. Yet, using this analysis we can take
many of the advantages of existing ongoing research and apply those to Cvtr.
Chapter 11 describes several case studies. This chapter includes a case study
from the collaboration with Baumgärtner et al. [32]. I contributed the implementation and the description of that case study as found in this chapter.
Chapter 12 summarizes our experience with programming using REScala and
some similar languages and was first published at the programming experience
workshop [156]. The chapter argues why REScala is such a promising approach
to developing dicApps even when not worrying about faults and contrast various
alternative approaches and their shortcomings.
Chapter 13 provides performance experiments using REScala. This chapter includes reasoning and evaluation that were done in the context of the collaboration
with Drechsler et al. [69, 70], but the content in the form presented here has never
been published before.
Chapter 14 discusses related work. We try to use this opportunity to provide
the historic context of the research areas that have influenced our work and that
we build on. The content is an aggregation of pieces published before, but all the
text of the pieces and the resulting overall discussion are entirely my own work.

1.7 List of Publications
The full list of publications is as follows. All publications have been peer reviewed,
though not all of the venues provide a formal publication process. The publications
are sorted by year ascending.

Conference and Journal Publications
1. Joscha Drechsler, Guido Salvaneschi, Ragnar Mogk, and Mira Mezini. Distributed REScala: An update algorithm for distributed reactive programming.
In Andrew P. Black and Todd D. Millstein, editors, Proceedings of the 2014
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ACM International Conference on Object-Oriented Programming Systems Languages & Applications, OOPSLA 2014, part of SPLASH 2014, Portland, OR, USA,
October 20-24, 2014, pages 361–376. ACM, 2014. doi: 10.1145/2660193.2660240.
URL https://doi.org/10.1145/2660193.2660240.
2. Artur Sterz, Lars Baumgärtner, Ragnar Mogk, Mira Mezini, and Bernd
Freisleben. DTN-RPC: remote procedure calls for disruption-tolerant networking. In 2017 IFIP Networking Conference, IFIP Networking 2017 and Workshops, Stockholm, Sweden, June 12-16, 2017, pages 1–9. IEEE Computer Society,
2017. doi: 10.23919/IFIPNetworking.2017.8264848. URL https://doi.org/10.
23919/IFIPNetworking.2017.8264848.
3. Joscha Drechsler, Ragnar Mogk, Guido Salvaneschi, and Mira Mezini. Threadsafe reactive programming. Proc. ACM Program. Lang., 2(OOPSLA):107:1–
107:30, 2018. doi: 10.1145/3276477. URL https://doi.org/10.1145/3276477
(Conceptual relations to parts of Chapter 6 and Chapter 13).
4. Ragnar Mogk, Lars Baumgärtner, Guido Salvaneschi, Bernd Freisleben, and
Mira Mezini. Fault-tolerant distributed reactive programming. In Todd D.
Millstein, editor, 32nd European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming,
ECOOP 2018, July 16-21, 2018, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, volume 109 of
LIPIcs, pages 1:1–1:26. Schloss Dagstuhl - Leibniz-Zentrum für Informatik,
2018. doi: 10.4230/LIPIcs.ECOOP.2018.1. URL https://doi.org/10.4230/
LIPIcs.ECOOP.2018.1 (Chapters 2, 3, and 7).
5. Ragnar Mogk, Joscha Drechsler, Guido Salvaneschi, and Mira Mezini. A faulttolerant programming model for distributed interactive applications. Proc.
ACM Program. Lang., 3(OOPSLA):144:1–144:29, 2019. doi: 10.1145/3360570.
URL https://doi.org/10.1145/3360570 (Chapters 4 and 5).
6. Lars Baumgärtner, Jonas Höchst, Patrick Lampe, Ragnar Mogk, Artur Sterz,
Pascal Weisenburger, Mira Mezini, and Bernd Freisleben. Smart street lights
and mobile citizen apps for resilient communication in a digital city. In IEEE
Global Humanitarian Technology Conference, GHTC 2019, Seattle, WA, USA,
October 17-20, 2019, pages 1–8. IEEE, 2019. doi: 10.1109/GHTC46095.2019.
9033134. URL https://doi.org/10.1109/GHTC46095.2019.9033134 (Chapter 11).
7. Artur Sterz, Matthias Eichholz, Ragnar Mogk, Lars Baumgärtner, Pablo
Graubner, Matthias Hollick, Mira Mezini, and Bernd Freisleben. ReactiFi: Reactive programming of Wi-Fi firmware on mobile devices. The
Art, Science, and Engineering of Programming, 5(2):4, 2020.
doi: 10.
22152/programming-journal.org/2021/5/4. URL https://doi.org/10.22152/
programming-journal.org/2021/5/4 (Chapter 8).
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Workshop Publications
1. Ragnar Mogk. Reactive interfaces: Combining events and expressing signals.
In Workshop on Reactive and Event-based Languages & Systems (REBLS), 2015.
URL https://2015.splashcon.org/track/rebls2015#event-overview.
2. Ragnar Mogk, Guido Salvaneschi, and Mira Mezini. Reactive programming
experience with REScala. In Stefan Marr and Jennifer B. Sartor, editors, Conference Companion of the 2nd International Conference on Art, Science, and
Engineering of Programming, Nice, France, April 09-12, 2018, pages 105–112.
ACM, 2018. doi: 10.1145/3191697.3214337. URL https://doi.org/10.1145/
3191697.3214337. (Chapter 12).
3. Ragnar Mogk, Pascal Weisenburger, Julian Haas, David Richter, Guido Salvaneschi, and Mira Mezini. From debugging towards live tuning of reactive
applications. In Workshop on Live Programming Systems, LIVE, 2019 (Chapter 9).
4. David Richter and Ragnar Mogk. Turning unobservable into unreachable: Dynamic reactive programming without leaks. In Workshop on
Reactive and Event-based Languages & Systems (REBLS), 2019.
URL
https://2019.splashcon.org/details/rebls-2019-papers/3/TurningUnobservable-into-Unreachable-Dynamic-Reactive-Programmingwithout-Leaks.

Abstracts, Posters, and Demos
1. Ragnar Mogk. Concurrency control for multithreaded reactive programming.
In Jonathan Aldrich and Patrick Eugster, editors, Companion Proceedings of
the 2015 ACM SIGPLAN International Conference on Systems, Programming,
Languages and Applications: Software for Humanity, SPLASH 2015, Pittsburgh,
PA, USA, October 25-30, 2015, pages 77–78. ACM, 2015. doi: 10.1145/2814189.
2815374. URL https://doi.org/10.1145/2814189.2815374 (Section 6.6).
2. Christian Meurisch, The An Binh Nguyen, Martin Kromm, Andrea Ortiz, Ragnar Mogk, and Max Mühlhäuser. Disvis 2.0: Decision support for rescue missions using predictive disaster simulations with human-centric models. In
26th International Conference on Computer Communication and Networks, ICCCN 2017, Vancouver, BC, Canada, July 31 - Aug. 3, 2017, pages 1–2. IEEE,
2017. doi: 10.1109/ICCCN.2017.8038474. URL https://doi.org/10.1109/
ICCCN.2017.8038474.
3. Ragnar Mogk and Joscha Drechsler. REScala – principled distributed reactive
programming. In Poster <Programming>, 2017. URL http://tubiblio.ulb.
tu-darmstadt.de/101440/.
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1.8 Commonly Used Terms
The terms that are used throughout the thesis are:
Cvtr The convergent transactional reactive paradigm we discuss in this thesis. Re-

fer to Section 1.4.
REScala Our implementation of Cvtr as a Scala domain specific language. Visit
www.rescala-lang.com for the code repository. Refer to Section 1.4.
ℱ𝑟 Our core calculus. Refer to Section 1.4.
dicApps Distributed, interactive, and collaborative applications. Refer to Chapter 1.
Flow graph The conceptual model of applications when using Cvtr. Refers to the
flow of data between reactives (the nodes of the graph). Refer to Section 1.4
Reactive Abstraction that represent the concept of reactions to some kind of change.
Reactives declare what their sources of change are and thus form the flow
graph. Refer to Chapter 2.
CRDT Usually refers to state-based convergent replicated data types. The term
may also refer to commutative or conflict-free replicated data types, but we
will note if the distinction is important. Refer to Section 10.1.
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Chapter 2

An Overview of REScala by Example
In this chapter we introduce REScala by example. We focus on the surface syntax
used by developers and thus only marginally cover fault tolerance which is mostly
automatic and not visible in the syntax. At its core, the Cvtr programming paradigm
is about composing many small declarative reactions to external or internal changes
into complex applications. The result of the composition is the flow graph – a declarative model of how an application reacts to external changes. REScala implements
the Cvtr programming paradigm as a Scala library. This embedding provides an
object-oriented API to interact with the flow graph of REScala.
From a developer’s perspective REScala most prominently provides the event
and signal APIs that provide the small building blocks out of which the flow graph
is composed. In addition, there are APIs for bundling changes into transactions,
storing state into persistent snapshots, and connecting parts of the flow graph to
other devices. Readers familiar with the general syntax of REScala may want to
skip to Section 2.4 for a more involved example that serves as a quick overview of
the syntax while highlighting the most recent additions for fault tolerance.
We do not consider Cvtr as a replacement for existing programming paradigms
that are better suited for implementing algorithms, modeling the domain data, and
organizing the application into modules. Instead, REScala embeds itself into its host
language as shown in Figure 2.1. The green block (on the right) of the figure shows
the different parts of REScala and the white blocks of the figure shows how the
embedding environment and host language. The overall application is defined in
Scala, using packages, objects, and functions to organize the code. The flow graph

Host
Lang

Environment
Scala Application Integrations
Flow Graph
REScala
Scala Functions
Built-ins

Figure 2.1: Integration of REScala and the host language.
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seamlessly integrates with other abstractions in the language, but lives at an intermediate layer, as the graph itself relies on functions written in the host language.
Allowing the use of Scala where possible, provides developers the flexibility to integrate existing libraries and programs with REScala. For convenience, REScala also
provides integration with the external environment (e.g., UI libraries) and built-in
operators that do not require developers to write custom functions. If the scope
of the target domain is limited enough to not need custom integrations with the
environment, then it is possible to fully remove the host language and write Cvtr
programs by only declaring the dataflow with integrations and built-ins (c.f., Chapter 8). However, in the case of REScala, the declaration of the structure of the flow
graph always uses Scala syntax. In the rest of this section, we first introduce the
concepts of transactions and reactives, and then we discuss a concrete example of
how a developer would use REScala, i.e., how the Scala API looks and behaves.

2.1 Transactions and Reactives – the Basic Concepts
First, we need two discuss two general concepts are essential to understand both
REScala and Cvtr: transactions and reactives.
Cvtr uses transactions to define its semantics especially regarding time. With dicApps there is often the question if two things occurred at the same time and transactions provide the framework to answer such questions. In Cvtr, everything that
is part of a single transaction is considered to happen “at the same time”. This leads
to a semantics that simplifies the mental model for developers: within a transaction state does not change. In particular, any declared dependency between values
is always correct within a transaction. In addition, transactions provide intuitive
behavior for users, because users associate reactions with any action that happened
at the same time. In REScala, each method of the Scala API causes a single transaction and there is rarely a need to explicitly declare transactions. If required, the
transaction method bundles multiple interactions into a single transaction.
Reactives represent interdependent discrete time-changing values. Reactives
are the nodes of the flow graph. Sources are reactives that represent external input
from outside the flow graph, such as user interactions or sensor data. Derived reactives allow forming complex behavior by deriving behavior from other reactives
(including sources). When a source changes, then all derived reactives change (as
part of the same transaction) according to their operator. The operator is to a reactive is what a class is to an object – an abstract definition of the behavior of many
concrete reactives. For example, a reactive with the map operator changes at the
same time as its input, but the value is transformed by applying a user-defined function. REScala provides a range of operators including those that combine multiple
reactives, aggregate state, and change the flow graph dynamically.
We distinguish between two categories of reactives: events and signals. The
distinction is based on the value that a reactive represents at a given point in time.
A signal always holds a value, and represents state in the program, e.g., the current text of an input field. An event only has a value while the reactive is active,
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val name: Var[String] = Var("")

2

val text: Evt[String] = Evt()

18

3

val message: Event[String] = text.map{ l => name.value + ": " + l)}

4

type Room = List[String]

5

val room1: Signal[Room] =

6

message.fold(List.empty){ (history, msg) => msg :: history}

7

val room2: Signal[Room] = Var(List("Me: a constant message"))

8

val roomList: Signal[List[Room]] = Var(List(room1, room2))

9

val index: Var[Int] = Var(0)

10
11

val selectedRoom: Signal[Signal[Room]] =
Signal { roomList.value(index.value) }

12

val roomContent: Signal[Room] = selectedRoom.flatten

13

val contentWidget: Signal[Widget] =

14

displayUI(name, text, contentWidget)

roomContent.map(makeListWidget)

Figure 2.2: Complete chat example code for a single device.

Figure 2.3: The flow graph of the chat example.

and it represents actions that occur in the program, e.g., when a button is clicked.
The separation into events and signals is so significant that it is represented in the
type system – an event reactive will be of type Event and a signal reactive of type
Signal. Signals and events thus each provide their own API that allows to derive
new reactives with fitting operators. For example, the signal API generally produces reactives that combine the value of many input signals, while the event API
produce reactives that select the value of one of multiple events.

2.2 The Chat Example – REScala Step by Step
Figure 2.2 shows the complete code of a simple chat example we use to introduce the
core concepts of the API step by step. The figure includes type annotations showing
which reactive is a signal or an event, and what type of value the reactive has.
Figure 2.3 shows the flow graph of the running example, with each box representing
a reactive with their name taken from the variable they are stored in. Arrows point
in the direction of dataflow, i.e., the inputs are at the tail of an arrow and the derived
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reactives are at the tip. Reactives with no incoming arrows are sources. The dashed
lines represent dynamic edges, and dashed lines with diamonds represent nesting of
reactives in other reactives. In the following, we will incrementally introduce and
discuss the application code that builds that graph – starting with the following
snippet.
15

val name = Var("Alice")

16

val text = Evt[String]()

17

val message = text.map{ txt => name.value + ": " + txt) }

The code snippet creates a source signal (Var) that represents the name of the current user, and a source event (Evt) whose occurrences represent chat messages. A
Var is subtype of a signal and supports the full signal API, but in addition provides
an API for imperative code to set the value of the signal, thus providing an integration with imperative Scala code. An Evt is analogous to Var but extends events. The
values of the two source reactives are combined by using the map method, which returns a new event reactive (message). The operator of the reactive returned by map
is specialized with a user-defined function that appends the name and text strings.
When we refer to a reactive with a specific type and operator such as message, we
often use the name of the defining method and say that message is a map event.
Note that it is generally easy to combine signals and events in REScala. The example includes all basic abstractions of REScala: events, signals, sources, and derived
reactives. These abstractions are discussed next.

Events
An event is a “container” for occurrences at a discrete point in time. Each occurrence of an event has an associated value and there is no value when the event does
not occur. For example, the user sending a new message would be an occurrence
of an event, with the text of the message as its value.
Most event operators focus on reacting to occurrences of events. For example,
the map in Line 17 derives a new event, by applying the passed function every time
the input event occurs. Other common operations are filtering of events, where
the derived event only has those occurrences that pass a filter function, and the
choice || operator that occurs whenever the right or the left input occurs, with
a bias on the left one if both inputs occur at the same time. Due to the abstract
notion of time used by Cvtr “at the same time” means that two occurrences happen
in the same transaction, which typically means they are (indirectly) derived from
the same input. Correlating event occurrences based on real time – as is common
in event processing scenarios – is rare for dicApps, and currently not provided by
REScala.

Signals
Values that change over time are represented as signals. Signals always have a
value and reactives derived from signals access that value using the .value syntax as seen in Line 17. In the example, the derived message is an event reactive,
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because .map is called on an event. The most common form of deriving signals
are signal expressions using the Signal keyword. Accessing dependencies is always explicit in REScala – using the value method to syntactically mark accessed
dependencies. The current value of a derived signal is updated automatically by
executing its computation whenever its dependencies change, similar to how formulas in spreadsheets are reevaluated when one of the values they use is changed.
Changes of a signal are automatically propagated to derived signals that use the
signal in their definitions.

Imperative Sources
Imperative sources (Var and Evt in REScala) allow imperative code to make changes
to values in the flow graph. For example, a message is sent using text.fire(”Hello
Bob!”). The typical use for imperative sources is as part of integration libraries. For
example, the Swing UI library executes a callback when a user presses a button and
we would use the .fire method as the callback.
Changing the value of an imperative source is the simplest form of starting a
new transaction. When a transaction changes any reactive, then the derived reactive changes accordingly resulting in a chain of reactions – a process called propagation (see Section 2.3).

Folds
Fold signals (or simply folds) aggregate individual event occurrences – similar to
folding over (infinite) lists. A fold, such as in Line 20, creates a signal with an
initial value and updates it according to the parameter function every time the event
occurs.
18

type Room = List[String]

19

val room1: Signal[Room] =

20

message.fold(List.empty){ (history, msg) => msg :: history}

We represent chat rooms as their history of messages – implemented as a list with
the newest message at its head. The room1 fold signal accumulates all messages
into the history using :: to add an element to the head of the chat history. Folds
are central to the Cvtr paradigm, because their value depends on the values and
order of all occurrences of the input event – this is how state is encoded in the flow
graph. Or, changing the viewpoint, all operations that depend on value and order
of occurrences can be encoded as a fold, thus supporting folds allows us to support
all such operations. We will use this to our advantage later.

Signal Expressions
In contrast to events that may or may not have an occurrence in any given transaction, signals always have a current value. Thus, the only way to combine multiple
signals is to apply a function to the values of the input signals. The result of the
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function is the value of the derived signal. In our chat example we use an index to
select one of multiple chat rooms to be then displayed to the user.
21

val roomList = Var(List(room1, room2)) // list of two rooms

22

val index = Var(0)

23

val selectedRoom = Signal { roomList.value(index.value) }

The selectedRoom uses a signal expression to select the one at the position denoted
by index (Line 23). Signal expressions are blocks of Scala code, but inside the block
the .value method of input signals is available, similar to the .map method of events.
In the example, roomList.value returns the list of two rooms (at least initially). The
function application syntax (the parenthesis) is not part of the .value method, but
instead is an index-based selection of elements of the list. The plain Scala equivalent of the signal expression would be roomList(index). Signal expressions allow
developers to program in a familiar direct coding style, only requiring the use of
.value to unwrap signals. Using Signal{} to delimit the scope of signal expressions and explicitly using .value to unwrap signals is a design choice in REScala
to make the use of reactives explicit. Using explicit methods to convert between
types (signals and their values) is generally considered best practice in Scala and
similar typed languages to make it easier for readers of the code to understand what
is happening.

Flatten and Dynamic Dependencies
REScala allows for creating new reactives at runtime and add them to the flow graph.
New reactives may use any existing reactive as an input, thus adding arbitrary new
outgoing edges to the flow graph. Incoming edges can only be changed by the reactive itself and we call reactives with changing inputs dynamic reactives. Dynamic
reactives are typically derived from reactives that contain other reactives as their
values – such as the selectedRoom in Line 23. We call reactives that are contained
in the value of another a nested reactive (or more specifically nested signal or nested
event). Both rooms in Line 21 are nested signals inside the roomList. Nested reactives on their own are not special, they are values flowing through the flow graph.
The value of directly nested signals is accessed using the .flatten method.
24

val roomContent = selectedRoom.flatten

When a nested signal is flattened, then a dynamically changing dependency is created. In this example, roomContent depends on either room1 or room2. In Figure 2.3
the dynamic edge is shown with a dashed arrow and nested reactives are shown
as dashed lines with diamonds. The roomContent signal has two inputs, the first is
always the selectedRoom signal, the second is the dynamic one and defined by the
first input. Signal expressions also support dynamic edges and the flatten operation
could be rewritten using a double unwrapping of signals.
25

val roomContent = Signal { selectedRoom.value.value }
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Accessing nested signals using signal expressions produces a dynamic flow graph in
the same way as flatten does, but using signal expressions enables directly selecting
nested signals inside some other data structure or event multiple levels of nested
signals. However, it is always possible to rewrite signal expressions with dynamic
access instead use only static access and (multiple) flatten reactives. For example,
assume we have a a function f that dynamically computes a reactive based on the
value of reactive r and we want to pass the value of the dynamic reactive to a
function g. Then the two lines below compute the same result.
26

Signal { g(f(r.value).value) }

27

r.map(f).flatten.map(g)

Thus, we limit our later formal analysis to flatten reactives without loss of functionality.

Observers
Observers provide a way to integrate with imperative Scala APIs. Observers execute a callback function every time the observed signal changes its value or the observed event has a new occurrence. The callback function is applied to the current
value of the reactive. For example, to print the whole chat history to the console
every time a new chat message is sent we use the println function as an observer.
28

roomContent.observe(println)

Observers are an API meant to integrate with existing imperative APIs of UI libraries. The completed example in Figure 2.2 uses such an integration with a UI
library instead of directly using observers. In that case, the sources and the view
on the chat are simply passed to a UI library that understands reactives.

2.3 Peek Behind the Scenes
While developers do not need to understand all the internal details of REScala, it is
beneficial to understand the basics parts of the internal design that have an influence on how REScala behaves. We greatly expand on these details in the rest of the
thesis.

Propagation
An application that uses REScala combines reactives using map, fold, flatten, etc to
build acyclic flow graphs in preparation to react to external stimuli as soon as they
arrive. Until now, we have given an intuition that the sources of the flow graph
can be directly changed by external code starting a transaction that also changes
all derived reactives. In a transaction, the set of active reactives – those directly
or indirectly derived from the sources changed in the transaction – change their
values to reflect the changes in their inputs. We say that active reactives reevaluate to compute new values in response to the changes. The process of reevaluating
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all active reactives is called propagation. Conceptually all reevaluations in a single
propagation occur at the same time, which defines the semantics of propagation
to be synchronous. Synchronous semantics simplifies reasoning about program behavior [35, 182]. However, in a real implementation, the process of propagating
new values to all derived reactives is not instantaneous. External factors such as
other threads starting a concurrent transaction may occur during another transaction. There is also the potential of a device crash or a disconnect to occur during
the processing of a transaction. REScala, our formal model, and the Cvtr paradigm
itself are all designed to face these challenges. We formally show that the step wise
propagation behaves equivalently to a synchronous system (Chapter 5).

Space and Time Leaks
Some implementations of folds suffer from a problem of infinitely growing memory requirements and computation time [125]. These leaks exist because those implementations require that when a new fold is created, all event occurrences that
happened prior to that fold – since the program was started – are visible in the current state of the fold. This is necessary to ensure that each fold that uses the same
user-defined function, starting state, and input event also has the same value – a
property required by side-effect-free languages such as Haskell. REScala follows
the more pragmatic approaches of the Scala language where folds including occurrences starting from the transaction in which the fold is created. Thus, .fold is to
be considered as having side effects.

Cycles
Dynamic edges allow the creation of cycles in the flow graph. Cycles in the graph
can cause unsatisfiable constraints to the flow graph such as 𝐴 = 𝐵+1 and 𝐵 = 𝐴+1.
A greedy propagation algorithm would keep increasing 𝐴 and 𝐵 never terminating, and any form of early termination of a transaction would leave a constraint
from a derived reactive to be violated. Thus, cycles are not allowed in Cvtr nor in
REScala. Dynamic changes that add cycles can be detected by a straightforward
graph traversal at the time a dependency changes. However in practice this issue is
rare, because the Scala language does not allow cyclic definitions and cyclic graphs
require contrived setups involving dynamic reconfigurations that does not occur in
normal programs, thus our current stance is that those checks are unnecessary.

2.4 The Shared Calendar Example
We discuss a second case study to show a more involved domain model for an
interactive application, but also to show the syntax for snapshots and replication
used in REScala. A user of the shared calendar application can create new calendar
entries and select the displayed week. The calendar will be synchronized with other
users when a connection is available. Figure 2.4 shows our implementation. We
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case class Entry(title: Signal[String], date: Signal[Date])

30
31

val newEntry: Event[Entry] = App.newEntryUI()

32

val automaticEntries: Event[Entry] = App.nationalHolidays()

33

val allEntries = newEntry || automaticEntries

34
35

val selectedDay: Signal[Date] =
Storage.persist(id = "day", default = Date.today){

36

init => App.selectedDayUI(init) }

37
38

val selectedWeek = Signal { Week.of(selectedDay.value) }

39
40

val entrySet: Signal[ReplicatedSet[Entry]] =
Storage.persist("entryset", default = ReplicatedSet.empty){

41

init => allEntries.fold(init) {

42

(state, entry) => state.add(entry) } }

43
44
45

Network.replicate(id = "entryset", reactive = entrySet)

46
47

val selectedEntries = Signal {
entrySet.value.toSet.filter { entry =>

48

selectedWeek.value == Week.of(entry.date.value)

49

}

50
51

}

52
53

selectedEntries.observe(Ui.displayEntryList)

Figure 2.4: Excerpt of REScala source code for the shared calendar application.

Figure 2.5: The flow graph for the calendar application.
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refer to it as we discuss how events and signals are relevant for representing faulttolerant application state and communication. The flow graph of the application is
depicted in Figure 2.5.
The calendar applications manages a list of calendar entries. The entry class in
Line 29 consists of two nested signals representing the title and date of the entry.
New entries enter the calendar either by user input (Line 31) or from the network
(Line 32). Both cases are modeled as events. The two source events are combined
into a single derived event using the choice || method in Line 33.
Lines 35 to 37 show a source signal that represents the day the user has selected
in the UI which is persisted to permanent storage using a given ID. Section 3.2
discusses how persisting values work. The currently selected week is derived from
that source as normal (Line 38). Lines 40 to 43 define a list of all calendar entries as
the signal entrySet by folding over the calendar entry events and collecting them
into a set. Similar to the selected day the application also declares that the set of
calendar entries must be persisted to storage.
The value type of the set of entries in Line 41 is a ReplicatedSet which is a
special data type that enables REScala to transparently replicate the signal to other
devices over the network. Replication requires a network runtime and also an ID
the syntax for which is shown in Line 45. Details for how replication works are
given in Section 3.3.
Lines 47 to 51 show a signal expression that accesses the set of calendar entries,
and uses Scala’s built-in filter function on sets to select only those entries of the
current week. The date of each calendar entry is a signal itself, thus this signal
expression accesses many nested signals dynamically. Note that the set of entries
is a replicated reactive, thus the entries themselves – including the nested signals –
are replicated on the network.
Finally, we use an explicit observer (Line 53) to notify the UI of changes to the
set of selected calendar entries.

2.5 Conclusion
REScala is a Scala library that allows developers to define applications that react to
changes in the external world. Compared to existing paradigms, REScala enables
the composition of many small declarative reactions into a flow graph that represents a complete application. The declarative definition of the application allows
the runtime of REScala to automatically update the flow graph whenever any input
changes, thus the state of application is always consistent with the external changes
that are observed. In addition, REScala provides integrations with imperative code
to interface with other paradigm provided by the Scala language. These integrations are used to provide high-level integration libraries that make certain features
(such as UI toolkits) also available in a declarative style. Moreover, REScala also
enables automatic snapshots and restoration, and provides replication of reactive
to other devices in the network. We will see both features in more detail in the next
section.

Chapter 3

Faults and Resiliency
In a world with fast and reliable networks the design of dicApps would not need to
distinguish between distributed and non-distributed cases. Edges in the flow graph
would simply span over multiple devices and network boundaries would have no
impact on application design. However, in reality networks and devices are slow
and unreliable and the most common system environments (i.e., web, mobile) regularly shut down running applications. Yet, we do not wish to abandon the simplicity
of transactions and strong consistency for operations that are not affected by these
issues. Thus, the disparity of reliable operations and fault-prone communication
must be explicitly considered during the development of dicApps. To help developers do so, Cvtr automatically provides a combination of strong consistency and
causal consistency, and makes it explicit where the different levels of consistency
interact.
We have already seen in the previous chapter what this looks like for the developers. Replicated reactives provide explicit interactions between the strong consistency of transactions on a local device. Explicit replication is crucial to make
developers aware at which points the consistency model is different. Due to all dependencies in Cvtr being explicit it is then straightforward for developers to inspect
which parts of their design is affected by replication.
This chapter explains what remains invisible to developers: how fault tolerance
is automated to achieve the developer friendly consistency. Automation is enabled
by taking some control of the state of the application away from developers. In return, developers may always assume that the state of their application is consistent
independently of the occurrences of faults.
Specifically, there are two parts to fault tolerance: persistent storage and synchronization between devices. Both cases are solved and explained individually
and provide individual value, but they both complement each other if used together.
The rest of this chapter extends the intuition given in Chapter 2 of how these two solutions in combination solve a large class of errors when applications are executed
in a distributed environment. But first, we discuss the types of addressed faults in
more detail.
26
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3.1 Addressed Types of Faults
We use the term fault to refer to the origin of a failure and error to refer to the
representation of a fault in the language [134]. The types of faults tolerated by
REScala are crashes and disconnects.
We use the term crash to refer to any situation where a part of a distributed
application running on a single device terminates. This may include the physical
device crashing because of some unrelated failure in the host system, because of
the device running out of battery or another form of power outage, or because the
device reboots after an update terminating the application forcefully. The crash
may also only apply to the application not to the whole device. The execution environments of dicApps often terminate applications for various reasons. Example
reasons for termination include the environment running out of memory, compute
clusters ofter stop less important tasks when more important tasks must be executed, mobile operating systems terminate applications arbitrarily while they are
not the active focus of the user, and web applications are terminated by a simple
reload of the containing browser tab. In all of these cases the application is considered crashed. Cvtr assumes that in all cases the application will be restarted by the
device at some point and then the state of the application must be restored. Permanent failures are not addressed, because they are not very interesting in the context
of dicApps. Some cluster systems restart crashed applications on a spare device,
but that does not make much sense for mobile phones or web browsers – when
your mobile phone runs out of battery, you usually do not expect to be replaced by
some other user that happens to still be available.
Disconnects between devices are due to crashes of remote devices (for all the
above reasons) or due to broken network links. Disconnects cause messages to get
lost or reordered, resulting in an inconsistent state across devices. An important
design of Cvtr is that the dicApps on each device work even when the device is
completely offline. While for some types of dicApps functionality may be vastly
limited without connectivity all local operations are still available and when connection is restored then consistency between the reconnected devices is established
again. This makes Cvtr especially useful for all dicApps where users are not simply
consuming remote content, but rather productively work with the application.
Our solutions do not address data corruption (malicious or accidental). The
latter is usually handled at a lower layer using checksums for both stored state
and send messages. We also do not explicitly consider active attacks. We usually
assume that devices authenticate themselves before synchronizing their state with
other devices to prevent attackers modifying user data. However, because of how
data in Cvtr is stored, it is easier to restore data after incorrect modifications, and
because applications work offline users are less susceptible to denial-of-service type
attacks – users can continue working even if communication is unavailable.
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3.2 Fault-tolerant Application State
Crashes of individual devices during the execution of an application may result in a
loss of the state of the flow graph hosted on these devices. Loss of local device data
is problematic since such data often contains important private or unsynchronized
information. To address this issue, REScala provides automatic snapshots and recovery. We have already discussed the developer API for restoration in Section 2.4. In
summary, developers give names to reactives in the flow graph when they consider
the state of the reactive essential to the application. Note that REScala provides the
option to statically enforce that all state of an application is restored after a crash,
but that option is not the default, because it turns out that developers prefer to opt
in to what state should be stored. The rest of this section discusses crash tolerant
signals in detail, and then describes how snapshots are created and restored.

Crash-tolerant Signals
Signals hold state and are restored after a crash, either by loading the value from
a snapshot, or by recomputation. For example, in the calendar application, each
calendar entry must be restored from the snapshot, but derived information such
as the layout of the entries on the screen can be recomputed. REScala is capable
to automatically determine the minimum set of signals that are required to include
in a snapshot such that from those signals all others can be recomputed. However,
it turns out that developers want precise control over what state is restored. For
example, the view of the calendar should always display the current week when the
application is started, thus any changes to that view should not be persisted. Thus,
REScala allows developers to explicitly use Storage.persist to specify which reactives to persist. An alternative would have been to allow opting out of restoration,
but our case studies indicate that the application code is easier to understand the
use of restoration is explicit – which aligns with our overall strategy for fault tolerance. For the remaining discussion, however, we generally assume that all state of
an application should be restored and show how that process is automated.
Technically, persisting takes an id and a default parameter. The ID of a stored
signal is used to identify which value in a stored snapshot corresponds to which
signal in the application and the default is used when the current snapshot does
not contain a matching ID (e.g., when the application is started for the first time,
without a snapshot). We use the Scala type system to require that the values of
signals that are included in snapshots are serializable (i.e. can be stored to disk).
For example, a signal containing a calendar date of type Signal[Date] in requires
that the Date type is serializable.
Each device has its own application code together with its own storage for state.
When a device crashes, the runtime representation of the flow graph is lost, including all values of reactives. The flow graph itself can be reconstructed from the
application code and values of reactives are restored from the snapshot. Every processed transaction updates the snapshot at the end of the transaction, thus losing
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at most the latest interaction with the user (i.e., a single press of a button). Creating snapshots is incremental – only values changed by a transaction are updated
in the snapshot. In the first place, only the few reactives with state essential to the
application are included in the snapshot and the value of all other reactives is recomputed from those during restoration. We trade efficient frequent snapshots for
more expensive but rare restorations. Section 5 elaborates on further details and
proves the correctness of restoration from minimal snapshots.

Snapshot Anatomy
Conceptually, a snapshot is a mapping of the reactives to their current values. Neither the structure of the flow graph nor any other state is required for restoring a
snapshot. Applications often store redundant derived state in memory for efficiency
– this pattern is especially prevalent with derived signals which are basically all recomputable. For example, a histogram displayed to the user can be recomputed
from database entries, but it would be expensive to repeat this process for every
frame the application displays. Non-distributed REScala applications typically consist of many small derived parts of the state (i.e., single reactives) to take advantage
of incremental updates. In such a setting, REScala detects derived state and excludes it from snapshots. Precisely, in REScala, the only reactives with values that
cannot be recomputed are source signals (capturing external state) and fold signals
(aggregating event occurrences), since their state depends on past user interactions.
All other reactives are either stateless events or derived signals that can re-execute
their user-defined functions to recompute their state. We say that sources and folds
constitute the essential state, and REScala recovers the state of all reactives from the
essential state.

Creating Snapshots
In traditional paradigms for interactive applications developers must carefully reason about when the application may create a snapshot, because snapshots should
not include transitional state. However, transactions correspond to a single user
perceived change and provide the boundaries for fault tolerance. Thus, snapshots
are created as part of each transaction and each snapshot correspond to a user perceived change. Moreover, the transaction manager also protects the snapshot mechanism from any external control flow for free.
Storing a full snapshot of all the essential state after each transaction is wasteful, since only a subset of the reactives change. Full snapshots are especially problematic when considering modularity of applications, because composing modules
would suddenly incur an overhead on unrelated transactions. Instead of full snapshots, REScala keeps track of all reactives that are changed during a transaction.
Snapshots are then stored incrementally and only reactives changed by a transaction are updated in the snapshot. Thus, the cost of snapshots grows linearly with
the size of transactions, not linearly with the size of the application.
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Recovering State
For recovery, REScala re-executes the application to restore the structure of the flow
graph, but restores the values of reactives from the snapshot instead of initializing
them. During this recovery process, the value of each signal with essential state is
restored to the state after the last completed transaction before the crash. Events do
not have state, so no value is restored. Derived signals recompute their values from
the restored values. As the flow graph is acyclic, it is guaranteed that input reactives
are always restored before any derived reactives. To handle dynamically changing
flow graphs, the recovery process is also incremental. Reactives are restored as soon
as they are created during the re-execution of the application. Thus, REScala allows
the restored parts of the application to already handle new interactions, while other
parts are still recovering.
We make two arguments why recomputation is preferable over storing more
values in the snapshot. First, a snapshot is created every time an update occurs,
while restoration only happens when a device fails. Hence, storing only necessary
state has performance benefits if the latter is only a small portion of the overall
state (cf. Section 13.2 for an empirical evaluation). In a previous study [181], we
reported that in a typical reactive application only 14% of the flow graph contains
essential state. Second, and arguably more important than the performance, only
the essential parts of the state need to be serializable, thus allowing the use of data
types that cannot be (efficiently) serialized for the rest of the application. In general,
serialization works on the level of individual reactives, thus performance is heavily
dependent on the serialization performance and the size of state changed in each
individual transaction.

Observers
REScala only restores state that is part of the flow graph. To ease integration with
external libraries, REScala executes observers on signals during restoration. For example, when the list of selected entries of the calendar is restored, the observer that
informs the UI about updates is executed. In general, observers allow developers to
define a relationship between the changes of transactions – including restoration
– and some external state. In the case of signal observers, the relationship is that
the external state should always be computed by the observer function, using the
current value of the signal. Executing the observers during recovery allows the application to uphold this relationship. However, it is ultimately the responsibility of
the application to use correct handlers. Events have no state to be restored (because
snapshots are only stored between updates), so the handlers on event observers are
not executed during restoration.

3.3 Managing Distributed State
This section presents how REScala keeps the application responsive when network
connections are not reliable and still ensures that the state of different replicas of
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Figure 3.1: Full flow graph of a distributed application (left) and abstract dataflow
(right).
the same application remains consistent. The key idea is to manage fault tolerance
at the level of replicated data structures and ensuring their consistency instead of
handling fault tolerance at the level of individual messages.

Replicated Reactives
The smallest unit of replication are individual reactives. Replicated reactives model a
shared piece of state that is replicated to the flow graphs of multiple devices. Unlike
derivation of reactives, replication creates a bidirectional connection between these
reactives, thus extending the flow graph beyond device boundaries. For illustration,
consider the left part of Figure 3.1, which shows four devices each having its own
local flow graph. Reactives A, B, C are replicated (C is replicated in Dev 2 and Dev
4, A in Dev 1 and Dev 2, and B in Dev 1, Dev 2, Dev 3). The right of the figure
shows the abstract dataflow of the overall distributed application. For example,
even though reactives d (Dev 1) and e (Dev 2) are on different devices, a change
of d will eventually reach e. However, because remote communication is slow and
unreliable transactions are bounded within one device. The semantics for replicated
reactives is as follows.
Replicated reactives behave like normal reactives with regard to device-local
dataflow. Their state is computed from their inputs, propagated to their outputs,
and stored in the local snapshot. Unlike the directed connections between reactives on the same device, connections between replicas work in any direction. Each
device can change the state of its replica independently, even while being disconnected from the rest, thus transactions must be able to complete locally. Local
transactions cause the state of the replicas to diverge.
To still provide a convenient user experience the devices use eventually consistent synchronization when communication is possible. Cvtr requires the existence of an eventually consistent synchronization protocol for the state of each individual replicated reactive. In REScala replicated reactives are implemented using
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state-based conflict-free replicated data types (CRDTs) [186] for the state of those
reactives. CRDTs provide automatic conflict-free merging of diverged state for a
wide range of common data types [186]. A CRDT in REScala consists of a lattice
and a set of local operations to modify the state of the CRDT. A lattice is a structure where every two values can be merged using an associative, commutative, and
idempotent merge function that provides eventual consistency. While CRDTs usually have a limited set of possible operations, we argue in Chapter 10 why this is
not an additional restriction for Cvtr.
The example in Figure 2.4 illustrates how ReplicatedSet is used as the value
type for the replicated reactive entrySet which is then replicated in the network.
The underlying lattice of ReplicatedSet is a simple set of values with set union
as its merge function. The only local operation allows adding values to the set,
which is used by the application to add new calendar entries. The set of entries is
synchronized between all devices that use a replicated signal with the same name
and type. Due to the properties of the merge function, the state of replicas can
always be synchronized, and eventually all devices will converge to the same set
containing all added elements.
For a set, once all replicas have been merged with each other, they all contain
the same elements. In addition to ReplicatedSet, REScala currently supports replicated counters, last-writer-wins registers, ordered lists, and replicated data types
that allow adding and removing elements from sets and lists. By using conflict-free
data types – an existing technique already known to programmers – we provide
simple and intuitive semantics for sharing state across devices.

Replication and Transactions
The local operations on CRDTs enable their use as values when deriving reactives,
and their state-based nature enables their integration with snapshots and recovery.
Both local changes or a local restoration are synchronized by merging the diverged
states of different replicas. Every change to the value of a CRDT, both local and remote, is immediately propagated to local derived reactives. However, some transactional properties are lost at the device boundaries, because Cvtr prioritizes offline
availability over strong consistency. Most users of interactive application prefer
their applications to work offline, and they understand that their collaborators do
not see their changes while they are offline.
Still, Cvtr keeps some transactional properties, most importantly, the causal
consistency of changes to multiple reactives is preserved between two devices. For
example, Dev 1 and Dev 2 in Figure 3.1 try to synchronize their state after every
transaction. With slow network connections – a disconnect is a very slow connection – Dev 1 and Dev 2 may have different states for reactives A and B. However, all
remote changes to replicated reactives are applied as a single transaction, thus still
providing causal consistency because changes from one reactive do not become visible before earlier changes of another reactive. For example, when Dev 2 changes
reactive A, then reactive B also changes in the same transaction because of the connection in the local flow graph. Dev 2 sends the most recent state of both reactive
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A and reactive B to Dev 1. When the result of such a transaction from Dev 2 is
received by Dev 1 the changes are applied as a single transaction on Dev 2, thus
changing both reactives A and B and keeping the causal connection between their
changes. Causal consistency aligns well with end user expectations. Causal consistency prevents situations where an answer (e.g., the value of reactive B) is visible
before the original message (e.g., the value of reactive A) – a situation that is highly
confusing to most users.
The first lost property of transactions is their identity. Only the most recent
state is synchronized, thus Dev 2 may execute many transactions while offline, but
Dev 1 will only apply the latest changes as a single transaction. REScala provides
operators that are sensitive to the number of transaction, most notably many of
user-defined functions for fold reactives execute their function once per transaction. It depends on the application, if the semantics of the user-defined function is
actually dependent on the number of transactions. The order sensitive operators
have to be inspected by the developer and depending on their semantics they must
also be replicated over the network to ensure consistency. For example, the count
operators counts the number of changes to its input reactive. If the changes to a
single replicated reactive are counted on two different devices, the count may be
different. Thus, to ensure consistency, the count reactive must also be replicated.
The second lost property is what is called distributed glitch freedom [68]. For
example, consider again the graph in Figure 3.1. An update that affects reactive A
on Dev 2 will immediately affect reactive B on Dev 2 because they are connected
by the local flow graph. However, if A is updated on Dev 1, B is only indirectly affected and synchronization with Dev 2 is required to complete the update. In a local
graph, being able to observe the changed state of reactive A without also observing the changed state of a derived reactive B is called a glitch. When the derived
reactive is only connected over device boundaries, this is called a distributed glitch.
Distributed glitches always require at least two network connections: either a cycle
as in the example or a diamond shape with at least three devices. To prohibit distributed glitches, Dev 1 would have to wait for the update on B to arrive, whenever
A is changed. REScala (as presented in this thesis) allows for distributed glitches
in favor of availability (but Drechsler [68] provides serializable distributed transactions for REScala – losing availability). It is possible to analyze the flow graph
and predict when a distributed glitch may occur, although it cannot be completely
accurate with dynamic graphs and offline availability. In general, users usually appreciate when they are informed that their changes have not yet been confirmed by
a remote connection and will understand that some changes or functionality thus
is only applied later (e.g., a remote spell checker only highlighting mistakes after a
couple of seconds).

Obscure Interactions: Published Signals, Replicated Events, and Nested
Reactives
We have covered the core of distributed state in Cvtr. However, there are three
additions covered here that make using replication in REScala more convenient.
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First is a simplification when bidirectional communication is not required. Second
is how replicated events are handled. Third is what happens when nested reactives
are replicated.
Using CRDTs to implement replicated signals allows bidirectional communication, but the value of the reactive must be a CRDT. Alternatively, REScala allows to
publish any signal – not only those based on CRDTs. Such a published signal is a
replicated signals that may only be changed by the publishing device, thus precluding conflicting changes. Publishing is a special case of eventually consistent replication. To publish a signal, REScala creates a replicated signal with a last-writer-wins
CRDT, a data type where the merge function always selects the most recent value.
Since only one device is allowed to write, there are no races between writes.
Replication in Cvtr is based on synchronized state, but events do not have state,
thus replication of events is not directly supported. Instead, events must be converted to signals first typically by using the latest(n) operator that creates a signal
containing the latest n occurrences of the event. If more than n events occur when
the device is disconnected, the oldest events will be lost. Similar operators can be
used to define time or priority-based policies, allowing the application developer to
tune the software behavior as necessary.
Replicated reactives may contain nested reactives. The value of nested reactives
is synchronized independently of the containing reactive – that is, the containing
reactive only synchronizes a reference to the nested reactive, but not the value.
Depending on the network model and protocol, the transfer of values of individual
replicated reactives may fail or be delayed. When the outer reactive is synchronized
but the inner reactive is delayed, then the application may lose causality. To fix
this issue, reactives nested in a replicated reactive must be considered as part of
any transaction that changes the containing replicated reactive. Then the normal
mechanism that ensures causal consistency also applies for nested reactives.

3.4 Replication and Restoration
When a replicated reactive aggregates state, then that state must both be synchronized with other devices and included in snapshots. For those reactives, all types
of faults may disturb their operation leading to complex failure cases. For example, a device may leave the network, make some changes while offline, shut down
and later restore from a snapshot, and finally reconnected to a different part of the
network. Yet, as long as devices are at least sporadically connected to some other
device in the network, then the network runtime of REScala will ensure that all
replicas of the replicated reactive have the same value on all devices. This includes
replicating state after recovering from a crash to ensure that all devices eventually
see the same set of entries. Thus, no matter the combination of failures, the state
of a Cvtr application will be fully recovered and consistent on all replicas that are
connected.
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3.5 Conclusion
Cvtr addresses crashes and disconnects in a way that simplifies the programming
model two a two tiered system for the programmer. Local devices are considered
consistent but may have to be restored after a crash, while communication is eventually consistent and done on a best-effort basis. Both parts of the solution are
individually useful for their specific case (only addressing crashes, or only disconnects) but their strength is that they still work when both types of faults occur
together. Even when a device crashes while it is offline the state is restored and
will be correctly synchronized when connectivity is established again.

Chapter 4

The Formal Programming Paradigm
To precisely describe the Cvtr programming paradigm, this chapter introduces a
core calculus of REScala called ℱ𝑟 that formalizes the syntax and semantics introduced in Chapter 2. While REScala is older than ℱ𝑟 the current implementation
of REScala was co-developed together with ℱ𝑟 . Chapter 6 discusses how the calculus is extended into the full implementation of REScala. However, the model is
designed to be independent of any concrete embedding language. Chapter 5 formally states the assumptions on the embedding language and proves the resulting
properties of the model.

4.1 Syntax
Figure 4.1 shows the syntax of ℱ𝑟 . The outermost term is a set of communicating devices (𝑀; 𝐷1 |...|𝐷𝑛 ) consisting of a mapping 𝑀 that assigns each replicated reactive
𝑟 a merge function 𝑟 ↦ 𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟 to model CRDTs, and a set of devices 𝐷1 |...|𝐷𝑛 executing concurrently. Confer to Section 10.4 for a discussion how protocols other than
classical CRDTs may be expressed using merge functions. Devices 𝐷 have volatile
state in the form of processes 𝐿, and durable state in the form of snapshots Σ – corresponding to a simplified view of RAM and disk storage. The current process is
lost when the device crashes, but the snapshot is persisted. Each 𝐷𝑖 starts with an
initial process 𝐿𝑖 and an empty snapshot.
The evaluation of processes 𝐿 models either (a) the execution of application
code ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 with term 𝑡 and store 𝜇 or (b) the propagation of changes during a transaction ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 ▷ (𝐴; 𝑃). The propagation ▷ (𝐴; 𝑃) contains the sets of active reactives 𝐴
and processed reactives 𝑃 and is used by the runtime for bookkeeping during transactions. The evaluation of processes uses the 𝜆-calculus as the embedding language.
Values 𝑣 include functions 𝑥 => 𝑡, the unit value, and reactives 𝑟. Terms 𝑡 include
function definitions and application, creating new reactives, and integrations of
reactive and external code. In ℱ𝑟 all terms creating new reactives are capitalized.
Reactives that are used as inputs or for activation are left of a dot, and user-defined
functions for reevaluation are in braces. For the calculus, we assume an arbitrary
36
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𝐶 ∶∶= (𝑀; 𝐷|...|𝐷)

Communication

𝐷 ∶∶= Σ𝐿
𝐿 ∶∶= ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 ∣ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 ▷ (𝐴; 𝑃)

Device
Process

𝑣 ∶∶= 𝑥 => 𝑡 ∣ 𝑟 ∣ unit ∣ …

Value

𝑡 ∶∶= 𝑣 ∣ 𝑥 ∣ 𝑡 𝑡 ∣

𝜆 Term

𝑟 ∣ 𝑡. Map{𝑓 } ∣ 𝑡. Fold (𝑡){𝑓 } ∣ 𝑡. Flatten ∣ 𝑡. Filter{𝑓 } ∣
Source(𝑠) ∣ 𝑡. observe(𝑜) ∣ 𝑡.value ∣ 𝑡.fire(𝑡)

Reactive
Integration

𝑟

Reactives (locations)

𝑠

Source definition

𝑜

Observer definition

𝑓 ∶ (𝜇, 𝑟) → 𝑣

User-defined function

𝑀 ∶ 𝑟 ↦ ((𝑣 × 𝑣) → 𝑣)

Merge mapping

Σ∶𝑟 ↦𝑣

Snapshot

𝜇 ∶ 𝑟 ↦ (in ⊂ 𝑟, val ∈ 𝑣, op ∈ 𝑓 , act ∈ 𝑓 , obs ⊂ 𝑜)

Local store

Figure 4.1: Syntax of ℱ𝑟 .

𝐸 ∶∶= ∣ [⋅] ∣ 𝐸 𝑡 ∣ 𝑣 𝐸
∣ (𝑟, 𝐸, 𝑡). Map{𝑓 } ∣ 𝐸. Fold (𝑡){𝑓 } ∣ 𝑟. Fold (𝐸){𝑓 } ∣ 𝐸. Filter{𝑓 } ∣ 𝐸. Flatten
∣ Source(𝐸) ∣ 𝐸. observe(𝑜) ∣ 𝐸.value ∣ 𝐸.fire(𝑡) ∣ 𝑟.fire(𝐸)
Figure 4.2: Evaluation context.

set of user-defined functions 𝑓 to exists. Note that user-defined functions are functions on the meta-level and are not to be confused with functions (𝑥 => 𝑡) inside
the calculus. In a typical implementation such as REScala, the set of user-defined
functions will be the side-effect-free subset of functions from the host language.
We use a standard, left to right, call by value, evaluation context 𝐸 [80] shown in
Figure 4.2. The store 𝜇 maps reactives 𝑟 to a 5-tuple with named values containing
the set of input reactives (in ⊂ 𝑟), the current value (val ∈ 𝑣), the function used
for computing new values during reevaluation (op ∈ 𝑓 ), the function to compute
if a reactive activates after reevaluation (act ∈ 𝑓 ), and any observer definitions
triggered by the reactive (obs ⊂ 𝑜). We write 𝜇(𝑟).val to access the value val of
reactive 𝑟 in store 𝜇.
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MAP

𝑡𝑖 ∶ Reactive[Ti ]

𝑓 ∶T→R

𝑡. Map{𝑓 } ∶ Reactive[R]
FOLD

𝑡 ∶ Reactive[T]

𝑡0 ∶ R

FLATTEN

𝑓 ∶ (R, T) → R

𝑡 ∶ Reactive[Reactive[T]]

𝑡. Fold (𝑡0 ){𝑓 } ∶ Reactive[R]
FILTER

𝑡 ∶ Reactive[T]

𝑡. Flatten ∶ Reactive[T]

𝑓 ∶ T → Boolean

𝑡. Filter{𝑓 } ∶ Reactive[T]
OBSERVE

𝑡 ∶ Reactive[T]

SOURCE

𝑠 ∶ SourceDef[T]

Source(𝑠) ∶ Reactive[T]
𝑜 ∶ ObserverDef[T]

𝑡. observe(𝑜) ∶ Observer
Figure 4.3: Typing rules of reactives.

4.2 Types
Figure 4.3 shows the typing rules of reactives. We use the types to give an intuition
how syntactic elements in ℱ𝑟 are correctly combined, and how an implementation would embed and express the methods of ℱ𝑟 into the embedding language.
In general, any language with a type system supporting generics should allow for
type-safe embedding of ℱ𝑟 . To simplify our presentation, we do not show the typing context for variables. All reactives are of type Reactive[T] and are parametric
over the value they carry. A Reactive[T] corresponds to a signal carrying a value
of type T, where an event of type T would be represented by a Reactive[Option[T]].
Many of the methods to create reactives allow for a user-defined function 𝑓 to specialize the behavior of the created reactive. The type system ensures that the type
of functions is compatible with the value type of reactives the function operates
on. However, note that our type system for user-defined functions is specialized
to include them in the flow graph. That is, in the dynamic semantics (Section 4.5)
each user-defined function operates on the current store and the input reactives.
For example, a user-defined function 𝑓 of type 𝑓 ∶ A → B takes a store 𝜇 and a
reactive 𝑟 ∶ Reactive[R] as its parameter and returns a value of type B.
• MAP has matching types for the 𝑖-th input reactive 𝑡𝑖 and the 𝑖-th parameter
𝑇𝑖 of the given function 𝑓 . The function is applied to the values of the inputs.
• FOLD uses 𝑡0 as an initial value which is passed to the user-defined function 𝑓 .
The type of 𝑓 matches the initial value and the value of the input. The result
type of the function has the same type as the initial state.
• FLATTEN removes one level of nesting, by extracting the value of the nested
reactive.
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𝑟 ∈Σ
𝑟 ∉Σ

ready(𝑃, 𝜇) = {𝑟 ∈ 𝜇 ∣ 𝑟 ∉ 𝑃 ∧ inputs(𝑟, 𝜇) ⊆ 𝑃 ∪ {𝑟}}
outdated(𝐴, 𝜇) = {𝑟 ∈ 𝜇 ∣ 𝐴 ∩ inputs(𝑟, 𝜇) ≠ ∅}
eval(𝑟, 𝜇) = 𝜇(𝑟).𝑜𝑝(𝜇, inputs(𝑟, 𝜇))
filter(𝑟, 𝜇) = 𝜇(𝑟).act(𝜇, inputs(𝑟, 𝜇))
update(𝜇, 𝑟, 𝑣) = (𝜇, 𝑟 ↦ (𝜇(𝑟).in, 𝑣, 𝜇(𝑟).op, 𝜇(𝑟).act, 𝜇(𝑟).obs))
inputs(𝑟, 𝜇) = {

{𝑟0 , 𝜇(𝑟0 ).val} 𝜇(𝑟).𝑖𝑛 = 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐(𝑟0 )
𝜇(𝑟).𝑖𝑛
otherwise

stateful(𝑟, 𝜇) = (𝑟 ∈ 𝜇(𝑟).𝑖𝑛 ∨ 𝜇(𝑟).𝑖𝑛 = ∅)
flatten(𝜇, 𝑟) = 𝜇(𝜇(𝑟).val).val
location(𝜇) = fresh location in 𝜇, consistent between restarts
sources(𝑟) = source r is triggered externally
observe(𝐴, 𝜇) = execute all external observers {𝑜 ∈ 𝜇(𝑟).obs ∣ 𝑟 ∈ 𝐴}
Figure 4.4: Auxiliary functions for the operational semantics.

• FILTER has the same type, Reactive[T], as its single input 𝑡. The function 𝑓
must take a parameter of the type T and return a Boolean. A filter reactives
propagates the value of the input unchanged, if the filter condition 𝑓 (𝑥) is
true.
• A source reactive is of type Reactive[T], given that it is triggered by a source
𝑠 of type SourceDef[T], i.e., the inner type T of the reactive is defined by the
inner type of 𝑠 (rule SOURCE). Sources are how we model data arriving from
somewhere outside the calculus.
• Similarly, an observe reactive has a single input 𝑡 of type Reactive[T], given
that they observe an 𝑜 of type ObserveDef[T], i.e., the inner type of the input reactive must match the type that is consumed by 𝑜 (rule OBSERVE). Observers model how data is extracted from the calculus and passed to some
external system.

4.3 Semantics Overview
We define a small step operational semantics for ℱ𝑟 . Figure 4.4 contains auxiliary
functions used throughout the semantics. Small step semantics allows modeling of
message receives and crashes to nondeterministically occur between any two steps
of a device. We first look at the stepping rules for individual devices (Section 4.4).
Evaluation of a single device depends on the current process, and is separated into
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𝜇(𝑟).𝑖𝑛 = ∅
Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑟.fire(𝑣) →𝐷 Σ ⟨update(𝜇, 𝑟, 𝑣)⟩ 𝑟 ▷ ({𝑟}; {𝑟})
Σ′

𝑃 = dom(𝜇)
observe(𝐴, 𝜇)
= Σ, {𝑟 ↦ 𝜇(𝑟).val ∣ 𝑟 ∈ 𝐴 ∧ stateful(𝜇, 𝑟)}
Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡𝑙 ▷ (𝐴; 𝑃) →𝐷 Σ′ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡𝑙

𝑣 = 𝜇(𝑟).val
Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑟.value →𝐷 Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑣

(ACCESS)

Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 →𝐷 Σ ⟨𝜇 ′ ⟩ 𝑡 ′
Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝐸[𝑡] →𝐷 Σ ⟨𝜇 ′ ⟩ 𝐸[𝑡 ′ ]

(FIRETX)

(COMMIT)

𝑡 →𝜆 𝑡 ′
Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 →𝐷 Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 ′

(OUTER)

(CONTEXT)

Figure 4.5: Operational semantics for process behavior of devices.

two differently labeled stepping relations, →𝐷 and →𝑝 , for presentation purposes.
When evaluating application code (→𝐷 ⊂ 𝐷 × 𝐷) the flow graph is created (Section 4.5) and actions are received. An action starts a propagation (→𝑝 ⊂ 𝐷 × 𝐷) (Section 4.6). Propagation processes all reactives before execution of the application
continues. A crash of the device during a propagation causes the triggering action
to be lost. We extend the system to several communicating devices in Section 4.7.
Communication has its own stepping relation (→𝐶 ⊂ 𝐶 × 𝐶), which nondeterministically chooses to further evaluate one of the devices, to send messages, or
to receive messages. We make the usual fairness assumptions that eventually all
devices get the chance to evaluate and communicate.

4.4 Devices
A device 𝐷 = Σ𝐿 consists of a currently executing process 𝐿, and a snapshot Σ. A
snapshot Σ is a mapping (𝑟 ↦ 𝑣) from reactives to their value. Figure 4.5 shows the
device evaluation relation except creating reactives.
Processes have two syntactic forms – one for the embedding application code
and one for executing transactions in the flow graph: (1) ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 executes the application code 𝑡 with store 𝜇 to create and modify the flow graph, and (2) ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 ▷ (𝐴; 𝑃)
executes the runtime propagation of changes during a transaction, where ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 is
the application level code to continue with after the update, and (𝐴; 𝑃) contains the
state of the runtime update propagation. The FIRETX rule (and other *TX rules we
see later) switch from the embedding application to the transaction and the COMMIT
ends the transaction and switches back.
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The FIRETX rule evaluates the term 𝑟.fire(𝑣) to create a new transaction on
source 𝑟 with value 𝑣 and activates 𝑟, i.e., marks it as having changed. The precondition ensures that 𝑟 has no inputs, i.e., it is a source. The device switches to
propagation by adding the runtime state ({𝑟}; {𝑟}), which is read as 𝑟 is active (it has
changed its values) and 𝑟 was processed (it will not change anymore in the current
propagation). Section 4.6 explains how these sets are used for propagation. The current term of the process 𝑟.fire(𝑣) evaluates to just 𝑟, indicating that firing a source
produces no new value. Finally, the value of the state 𝜇(𝑟) is changed to 𝑣 – we
write update(𝜇, 𝑟, 𝑣) to represent the updated store (c.f. Figure 4.4).
FIRETX could be extended to change multiple reactives at the same time, and
REScala supports such transactions. However, changing multiple reactives in the
same transaction can also be modeled by deriving all of them from a common source,
which is the only form supported in the calculus.
The COMMIT rule ends the propagation and updates the snapshot to include all
changes. When a propagation ends, the set of processed reactives 𝑃 contains all
reactives in the domain of 𝜇. The COMMIT rule steps from a propagation that processed all reactives back to normal application execution by keeping the term and
store ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡𝑙 from the propagation and producing a new snapshot Σ′ , which reflects
the changes to folds and sources 𝐴 that were active in the propagation. We write
Σ′ = (Σ, 𝑟 ↦ 𝑣) to say that Σ′ contains the same value assignments as Σ, except
for 𝑟 which is updated to 𝑣. The premise of COMMIT asserts that Σ′ is updated to
contain the current values of all active sources and folds 𝑟 ∈ 𝐴. Sources and folds
are computed by inspection of the inputs 𝜇(𝑟).𝑖𝑛, sources have no inputs, and folds
have themselves as an input. The COMMIT rule also executes the observers of all
active reactives using observe(𝐴, 𝜇). Similar to sources, the effect of observers is
not specified in the calculus but repersents an abstract integration with an external
system.
The ACCESS rule evaluates the term to the current value of the reactive, without
modifying the store or the snapshot. Note that 𝑟.value in ℱ𝑟 is not to be confused
with the .value method in REScala. The version in ℱ𝑟 is for accessing the value of
reactives from outside a transaction, while in REScala it is used only inside signal
expressions.
The OUTER rule embeds the stepping relation of the 𝜆-calculus outside reactive
operators. The rules of the 𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑑𝑎-calculus are not shown but are standard call-byvalue rules using substitution.
The CONTEXT rule evaluates nested device terms using a standard left-to-right
evaluation context shown in Figure 4.2.

4.5 Creating and Restoring the Flow Graph
The reduction rules in Figure 4.6 are concerned with creating the flow graph. A
reactive 𝑟 is either a source without inputs, or is derived from its input reactives
𝑥. The SOURCE, MAP, FOLD, FLATTEN, and FILTER rules each create a fresh identifier
𝑟 = location(𝜇) and add the inputs, value, operator functions, observer functions,
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→𝐷 ⊂ 𝐷 × 𝐷
𝑟0 = location(𝜇)
𝑣𝑠 = 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑝(𝑟0 , Σ, 𝑣)
′
𝜇 = 𝜇, 𝑟0 ↦ (∅, 𝑣𝑠 , unit , ∅, true)
Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ Source(𝑣) →𝐷 (Σ, 𝑟0 ↦ 𝑣𝑠 ) ⟨𝜇 ′ ⟩ 𝑟
𝑟0 = location(𝜇)

(SOURCE)

𝜇 ′ = 𝜇, 𝑟0 ↦ ({𝑟}, 𝑓 (𝜇, 𝑟), 𝑓 , ∅, true)

(MAP)

Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑟. Map{𝑓 } →𝐷 Σ ⟨𝜇 ′ ⟩ 𝑟0 ▷ ({𝑟0 }; {𝑟0 })
𝑟0 = location(𝜇)
𝑣𝑠 = 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑝(𝑟0 , Σ, 𝑣)
′
𝜇 = 𝜇, 𝑟0 ↦ ({𝑟0 , 𝑟1 }, 𝑣𝑠 , 𝑓 , ∅, true)
Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑟1 . Fold (𝑣){𝑓 } →𝐷 (Σ, 𝑟0 ↦ 𝑣𝑠 ) ⟨𝜇 ′ ⟩ 𝑟0

(FOLD)

𝑟 = location(𝜇)
𝜇 ′ = (𝜇, 𝑟0 ↦ (dynamic(𝑟1 ), flatten(𝜇, 𝑟1 ), flatten, ∅, true))
Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑟1 . Flatten →𝐷 Σ ⟨𝜇 ′ ⟩ 𝑟0
𝑟0 = location(𝜇)

(FLATTEN)

𝜇 ′ = 𝜇, 𝑟0 ↦ ({𝑟1 }, 𝜇(𝑟1 ).val, identity, ∅, 𝑓 )
Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑟1 . Filter{𝑓 } →𝐷 Σ ⟨𝜇 ′ ⟩ 𝑟0

𝑟0 = location(𝜇)

𝜇 ′ = 𝜇, 𝑟0 ↦ ({𝑟1 }, 𝜇(𝑟1 ).val, identity, {𝑜}, true)

Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑟1 . observe(𝑜) →𝐷 Σ ⟨𝜇 ′ ⟩ 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡

(FILTER)

(OBSERVE)

Figure 4.6: Operational semantics for creating reactives.

and activation functions 𝑟 ↦ (in, val, op, obs, act) to the store 𝜇. Restoration from
a snapshot happens during the creation of sources and folds by loading the initial
value from the snapshot if present.
Creating reactives always follows the same basic process. First, a new location
is found to store the reactive. Then that location is initialized with the correct state
depending on the method used to create the reactive. The state always includes the
inputs and an initial value and in most cases a user-defined function for updating
the value of the reactive. Most reactives have no observers and use true to compute
their own activation resulting in those reactives to always activate when any of
their inputs activate. The user-defined functions 𝑓 used in many of the reactives
are assumed to take a store 𝜇 and the input reactives as parameters. In REScala
the signal expression macro converts a Scala expression to such a function, in ℱ𝑟
we just assume this to happen. Finally, the expression evaluates to the new store
location.
The SOURCE rule creates a reactive 𝑟0 with initial value 𝑣𝑠 and no update functions. If the snapshot contains 𝑟0 , then the value is restored from the snapshot, i.e.,
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𝑣𝑠 = Σ(𝑟). If the snapshot does not contain 𝑟0 , then the given value is used, i.e.,
𝑣𝑠 = 𝑣.
The MAP rule derives a new reactive from its inputs 𝑟 using a user-defined function 𝑓 . Map reactives compute their current value by applying 𝑓 to the current value
of their inputs. The process is the same for computing the initial value, where 𝑓 is
directly applied. Map reactives have no observer and they always activate if any
of their inputs activates, thus the activation function is true. Map reactives are neither stored nor restored from the snapshots. Instead, the function 𝑓 is applied to
the restored values of 𝑟 to compute the restored value.
The FOLD rule creates a reactive 𝑟0 with user-defined function 𝑓 . To model
access of its state during reevaluation fold reactives have themselves as an input
in addition to 𝑟, thus passing the current value to the user-defined function 𝑓 . The
initial value 𝑣𝑠 is restored in the same way as in the SOURCE rule.
The FLATTEN rule creates reactives which derive their value from a single input
reactive 𝑟1 . The function flatten(𝜇𝑓 , 𝑟𝑓 ) = 𝜇𝑓 (𝜇𝑓 (𝑟𝑓 ).val).val describes the indirection flatten creates. That is, the value of flatten is the value of the nested reactive.
Like map reactives, flatten does not directly restore its values, but all inputs of flatten are assumed to be restored before the flatten reactive is created. Flatten reactives
have a specially labeled input dynamic(𝑟1 ), instead of just 𝑟1 , to support dynamic
detection of dependencies during propagation as described in Section 4.6.
The FILTER rule is the only rule that defines an activation function 𝑓 to limit
which values are propagated. The value of filter reactives is the value of their input.
Finally OBSERVE creates a new reactive that stores an observer. The value of
observer reactives is also always the value of its input. The store location of observe
reactives is not returned to the embedding application, thus there cannot be other
reactives derived from observers.
Each of fold, flatten, filter, and observe require their own support from the calculus. Fold requires reactives to have themselves as inputs. Flatten requires dynamic
inputs. Filter requires activation functions. Observe requires executing effects. Removing any combination of those four from the calculus still provides a useful subset of functionality. For example, removing filter essentially removes event semantics, removing fold results in stateless applications (except sources), and removing
flatten makes flow graphs static.
We now have all constructs required to build a flow graph of an ℱ𝑟 application. Figure 4.7 shows store 𝜇 (which encodes the flow graph) after evaluating up
to Line 13 of Figure 2.2. The application is structured in a way that each created reactive is assigned to a variable, and we have reuse these names to label the location
of each reactive for better understanding.

Storing and Restoring Nested Reactives
When a reactive 𝑟0 is included in a snapshot and contains a nested reactive 𝑟 then
𝑟 is also included in the snapshot. The value of 𝑟0 in the snapshot will then contain
a reference to 𝑟. This process is recursive.
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𝜇 =(
𝑟name ↦ (∅, ”some
𝑟text ↦ (∅, ”some

name”, unit, ∅, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒),
message”, unit, ∅, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒),

𝑟message ↦ {𝑟name , 𝑟text }, ”some

name: some message”,

(n, i) => n + ”: ” + i, ∅, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒),

𝑟room1 ↦ ({𝑟room1 , 𝑟message }, Nil, (history,
𝑟room2 ↦ (∅, List(”Me:

msg) => msg :: history, ∅, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒),

a constant message”), unit, ∅, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒),

𝑟roomList ↦ (∅, (𝑟room1 , 𝑟room2 ), unit, ∅, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒),
𝑟index ↦ (∅, 0, unit, ∅, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒),
𝑟selectedRoom ↦ ({𝑟roomList , 𝑟index }, 𝑟room1 , (l,

n) => l(n), ∅, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒),

𝑟roomContent ↦ ({dynamic(𝑟selectedRoom )}, Nil, unit, ∅, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒)
)
Figure 4.7: Example of the store after evaluating the chat example up to constructing
the content widget.

During restoration of 𝑟0 , the values of any nested reactive 𝑟 are also restored, if 𝑟
has not yet been restored otherwise. However, the operator and inputs of the nested
reactive 𝑟 are unknown when 𝑟0 is being restored. Thus, we restore a placeholder
reactive that is essentially constant. In the case that 𝑟 is recreated later, the placeholder is replaced by the actual reactive transparently. We discuss in Section 11.1
how the restoration of nested reactives is achieved in a practical implementation.

4.6 Propagation of Changes During Transactions
𝑟

The rules for propagation and reevaluation −
→𝑝 of a reactive 𝑟 are shown in Figure 4.8. We write just →𝑝 if the specific reactive is irrelevant. Whenever a transaction changes the value of a reactive, then the runtime starts propagation of that
change and all transitively derived reactives must reevaluate, i.e., compute their
new value based on the inputs and on the operator. Syntactically, processes that
perform a propagation are written ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 ▷ (𝐴; 𝑃). With the state of the propagation
expressed by the sets of active reactives 𝐴 and processed reactives 𝑃. →𝑝 evaluates devices with such processes. From the application developers’ point of view,
all reevaluations happen at the same time (synchronously) and use the most up-todate value of their inputs. ℱ𝑟 models propagation as a stepwise process to reason
about failure cases but guarantees synchronous semantics. At the beginning of a
propagation, the transaction has changed the value of a reactive 𝑟, which is active
𝑟 ∈ 𝐴 and processed 𝑟 ∈ 𝑃. During the propagation, ready reactives 𝑟 ′ ∈ ready(𝜇, 𝑃)
are either reevaluated or skipped, until all reactives are processed.
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→𝑝 ⊂ 𝐷 × 𝐷
𝑟 ∈ ready(𝑃, 𝜇)

𝑟 ∉ outdated(𝐴, 𝜇)
𝑟

(SKIP)

Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 ▷ (𝐴; 𝑃) −
→𝑝 Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 ▷ (𝐴; 𝑃, 𝑟)
𝑟 ∈ ready(𝑃, 𝜇)
𝑟 ∈ outdated(𝐴, 𝜇)
𝑣 = eval(𝑟, 𝜇)
𝐴′ = 𝐴, 𝑟 if filter(𝑟, 𝜇); 𝐴 otherwise
𝑟

Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 ▷ (𝐴; 𝑃) −
→𝑝 Σ ⟨update(𝜇, 𝑟, 𝑣)⟩ 𝑡 ▷ (𝐴′ ; 𝑃, 𝑟)

(REEVALUATE)

Figure 4.8: Operational semantics for propagation and reevaluation.

Reevaluation
A reevaluation (rule REEVALUATE) is the process of computing the current value of a
reactive 𝑟 by evaluating eval(𝑟, 𝜇) (Figure 4.4). That expression applies the operator
function 𝑜𝑝 to the current store 𝜇 and the inputs of 𝑟. In case 𝑟 is a flatten reactive
the nested reactive 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐(𝑟) is treated as a normal input.

Propagation
The FIRETX rule (same for SOURCETX and SYNCHRONIZETX introduced later) writes
a new value to the store 𝜇 and marks 𝑟 as active and processed. A reactive 𝑟 is ready
(𝑟 ∈ ready(𝑃, 𝜇)) if it has not been processed and all inputs of 𝑟 are processed. Fold
reactives have themselves as inputs and are ready if all other inputs are processed.
Flatten reactives are ready when the outer and the nested inputs are processed. Additionally, a reactive 𝑟 is outdated (𝑟 ∈ outdated(𝐴, 𝜇)), if any of its inputs are active,
i.e., the input is reevaluated and the activation function of that input returns true.
Depending on whether a ready reactive is outdated the SKIP or REEVALUATE rule
is applied. The SKIP rule marks a reactive as processed, if it is ready and not outdated. A skipped reactive is never active independent of its activation function. The
REEVALUATE rule additionally causes a reevaluation of the reactive and marks the
reactive as active if the activation function returns true. In all cases, the reactive is
marked as processed. When all reactives in the store have been processed the COMMIT rule (Figure 4.5) ends the propagation. Because both sets, active reactives 𝐴 and
processed reactives 𝑃, only grow during a propagation, the process is guaranteed
to terminate.

4.7 Communication Between Multiple Devices
Communication is modeled by sending state between devices without ordering or
reliability of messages. Thus, the guarantees of ℱ𝑟 apply to most existing systems.
The stepping rules for communicating devices (𝑀; 𝐷1 |...|𝐷𝑛 ) are shown in Figure 4.9.
The merge functions in 𝑀 define the global behavior of the replicated reactives and
they are fixed before any device starts – no central coordination is required.
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𝐷𝑖 →𝐷 𝐷𝑖′
(𝑀; 𝐷1 |...|𝐷𝑖 |...|𝐷𝑛 ) →𝐶 (𝑀; 𝐷1 |...|𝐷𝑖′ |...|𝐷𝑛 )

𝑣 = sources(𝑟)
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(DEVICE)

𝐷 ′ = Σ ⟨update(𝜇, 𝑟, 𝑣)⟩ 𝑡 ▷ ({𝑟}; {𝑟})

(𝑀; 𝐷1 |...|Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡|...|𝐷𝑛 ) →𝐶 (𝑀; 𝐷1 |...|𝐷 ′ |...|𝐷𝑛 )
𝑟 = dom(𝜇𝑠 ) ∩ dom(𝑀)
merge𝑖 = 𝑀(𝑟𝑖 )
𝑣𝑖 = mergei (𝜇𝑠 (𝑟𝑖 ).val, 𝜇𝑟 (𝑟𝑖 ).val)
𝐷𝑠 = Σ𝑠 ⟨𝜇𝑠 ⟩ 𝑡𝑠
𝐷𝑟 = Σ𝑟 ⟨𝜇𝑟 ⟩ 𝑡𝑟
𝐴 = {𝑟𝑖 ∣ 𝜇𝑟 (𝑟𝑖 ).val ≠ 𝑣𝑖 }
′
𝐷𝑟 = Σ𝑟 ⟨update(𝜇𝑟 , 𝑟𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 )⟩ 𝑡𝑟 ▷ (𝐴; 𝐴)
(𝑀; 𝐷1 |...|𝐷𝑠 |...|𝐷𝑟 |...|𝐷𝑛 ) →𝐶 (𝑀; 𝐷1 |...|𝐷𝑠 |...|𝐷𝑟′ |...|𝐷𝑛 )

(SOURCETX)

(SYNCHRONIZETX)

Figure 4.9: Operational semantics for remote updates.

The DEVICE rule models any of the concurrent devices 𝐷𝑖 taking a normal step in
the device evaluation relation →𝐷 (c.f., Section 4.4). This model allows for devices
to execute at different speeds or pause execution for some time before resuming.
The SOURCETX starts a new transaction when any of the sources are activated
externally, e.g., by a user interaction. When exactly this is the case is defined by the
sources() function which returns the new value for the source. In our calculus this
function is underspecified, but is understood to represent an input from an external
system. The started transaction is the same as in the FIRETX rule.
The SYNCHRONIZETX rule models all communication between devices, including delayed, duplicated, and dropped messages. Conceptually the rule selects two
devices one device 𝐷𝑠 that sends the values of all replicated reactives in its store 𝜇𝑠
and another device 𝐷𝑟 that receives and merges those values and starts a new transaction. Neither 𝐷𝑠 nor 𝐷𝑟 have an ongoing transaction – synchronization may only
happen when the flow graph of the application is idle. The rule always merges all
replicated reactives 𝑟 of the sending device. The values of both replicas of each reactive are merged pairwise and the results are used as the new values for the store 𝜇𝑟
of the receiving device. If the receiving device does not have a value for a reactive,
then merging returns the sent value. A new transaction is started on the receiving
device with the changed replicated reactives 𝐴 set as activating and processed. The
transaction propagates the received changes to the local flow graph.
Dropped messages and networks with only partial conenctions between devices
are modeled by not executing SYNCHRONIZETX for a pair of devices. Delayed and
reordered messages use artificial devices as an indirection. Artificial devices are
normal devices as far as the calculus is concerned, but server no purpose in the
model of the application and are only used to synchronize state. A delayed message
from a device A to a device B, for example, is modeled by first synchronizing from
A to an artificial device A’. Then at any later point, A’ synchronizes with B.
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For consistency between devices, the merge function must form a semilattice
(i.e., it is associative, commutative, and idempotent). Eventual consistency does
require that all devices eventually do receive new messages for all reactives.

Sending Nested Reactives
A replicated reactive 𝑟0 may contain other nested reactives 𝑟 as values. When a
device 𝐷 adds 𝑟 to the value of 𝑟0 for the first time, there are two cases to consider.
First, if 𝑟 is already a replicated reactive each device uses its local value of 𝑟
inside 𝑟0 . The two reactives 𝑟 and 𝑟0 are synchronized as any other two replicated
reactives. Second, if 𝑟 is not a replicated reactive, only the local device 𝑑 can cause
𝑟 to change. In this case, 𝑑 promotes 𝑟 to a replicated reactive by providing an
initial value and a merge function. The merge function for 𝑟 selects the latest value
according to a logical timestamp. This latest-writer-wins scheme is race condition
free, because the original device is the only writer of 𝑟. The current value of 𝑟 is
sent along the value of 𝑟0 when synchronizing, to allow remote devices to initialize
a replica of 𝑟. Once initialized, 𝑟 synchronizes independently of 𝑟0 .
To simplify the presentation of the formalization we always assume the first
case, i.e., that only replicated reactives are nested into other replicated reactives. We
can do so without loss of generality by assuming that the transformation explained
for the second case is applied implicitly.

4.8 Conclusion
We have chosen an operational semantics to present ℱ𝑟 in this thesis because enables the reasoning about failures in the middle of execution. The calculus focuses
on the core building blocks required to define a dynamic flow graph, but omits concrete concerns such as the distinction between signals and events, which are not
necessary to reason about failure. Chapter 5 uses ℱ𝑟 as presented in this chapter
to formally prove correctness. Chapter 6 then shows how REScala implements ℱ𝑟
in a modular way, such that different semantics for reactives (such as signals and
events) can be implemented.

Chapter 5

Theory of Devices, Distribution, and
Restoration
In this chapter, we present and proof the properties of ℱ𝑟 . The properties apply
to REScala and we make assumptions about the embedding language explicit, thus
paving the path for other implementations of the Cvtr programming paradigm. In
particular, we emphasize that we keep assumptions about the functionality of the
embedding language minimal and have the Cvtr paradigm provide correct behavior
even in corner cases.
We first prove properties of the evaluation of individual devices. We show that
transactions on a single device are glitch-free, complete, deterministic, and isolated.
The local guarantees constitute the foundation for fault tolerance.
Definition 5.1 (Syntax). We write →=→𝐷 ∪ →𝑝 , and →∗ for the transitive

closure. We write 𝜇 ∈ 𝐷 to say that 𝜇 is the store of 𝐷, and likewise with other
syntax. We write 𝐷 ∈ 𝐷0 → ... → 𝐷𝑛 and 𝐷𝑖 → 𝐷𝑗 ∈ 𝐷0 → ... → 𝐷𝑛 to say that
𝐷 and 𝐷𝑖 → 𝐷𝑗 , respectively, are contained in the sequence 𝐷0 → ... → 𝐷𝑛 .

5.1 Traces
Many proofs reason about program behavior in a single transaction or between
transactions. We use traces to reason about sequences of steps of device evaluation
while abstracting the concrete steps taken. We assume that traces for device evaluation are finite, i.e., that the evaluation of devices terminates when no external
inputs are received. The proofs only reason about finite slices out of the full trace
anyways, thus using only finite traces simplifies the presentation without affecting
the proved properties.
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Definition 5.2 (Trace). A trace of a device 𝐷0 , written trace(𝐷0 ), is a sequence

𝐷0 →∗ 𝐷𝑛 , where 𝐷𝑛 cannot be further reduced.

Definition 5.3 (Propagation). Given 𝐷0 , a propagation 𝑝 = ptrace(𝐷𝑖 , 𝐷𝑗 ) is any

maximally long subsequence 𝐷𝑖 →∗𝑝 𝐷𝑗 of trace(𝐷0 ), i.e., there is no longer
sequence 𝐷𝑖′ →∗𝑝 𝐷𝑗′ that contains 𝐷𝑖 →∗𝑝 𝐷𝑗 .
𝑟

Definition 5.4 (Reevaluation). We call any 𝐷 −
→𝑝 𝐷 ′ , which was produced by

the REEVALUATE rule, a reevaluation of 𝑟.

Definition 5.5 (Transaction). Given a propagation 𝑝 = ptrace(𝐷𝑖 , 𝐷𝑗 ), the trans-

action trace 𝑡 = transaction(𝑝) is 𝐷𝑖−1 →𝐷 𝑝 →𝐷 𝐷𝑗+1 .

5.2 At-most-once Reevaluation of Reactives
We show that propagation ensures that reactives are reevaluated at-most-once. In a
realistic implementation, multiple reevaluations of a single reactive are observable
using side effects (directly in the reevaluation, or by observing execution time or
energy consumption). Even in ℱ𝑟 , multiple reevaluations would produce incorrect
values for folds, i.e., the inputs are aggregated multiple times.
Lemma 5.6 (At-most-once evaluation). Each propagation ptrace(𝐷0 , 𝐷𝑛 ) con𝑟

tains at most one reevaluation 𝐷 −
→𝑝 𝐷 ′ of each reactive 𝑟.
Proof. By the premise of REEVALUATE it must hold that 𝑟 ∈ ready(𝑃, 𝜇) which
requires 𝑟 ∉ 𝑃. However, the REEVALUATE rule adds 𝑟 to 𝑃, and no step during a propagation removes reactives from 𝑃. Thus, there can be at most one
reevaluation of each reactive 𝑟.

5.3 Glitch-free Propagation
When transactions are incorrectly propagated, inconsistencies – called glitches –
can arise. The concrete definition of a glitch varies in the literature, but corresponds to the situation where values that logically belong to different points in
time are observed at the same time. In ℱ𝑟 , a glitch happens precisely when the
value of a reactive is written after a derived reactive has been reevaluated in the
same propagation (c.f. Definition 5.7) A system is called glitch-free if there are no
glitches.
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Definition 5.7 (Glitch). For a propagation 𝑝 = ptrace(𝐷0 , 𝐷𝑛 ) and a reevaluation
𝑟

𝑟′

𝐷𝑗−1 −
→𝑝 𝐷𝑗 in 𝑝 and for any input 𝑟 ′ ∈ inputs(𝑟, 𝜇)⧵{𝑟} of 𝑟, any write 𝐷𝑘−1 −→𝑝
𝐷𝑘 with 𝑘 > 𝑗 in 𝑝 is called a glitch.
Lemma 5.8 (Glitch Freedom). There are no glitches in all propagations.

Proof. By contradiction. Assume there is a write on 𝑟 ′ satisfying the conditions
above. Because 𝑟 is reevaluated it must be 𝑟 ∈ ready(𝑃, 𝜇) for some 𝜇 and 𝑃,
thus 𝑟 ′ ∈ 𝑃 at the time of the reevaluation. Due to at-most-once reevaluation
𝑟
(Lemma 5.6), for 𝑟 ′ ∈ 𝑃 to be true, the sole reevaluation of 𝑟 ′ at 𝐷𝑖−1 −
→𝑝 𝐷𝑖 it
must be 𝑗 > 𝑖, i.e., 𝑟 ′ is reevaluated before 𝑟. However, 𝑘 > 𝑗 > 𝑖 means that the
reevaluation of 𝑟 is between the reevaluation of 𝑟 and the write of 𝑟, which by
inspection of the rules is impossible.

5.4 Complete Propagation
At-most-once evaluation (Section 5.2), and glitch freedom (Section 5.3) are trivially
fulfilled if transactions are not propagated at all hence, we require an additional
liveness property. We show that after a propagation, all derived reactives reflect
the changes to their inputs, given their operators. For folds applying their operator
multiple times aggregates new values even without changed inputs, thus it is also
incorrect to just reevaluate all reactives. We show that ℱ𝑟 reevaluates reactives
that are reachable in the flow graph from the transaction (Lemma 5.12), except
when processing is stopped by an activation function. To this end, we first show
that there is always a ready reactive until all reactives become processed, and that
exactly the reachable and not filtered reactives become active (Lemma 5.10).
Lemma 5.9. For any step during a propagation, either all reactives are processed

𝑃 = dom(𝜇), or there is at least one 𝑟 ∈ ready(𝑃, 𝜇).
Proof. By construction. Pick any unprocessed 𝑟 ∈ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇) ⧵ 𝑃, if 𝑟 is ready,
we found a candidate. Otherwise, there must be an unprocessed input 𝑟𝑖 ∈
inputs(𝑟, 𝜇) from which we continue our search. This search must terminate,
because the graph is acyclic.
Lemma 5.10. At the end of any propagation started by a transaction on reactive

𝑟 with store 𝜇 the set of active reactives 𝐴 is the set of transitively derived
reactives of 𝑟 excluding any paths on a reactive 𝑟 ′ that is filtered filter(𝜇, 𝑟 ′ ) ≠
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒.
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Proof. Inspection of the rules show that 𝑟 is added to the active reactives 𝐴
at the start of a propagation (*TX rules). Reactives are outdated only if they
are derived from reactives in 𝐴. Exactly the outdated and ready reactives are
processed by the REEVALUATE rule which adds them to 𝐴 if they are not filtered.
All other ready reactives are processed by the SKIP rule, which does not add
them to 𝐴. Because of Lemma 5.9 there is always a ready reactive until all
reactives are added to 𝑃 and reachable ones are also added to 𝐴.
Definition 5.11 (Complete Reactives). Given a propagation 𝑝 = ptrace(𝐷, 𝐷 ′ )

with respective stores 𝜇 ∈ 𝐷 and 𝜇 ′ ∈ 𝐷 ′ , and a new synthetic store 𝜇𝑟′ =
update(𝜇 ′ , 𝑟, 𝜇(𝑟).val) where only the value of 𝑟 is unchanged. We say a reactive
𝑟 is complete(𝑟) in 𝑝 if and only if evaluating 𝑟 in 𝜇𝑟′ produces the value of the
reactive in the final store eval(𝑟, 𝜇𝑟′ ) = 𝜇 ′ (𝑟).val.
Lemma 5.12 (Complete Propagation). For any propagation 𝑝 starting with a

transaction setting 𝑟 to 𝑣 and ending in store 𝜇 ′ , we call 𝑝 complete if
• the transaction changes the correct reactive 𝜇 ′ (𝑟).val = 𝑣,
• all active derived reactives {𝑟 ′ ∈ 𝐴} are complete,
• all non-active folds and sources keep their values.

Proof. First, the *TX rules cause a transaction to set the correct state and mark
the reactive as processed. Because of at-most-once reevaluation (Lemma 5.6)
we know those will not be changed again. Second, all active reactives are
reevaluated (Lemma 5.10). Due to glitch freedom (Lemma 5.8) each reevaluated reactive is complete and because of at-most-once evaluation (Lemma 5.6)
they do not change afterwards. Finally, the SKIP rule causes all non-active
reactives to become processed without changing their value (Lemma 5.10).

5.5 Determinism
The execution of devices is deterministic with the following caveats.
• When embedding Cvtr into a language, user-defined functions may be nondeterministic. We thus assume that either the embedding language guarantees deterministic user-defined functions or otherwise developers are responsible for ensuring used functions are deterministic.
• The order of reevaluations during propagation is not deterministic. However,
propagation is confluent, i.e., always produces the same result. Thus, when
considering the overall result of a transaction, the execution is still deterministic.
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Lemma 5.13 (Confluence). For any two propagations 𝑝1 = ptrace(𝐷, 𝐷1 ) and

𝑝2 = ptrace(𝐷, 𝐷2 ) starting at the same configuration 𝐷, the final states 𝜇1 ∈ 𝐷1
and 𝜇2 ∈ 𝐷2 are equal 𝜇1 = 𝜇2 .

Proof. No reactives are created during a propagation, thus 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇) = 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇1 ) =
𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇2 ). Due to Lemma 5.10 the set of active reactives 𝐴1 ∈ 𝐷1 and 𝐴2 ∈ 𝐷2 are
the same 𝐴1 = 𝐴2 , and by complete propagation (Lemma 5.12) they evaluate
to the same values.
Lemma 5.14 (Determinism). For any device 𝐷 all execution traces trace(𝐷) con-

tain the same sequence of →𝐷 steps, i.e., they are equal after removing all →𝑝
steps.
Proof. Follows from the determinism of the 𝜆-calculus, which we extend only
with deterministic →𝐷 -rules, and the confluent propagation (Lemma 5.13).

5.6 Isolated Propagation
Isolation captures the final piece of the synchronous nature of ℱ𝑟 by stating that
propagations do not interfere with each other. ℱ𝑟 itself executes only one propagation at a time, thus propagations are trivially isolated from each other. In a
distributed ℱ𝑟 application, propagations are executed concurrently. However, because there is no shared state, propagations on different devices are naturally isolated from each other.
Lemma 5.15 (Isolation). The resulting configuration 𝐷 ′ of a propagation 𝑝 =

ptrace(𝐷, 𝐷 ′ ) is independently of any concurrent transaction.

Proof. Propagation is confluent (see Lemma 5.13) and there are no concurrent
transactions by inspection of the rules. None of the *TX rules may trigger
concurrent transactions when a propagation is in progress.

5.7 Optimal Parallelization of Propagation
ℱ𝑟 is designed for efficient implementations by allowing for high-level optimizations due to the use of managed propagation. Reevaluation of multiple reactives –
which are 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦 – are parallelizable. In addition, we show that the algorithm used
in ℱ𝑟 is optimal with regard to the number of reactives that are 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦 at any given
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point of time. Thus, allowing for maximum parallelization. These results are equivalent to earlier work in SID-UP [69] and FElm [65] both of which are also optimal
but proven in the original publication of this chapter for the first time [157]. We
only consider configurations during propagation where the SKIP rule has already
been fully applied, because skipping reactives does not constitute work we want to
parallelize. This simplifies the proof. SID-UP [69] implements an efficient way to
not compute skips at all.
Lemma 5.16. For a propagation 𝑝 = ptrace(𝐷0 , 𝐷𝑛 ) and device 𝐷𝑖 ∈ 𝑝 with

processed reactives 𝑃 ∈ 𝐷𝑖 and store 𝜇 ∈ 𝐷𝑖 . If the SKIP rule is not applicable to
𝐷𝑖 , then reevaluating a reactive 𝑟 ∉ ready(𝑃, 𝜇) violates one of our correctness
guarantees.

Proof. By contradiction. Assume there exists a reactive 𝑟 ∈ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇) but 𝑟 ∉
ready(𝑃, 𝜇). It holds that 𝑟 ∉ 𝑃, otherwise 𝑟 would be reevaluated twice (see
Lemma 5.6). Inspecting the 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦 function shows that there must be an input
𝑟𝑖 ∈ inputs(𝑟, 𝜇) which is not yet processed 𝑟𝑖 ∉ 𝑃. We use a similar argument
as in Lemma 5.9 to show that either 𝑟𝑖 or one of its predecessors must be ready.
Due to complete propagation (Lemma 5.12) the reactive 𝑟𝑖 will be reevaluated
in the future because it has a ready predecessor. Thus, reevaluating 𝑟 is not
glitch-free (Lemma 5.8).

5.8 Eventual Consistency
Replicated reactives in ℱ𝑟 have an associative, commutative, and idempotent merge
function for each replicated reactive 𝑟 ∈ dom(𝑀), and all devices use the same
merge function for the same replicated reactive 𝑟. Thus, each replicated reactive
corresponds to a CRDT for which eventual consistency is established [110]. ℱ𝑟
combines eventual consistency and complete propagation (Lemma 5.12) to provide
eventual consistency for the entire interactive application. In general, state derived
from a replicated reactive 𝑟 could become inconsistent between replicas, because
both replicas observe a different number and order of activations of 𝑟. The key
insight is that only the state of fold reactives depends on the number and order
of activations. Thus, fold reactives derived from a replicated reactive must be distributed themselves to make the application eventually consistent. This property is
captured by the following theorem.
Definition 5.17 (Consistent reactives). Given a reactive 𝑟 and devices 𝐷1 and 𝐷2
with states 𝜇1 ∈ 𝐷1 and 𝜇2 ∈ 𝐷2 , we say 𝑟 is consistent if 𝑟 ∉ dom(𝜇1 ) ∩ dom(𝜇2 )
or 𝜇1 (𝑟).𝑣𝑎𝑙 = 𝜇2 (𝑟).𝑣𝑎𝑙
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Lemma 5.18 (Eventual consistency). Given two devices 𝐷1 and 𝐷2 and reactive

𝑟 ∈ dom(𝑀). If there are no other changes to 𝑟 and the devices eventually
exchange values, then 𝑟 is consistent.
Proof. Follows directly from commutativity and idempotence of 𝑀(𝑟) once
both devices have received the remote value at least once with the SYNCHRONIZETX rule.
Theorem 5.19. A fully connected component of reactives 𝑅 in the flow graph

is eventually consistent, if all sources 𝑅𝑠 ⊂ 𝑅 and folds 𝑅𝑓 ⊂ 𝑅 are eventually
consistent.
Proof. Once all 𝑅𝑠 and 𝑅𝑓 reach a consistent state, then because of complete
propagation (Lemma 5.12), all derived reactives 𝑅 become consistent.

5.9 Dataflow Causal Consistency
From a user’s perspective, eventual consistency is a weak guarantee, because reactions may be perceived to happen out of order. Ideally, it is desirable to provide
causal consistency, because the CALM theorem [103] states that we cannot do better without losing availability.
To reason about causal consistency we need a way to causally relate values. We
say that all values in the store 𝜇𝑡 at the end of a transaction 𝑡 are causally related.
Causal consistency is violated if at any point in time (i.e., outside a transaction) one
value 𝑣1𝑡 from a transaction 𝑡 is visible on a device, but at least one other value 𝑣2𝑡
causally related to that value is not visible.
For our state-based CRDTs, a past value 𝑣2 is visible if the current value 𝑣1 is
larger 𝑣1 ≥ 𝑣2 than the past value according to the merge function of the reactive
𝑣1 ≥ 𝑣2 ⟺ 𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒(𝑣1 , 𝑣2 ) = 𝑣1 . Past values are defined by the order of transactions.
Transactions that happen on the same device are ordered in their natural order.
Once synchronization happened, transactions on the sending device are ordered
before transactions on the receiving device.
Definition 5.20 (Transaction order). Given a device 𝐷 with propagations 𝑝𝑖,𝑗

and transactions 𝑡𝑖,𝑗 = transaction(𝑝𝑖,𝑗 ) we say that 𝑡𝑖 < 𝑡𝑗 if the 𝑡𝑖 occurs first in
the trace of the device trace(𝐷).
For two devices 𝐷𝑠,𝑟 in a communication system (𝑀; 𝐷1 |…|𝐷𝑠 |…|𝐷𝑟 |…𝐷𝑛 )
and transactions 𝑡𝑠,𝑟 on the respective devices we say that 𝑡𝑠 < 𝑡𝑟 if there was
an application of the SYNCHRONIZETX involving 𝐷𝑠 and 𝐷𝑟 that happened in
the communication trace after 𝑡𝑠 and before 𝑡𝑟 .
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Definition 5.21 (Stores of transactions). Given a device 𝐷 with propagation 𝑝 =

ptrace(𝐷, 𝐷 ′ ) and transaction 𝑡 = transaction(𝑝), we say that 𝜇𝑡 is the store at
the end of transaction 𝑡.

Definition 5.22 (Causal consistency). A transaction store 𝜇𝑡 is causally consistent, if for each replicated reactive 𝑟 ∈ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑀) ∩ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇𝑡 ) the value in the store
is larger than the value of all prior transactions 𝜇𝑡 (𝑟).val ≥ 𝜇𝑡0 (𝑟).val for 𝑡0 < 𝑡.

Single devices are trivially causally consistent because all CRDT operations only increase the internal state according to the merge function. We show that communication between exactly two devices leads to stores that are also causally consistency,
by reasoning about synchronization. Finally, we show that any inconsistency on arbitrarily many devices would already exists with only two communicating devices.
Lemma 5.23 (Two device causal consistency). When there are exactly two devices 𝐷1 and 𝐷2 communicating, then all transactions on both devices are
causally consistent.

Proof. We only look at the case of SYNCHRONIZETX transactions. All other
transactions only affect the local device and thus are trivially causally consistent. We assume the stores of both devices before the transactions are causally
consistent. The sending device 𝐷𝑠 with store 𝜇𝑠 is not modified, thus remains
consistent. The receiving device 𝐷𝑟 starts a transaction 𝑡𝑟 in store 𝜇𝑟 ending
with store 𝜇𝑟′ . The receiving device 𝐷𝑟 starts a transaction where the value of
each replicated reactive 𝑟𝑖 receives a new value 𝑣𝑖 = mergei (𝜇𝑠 (𝑟𝑖 ).val, 𝜇𝑟 (𝑟𝑖 ).val.
Due to complete propagation (Lemma 5.12) these are the final values of the
replicated reactives in the receiving store 𝜇𝑟′ . Because merge is idempotent all
values 𝑣𝑖 are larger than the values of the sending and receiving devices. Because of the same reasoning as for local transaction, the remaining propagation
does also only make updated reactives larger. Thus, SYNCHRONIZETX for two
devices keeps causal consistency.
Lemma 5.24 (Causal consistency). All communicating devices are causally con-

sistent.
Proof. Pairwise causal consistency (Lemma 5.23) directly generalizes to causal
consistency if all replicated reactives are synchronized by each pair of devices.
Because all reactives are synchronized and because of the monotonicity of the
merge function any causal inconsistency on the receiving device would have
already be present on a sending device. However, we assume that devices start
in a causally consistent state and local transactions cannot introduce causal
inconsistencies by definition.
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Static Restoration

Because dicApps are non-deterministic in nature (there is always a user), the restored application behaves differently as soon as the first external input is processed by a transaction. However, due to the dynamic nature of the flow graph,
the restoration process is never truly finished, as there could always be new reactives created that must be restored. Thus, we can only show that the store of a
restored application is identical until the first transaction. Further restoration happens incrementally, and we show that all restored reactives individually behave as
if the crash never happened, but the overall restored application may now have a
different set of reactives.
We first define proper devices (devices with a snapshot that matches the store)
and then show that restoring the application from a proper snapshot produces the
same store.
A device is proper, if each value in the current snapshot matches the corresponding value in the store. The reduction relation →𝐷 reduces configurations
with proper devices to other proper devices, and propagations started at a proper
device will result in a proper device.
Definition 5.25 (Proper device). A device 𝐷 = Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 is proper if and only if
all sources and folds in 𝜇 are included in Σ with ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇) ∶ (inputs(𝑟, 𝜇) =
∅ ∨ 𝑟 ∈ inputs(𝑟, 𝜇)) → 𝜇(𝑟).𝑣𝑎𝑙 = Σ(𝑟).
Lemma 5.26 (Evaluation produces proper devices). If 𝐷 = Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 is proper, then

𝐷 ′ = Σ′ ⟨𝜇 ′ ⟩ 𝑡 ′ with 𝐷 →∗ 𝐷 ′ is also proper.

Proof. The SOURCE and FOLD rules ensure that created reactives are included
in the snapshot, and at no other time is the store modified outside an ongoing
propagation. The COMMIT rule updates the snapshot to include the values of
all reactives which were active during propagation.

For the remaining discussion, we individually look at two separate stages of executing an application: the first stage only creates new reactives, hence we call the
creation prefix of the application, and the rest of the application, which does read or
modify the restored values from the flow graph. For example, the chat application
in Figure 2.2 only consists of a creation part. Languages such as FElm [65] only
consist of such creation parts and modifications or observations of the flow graph
are only executed by the runtime after the program has terminated. We show that
for the creation prefix, the restoration produces an exact subset of the store before
a crash, and that the rest of the program has a trace which produces the same observable behavior as if the crash had not happened.
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Definition 5.27 (Creation prefix). The creation prefix of a device, ctrace(𝐷0 , 𝐷𝑛 ),

is the longest prefix 𝐷0 →∗𝑝 𝐷𝑛 of 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒(𝐷0 ) where none of the steps in the trace
was produced by the *TX or ACCESS rules.

Consider restoring just the creation prefix of an application. During restoration –
because the application is deterministic – it reproduces the original trace. When the
application has executed all creation reductions, its store is a subset of the store before the crash. All restored reactives have the same value they had before the crash.
However, reactives created after the creation prefix have not yet been restored.
Lemma 5.28. For any proper device 𝐷 ∈ trace(𝐷0 ) with 𝐷 = Σ ⟨𝜇⟩ 𝑡 and

𝐷0 = Σ0 𝐿 the re-execution of the creation trace of the application with the
snapshot ctrace(Σ𝐿, 𝐷 ′ ) ending with 𝐷 ′ has a store 𝜇 ′ ∈ 𝐷 ′ which agrees with
the original store 𝜇 ′ ⊆ 𝜇.

Proof. Creation of reactives during restoration still happens in the same order,
because there are no steps produced by the ACCESS rule in the creation prefix.
That is, the execution of the process does not depend on the values in the snapshot. In particular, dom(𝜇 ′ ) ⊆ dom(𝜇). It remains to show that each reactive
𝑟 ∈ dom(𝜇 ′ ) matches the value before the crash 𝜇(𝑟).val = 𝜇(𝑟).val. Due to
proper devices, it holds that ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(Σ) ∩ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇) ∶ 𝜇(𝑟).𝑣𝑎𝑙 = Σ(𝑟). For the
SOURCE and FOLD rules, the lookup function returns Σ(𝑟) as a new value, which
is equal to 𝜇(𝑟).val. For the MAP and FLATTEN rules, the new value is computed
from the values of the dependencies, which is equal to 𝜇(𝑟).val because of complete propagation (Lemma 5.12).

5.11

Incremental Restoration

The execution of applications after the creation prefix may observe values restored
from the snapshot using the ACCESS rule. Thus, reactives may be created in different orders, and firing of new transactions may cause different reactions. We first
show that the value of restored reactives is correct, independent of the order of
restoration.
Lemma 5.29. Assume a restoration of ctrace(𝐷0′ , 𝐷 ′ ) as in Lemma 5.28. Creation

of new reactives in the restored trace 𝐷 ′ ∈ trace(𝐷0′ ) will produce a store 𝜇 ′
compatible with the store 𝜇 of the crashed device 𝐷: ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇) ∩ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇 ′ ) ∶
𝜇(𝑟) = 𝜇 ′ (𝑟).
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Proof. Lemma 5.28 does not depend on the order in which reactives are restored. Thus, the reactives are restored with the correct values, independent
of the order of their restoration.
Triggering new transactions after restoring the creation prefix of the device 𝐷0′ also
causes compatible changes. That is, the same transaction propagated in the original
device 𝐷 and the restored device 𝐷 ′ will change the same reactives consistently.
Lemma 5.30. Assume a device 𝐷 and the restored device 𝐷 ′ as in Lemma 5.29,

i.e., their stores 𝜇 ∈ 𝐷 and 𝜇 ′ ∈ 𝐷 ′ are compatible ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇) ∩ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇 ′ ) ∶
𝜇(𝑟) = 𝜇 ′ (𝑟). Propagating the same transaction on both devices produces new
devices 𝐷 →∗𝑝 𝐷𝑝 and 𝐷 ′ →∗𝑝 𝐷𝑝′ with stores 𝜇𝑝 ∈ 𝐷𝑝 and 𝜇𝑝′ ∈ 𝐷𝑝′ that are still
compatible: ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇𝑝 ) ∩ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝜇𝑝′ ) ∶ 𝜇𝑝 (𝑟) = 𝜇𝑝′ (𝑟).

Proof. Follows from complete propagation for the same store and transaction
(Lemma 5.12). The updated restored store is still a subset of the updated store
before the crash 𝜇𝑝′ ⊆ 𝜇𝑝 , as the same values have been updated in both stores.

When propagating the same transaction on the original device 𝐷 and the restored
device 𝐷 ′ , the propagation may update reactives of the original device, which have
not been created on the restored device. In particular, if a fold reactive is not yet
restored, any transaction changing that fold on the original device may cause the applications to diverge. However, this issue occurs independently of restoration, i.e.,
the application initialization was non-deterministic to begin with. Thus, restoration is also non-deterministic in such cases.

5.12

Restoration

In conclusion, Lemma 5.26 shows that snapshots contain enough information to
restore after a crash and Lemma 5.28 shows that the restoration does produce the
exact same store as before the crash. In addition, Lemma 5.29 and Lemma 5.30 show
that new transactions may immediately change the store for a partially restored
application without compromising correctness.
Theorem 5.31 (Restoration). The creation prefix of the execution of an appli-

cation is restored exactly as before a crash, and after the creation prefix any
transaction causes the same changes as before the crash.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 5.28, Lemma 5.29, and Lemma 5.30.
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Conclusion

The Cvtr programming paradigm is focused on providing developers with guarantees that allow them to implement applications that are intuitive to their users. The
properties proven in this chapter reflect those intuitions.
Causal consistency aligns with the intuition of users that if a change becomes
visible, then the cause of those changes should also be visible. Yet, causal consistency still allows the implementation enough flexibility to provide availability and
offline usage.
Restoration balances the desire to provide a perfect replication of the crashed
application with more practical concerns. Restoration behaves nearly identical to
the normal start of an application, except that none of the important data of the user
is lost. In particular, the restoration process does not require a complete restoration
before the application is usable again, but instead allows immediate use. While
this formally causes states that would not be possible without a crash the only
divergence is limited to a different set of reactives that exists after the restoration.
For the users this appears as a part of the application they are not currently using
to be restored later.

Chapter 6

The REScala Project
In this chapter we describe how REScala extends ℱ𝑟 to provide a modular implementation of the Cvtr programming paradigm. This involves a discussion of the internal
layout of REScala, how the abstractions of ℱ𝑟 are encoded in Scala, and how the
project is modularized. Code examples in this chapter are taken directly from the
implementation without modifications other than removing visibility modifiers of
methods. But first, we look at the history behind REScala.

6.1 A Short History of REScala
REScala was created due to an independent desire to continue research on usability and comprehensibility of functional reactive programming into and integrating it into the object-oriented paradigm, inspired by projects such as FlapJax [146].
REScala technically was an extension of EScala [88] – an implementation of C#
style events in Scala – with a new internal implementation to handle synchronous
propagation. A focus of early version of REScala was a straightforward integration
into typical object-oriented APIs [181], bridging the gap between code that could
be used and understood by undergraduate students and the semantic benefits of
functional reactive programming. Due to the success of this experiment the API
of REScala remains overall similar to how it has been ever since 2014. However,
besides the API, some tests, and some cases studies, nothing of the original implementation of REScala remains – it has been replaced part for part during the work
on this thesis to support the features needed for the Cvtr paradigm.
From the very early days, the potential of REScala for the development of distributed systems was explored as part of the PACE ERC project. Joscha Drechsler,
as part of his PhD project, designed an update algorithm for flow graphs which
does not require global coordination named SID-UP [69]. SID-UP’s implementation [1] uses node local source sets to track when an update may progress, instead
of the global priority queue used by REScala. While the implementation of SID-UP
is separate from REScala, the work was refined and the results were merged into
the REScala code base as one of REScala’s schedulers. Schedulers are explained
in Section 6.5, while the integration is described in Joscha’s dissertation [68]. To
60
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Figure 6.1: Relationship between REScala’s packages. Core in Figure 6.2, operators
in Figure 6.4, and scheduler in Figure 6.9.
enable the rapid development of different update algorithms with different guarantees and their comparison the internal design of REScala was refined multiple times
until it reached both simplicity and elegance without sacrificing much flexibility or
performance. The rest of this chapter explains this design and extends the concepts
of the formal model towards a full implementation.

6.2 REScala’s Internal Design
REScala is split into three main packages, the core, the operators, and the schedulers. The relationship between the packages is sketched in (Figure 6.1). The core
serves as a common interface between the operators and schedulers. The operators
implement the interfaces in the core and the schedulers call the methods provided
by those interfaces. A fourth package, the API, provides developers a uniform interface to the functionality of the three internal packages.
The API of REScala corresponds to the surface syntax we have already seen –
methods to create new reactives, start transactions, add observers, and interact with
external systems. Technically, the API package often simply exports the functionality provided by the operators and schedulers, but bundled into a single package.
The operators of REScala define the behavior of reactives. This use of the term
operator differs from the formalization where the operator only refers to the function used for computing new values. An operator is to a reactive like a class is
to an object – the operator defines the behavior and the reactive is an instance of
that behavior in the flow graph. Specifically, an operator defines the value type,
the function for reevaluation, the activation condition, dynamic reconfiguration of
input dependencies, and external effects. The implementations for operators are
further subdivided into sources, events, signals, and observers.
Schedulers control the dependencies between reactives and thus are responsible for traversing the flow graph, in particular transactions and propagation. Schedulers implement the update algorithm that decides when reevaluation functions are
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trait Struct {
type State[V, S <: Struct]

55

def canNotBeImplemented[A]: A

56
57

62

}

58
59

trait ReSource[S <: Struct] {

60

type Value

61

final type State = S#State[Value, S]

62

def state: State

63

def name: ReName
def commit(base: Value): Value

64
65

}

66
67

trait Derived[S <: Struct] extends ReSource[S] {
def reevaluate(ticket: ReevTicket[Value, S]): Result[Value, S]

68
69

}

Figure 6.2: Basic abstractions used in the core of REScala to interface between its
operators and schedulers.
executed based on the knowledge encoded into the flow graph. In extension to ℱ𝑟 ,
the schedulers also protect the values of the reactives from concurrent modifications, and provide distributed execution of the reevaluation functions.
The core of REScala defines the ReSource and Derived traits (traits are Scala’s
version of interfaces) to internally represent reactives as nodes in the flow graph.
Their purpose is to provide the interface that glues the scheduler and the operators of REScala together. ReSource provides the declarations combine value parts
of a reactive provided by the operator and the state parts provided by the scheduler. Derived is a subtype of ReSource and extends the latter with a method for
reevaluation that allows the scheduler to call the method defined by the operator.
It is possible to provide new operators without changing schedulers, and to
implement new schedulers that work with all operators. In the following sections,
we look at the core, the operators, and schedulers of REScala in detail.

6.3 The Core
The core of REScala consists of ReSource and Derived – those two traits and all of
their methods have to sole purpose of facilitating the communication between the
schedulers and the operators. Figure 6.2 shows the code of the two abstractions.

ReSource
(Line 59) declares a state (Line 62) used by the scheduler and operator,
a name (Line 63) for debugging and pretty printing, and a method to encode how

ReSource
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trait Result[T, S <: Struct] {

71

def activate: Boolean

72

def forValue(f: T => Unit): Unit

73

def forEffect(f: Observation => Unit): Unit

74

def inputs(): Option[Set[ReSource[S]]]

75

63

}

76
77

class StaticTicket[S <: Struct](creation: Initializer[S]) extends
InnerTicket(creation) {

78

def collectStatic(reactive: ReSource[S]): reactive.Value

79

def dependStatic[A](reactive: Interp[A, S]): A =
reactive.interpret(collectStatic(reactive))

80

}

Figure 6.3: Result trait communicating all the information we have already seen in
ℱ𝑟 between the scheduler and operator of REScala and the ticket implementation
used for reactives that allow dynamic access.

the value changes when the transaction commits (Line 64). As an example for committing: each event forgets its current value during commit and resets to an empty
value.
The type of the state of a ReSource is defined S <: Struct – the structure type
parameter. The Struct trait (Line 54) encodes a type-level function (Line 55) that
computes the state type of a ReSource given the value type of the operator (and –
for technical reasons – also the type of the structure itself). We use this type-level
function to simulate a limited form of dependent classes [87], where the ReSource
trait is implemented by an operator, but the inner state implementation is provided
by the scheduler. This enables the scheduler to provide transactional guarantees
on the state inside of operators without compromising type safety.
Most interfaces in REScala are parameterized on the Struct type. Most notably, signals, events, and schedulers carry this parameter. This enables the use of
multiple different schedulers in the same program, while having the type checker
ensure that reactives from different schedulers cannot be combined with each other.
Unchecked combinations result in runtime violations, because different schedulers
use completely different metadata for their reactives. It is of note, that the structure
trait is a purely compile time construct, it never has any actual implementations
(which is actually enforced by the construct in Line 56).
Note on Scala 3 Scala 3 has removed type projection (the Struct#State syntax)
because it may lead to unsoundness when combined with certain other language
features. For compatibility, we adapted the encoding of the state type in the implementation. However since this happened after the submission and assessment of
this thesis the code and descriptions provided here remain as they were, but we do
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provide a summary of the changes. Instead of projecting the state type from the
type parameter provided to all core classes, these classes are now inner classes of
a new outer scope. The state type is defined as a type member of the outer scope.
This new encoding is technically more complex, but does not change the developer
API nor any of the provided guarantees.

Derived
Derived (Line 67) extends a ReSource with the ability to reevaluate (Line 68).

Reevaluation follows a protocol where a ticket for accessing the inputs of the reactives is
provided by the scheduler and used by the operator. The reevaluation function
returns a result, which encodes all the changes that need to be applied to the reactive, as well as information about how the propagation has to continue. Figure 6.3
shows the result trait and a ticket class. The result trait provides accessors for the
activation, value, effect, and dynamic inputs that are caused by the reevaluation.
The static ticket class is one of multiple ticket implementations, but all other implementations behave the same. The different tickets exist to improve performance for
common cases, for example, when there are no dynamic dependencies. All tickets
provide a depend method to access the value of a ReSource (Line 79).

Creation of Reactives and Transactions
The core module also facilitates the interaction between operators and the schedulers when creating reactives, and when starting new transactions. There are also
abstractions in the core package for those interactions, but they are more of an implementation detail of REScala and less interesting for the concepts of Cvtr and the
relation with ℱ𝑟 . We will see the creation of reactives and transactions in more detail when discussing the scheduler and operator packages, but the short overview
is as follows.
A reactive is created in three steps. The scheduler first creates the internal state.
The state is then passed to the operator package and wrapped inside an operator
implementation to form a complete reactive. Finally, the reactive is passed back to
the scheduler to be added to the flow graph.
To start a new transaction, the user-defined transaction code collects an intended change from each source. These intended changes are then passed to the
scheduler that applies the changes to all sources simultaneously, and then performs
a propagation. The next section looks at these interactions from the operator’s view
to show how both the ticket is used, and the result is created.

6.4 The Operators
The operator of a reactive defines how that reactive behaves. We might say that
a specific reactive is an instance of an operator similar to how we would say that
a specific object is an instance of a class. For example, the map event operator
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defines that its reactive has a single input, the value of the reactive is derived from
the value of the input by applying a user-defined function. The concrete details –
such as what the input or the user-defined functions are – are only specified when
an instance of a reactive is created, they are not part of the operator. While there
are many individual operators in REScala their behavior usually belongs to one of
the following categories of operators. The categories consist of the two sources
(Var and Evt) and the three derived reactives: signals, events, and observers. The
similarities between operators in the same category makes the semantics of REScala
more approachable for developers.
To understand the role of operators in the implementation of REScala, we will
discuss how new operators are implemented. Our formalization, ℱ𝑟 , does not distinguish between categories such as signals and events and the same is true for
the internal implementation of REScala. Thus, new implementations of operators
are also not limited to these categories, instead each new operator independently
defines the following properties and behaviors of derived reactives and source reactives (the separation into sources and derived reactives is required by the core
package).
• The initial value and type of value of the reactive. (For both sources and
derived reactives.)
• The initial list of inputs.
• Which static and dynamic inputs are accessed during reevaluation.
• The activation function of the reactive.
• The new value computed during reevaluation.
• Any effects to be executed at the end of the transaction.
• A change to the value during the commit of a transaction.
• How external changes are applied to sources.

Custom Sources
Figure 6.4 shows the implementation of a new operator (CustomDerivedString in
Line 81) for derived reactives and how to create a new reactive using that custom
operator (customDerived in Line 99).
Instances of CustomDerivedString define all the reevaluation related functionality. The initial state (Line 82) and single initial input (Line 83) are the parameters
to the operator and define how two reactives using this operator differ.
The reevaluation method (Line 91) of the custom operator accesses (Line 92)
the value of the inputSource statically, and returns a transformed value. Using
withValue (Line 93) to return a value also makes the reactive activate – signaling
to the scheduler that the change must be propagated.
The implementation of the commit method (Line 89) states that the value after
the transaction stays unchanged.
To create reactives we need the state implementation from the scheduler, because the scheduler controls when reactives are created and how. Technically, the
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class CustomDerivedString(

82

initState: S#State[String, S],

83

inputSource: Interp[String, S]

84

) extends Derived[S]
with Interp[String, S] {

85
86

type Value = String

87

def state: State

= initState

88

def name: ReName

= "I am a name"

89

def commit(base: Value): Value = base

90

def reevaluate(input: ReIn): Rout = {

91
92

val sourceVal = input.dependStatic(inputSource)

93

input.withValue(sourceVal + " :D")
}

94
95

def interpret(v: Value): String = v

96
97

}

98
99
100
101

val customDerived: Interp[String, S] =
Ticket.fromScheduler(scheduler)
.create(

102

Set(customSource),

103

"This is the initial value",
inite = false

104
105

) { createdState =>
new CustomDerivedString(createdState, customSource)

106
107

}

Figure 6.4: Implementing a new type of operator for a derived reactive.

API to create new state is provided by another type of Ticket (Line 100), but the
process is essentially handled by the scheduler. To create the state for the new reactive, the scheduler is informed of the input reactive (Line 102), the initial value
(Line 103), and a boolean stating if the operator requires initial evaluation of the
reactive (inite in Line 104). The scheduler will then provide a new createdState
(Line 105), which contains the initial value, as well as scheduler specific information, and that state is passed to the operator to create a new reactive. Note that
the create method discussed in the next section from the schedulers side has a
slightly different API, because the ticket used by operators rearranges the parameters (adding the ticket itself) when forwarding the call to the scheduler.
The type of the returned reactives is Interp (Line 99). We have already seen Interp – it is the type used by the reevaluation ticket to access the value of a reactive.
For example, the internal type of Signal[Int] is ReSource[Pulse[Int]] (the pulse
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class CustomSource[T](initState: S#State[T, S]) extends
ReSource[S] with Interp[T, S] {
outer =>

109
110
111

type Value = T

112

def state: State

= initState

113

def name: ReName

= "I am a source name"

114

def interpret(v: Value): T

= v

115

def commit(base: Value): Value = base

116

def makeChange(newValue: T) =

117
118

new InitialChange[S] {

119

val source = outer

120

def writeValue(base

): Boolean = {

122

if (base != newValue) {

123

writeCallback(newValue)

124

true

125

} else false

126

}

127

}

128
129

: outer.Value,

writeCallback: outer.Value => Unit

121

}

130
131
132
133

val customSource: CustomSource[String] =
Ticket.fromScheduler(scheduler)
.createSource("Hi!") { createdState =>
new CustomSource[String](createdState)

134
135

}

136
137

transaction(customSource) {
_.recordChange(customSource.makeChange("Hello!")) }

Figure 6.5: Implementing a new type of operator for a source reactive.

wrapper is used for internal bookkeeping of signal and event operators), and the
Interp[Int] encapsulates the conversion from Pulse[Int] to just Int. Usually a
returned reactive would have a more interesting type than Interp, such as Signal
or Event – providing some methods to derive new reactives – but in this example
we stick to the minimum.
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Custom Derived Reactives
Creating custom sources is shown in Figure 6.5, and is similar to operators for derived reactives, with the exception that sources have no reevaluate method. Instead, the makeChange method (Line 117) provides an interface to convert an external value into an InitialChange object (Line 118). A transaction (Line 137) records
one or more of these initial changes before the transaction starts and then applies
them simultaneously to their respective sources.
Through the use of Scala’s path dependent types, the signature of the writeValue method (Line 120) in the InitialChange object must be an inner class of the
source operator to actually provide a new value to the source, because the concrete
type of the Value type member is unknown outside the CustomSource implementation. Thus, we use the type system here to ensure that the operator controls what
value is applied to a reactive even though the scheduler controls when the value is
changed.
The writeValue method for our example checks that a new value is not identical
to the current value (Line 123), if so it executes the writeCallback (Line 124) which
instructs the scheduler to actually store the value. The return value of writeValue
(Line 125) decides whether the changed source activates (i.e., propagates its value)
during the transaction. All operators of REScala currently use this same logic for
activation, where a value is propagated exactly if it is not equal to the current value.
The creation of sources is analogous to the creation of derived reactives using
a ticket to ask the scheduler to create a new state for the source (Line 133). Setting
a source uses the makeChange method inside a transaction (Line 137).

6.5 The Schedulers
Schedulers mostly use the core interface and the implementation provided by the
schedulers. The role of the schedulers consists of defining the structure of the state
of reactives, ensuring correct creation and initialization of reactives, and managing
the transaction life cycle and propagation. REScala supports multiple schedulers
to enable execution specific to the runtime environment, to provide different tradeoffs to applications, and to facilitate research. REScala has the following schedulers.
Level Based The level-based scheduler assigns an integer level to each reactive.

Sources have a level of 0 and derived reactives have a level one larger than
the maximum level of their inputs. Propagation happens by adding reactives
that need evaluation into a priority queue. This scheduler uses a two version strategy for state where each reactive has a current and updated value
to enable transactions to abort on error. This scheduler is the default for
JavaScript-based execution environments.
ParRP ParRP [152] extends the level-based scheduler with a two phase locking
scheme before transactions to allow multiple independent transactions to
execute in parallel. ParRP is described in detail in Section 6.6. ParRP does
not compile to JavaScript because of the lack of concurrency primitives in
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JavaScript. ParRP is the default scheduler for the JVM, because it enables parallel transactions in independent modules to remain independent. However,
ParRP has about twice the overhead to create new transactions compared to
the level-based scheduler.
FullMV The FullMV [70] scheduler uses multi-version reactives to support pipelining of transactions. This enables parallelization on the granularity of individual reactives, but comes at a very significant overhead for individual transactions. Thus, FullMV is suited for applications with heavy computation within
the flow graph. FullMV support neither JavaScript nor aborting transactions
on errors.
Distributed FullMV The distributed FullMV [68] implementation uses a distributed
serialization graph to provide a total order on transactions in a distributed
system. Distributed FullMV thus provides distributed transactions, however,
at the usual cost that the system may become unavailable when the network
is unreliable. Note that replication in Cvtr uses transactions, but is an independent concept. Thus, it is possible to use distributed transactions from
FullMV and combine them with replicated reactives.
Research Schedulers The F scheduler implements the algorithm used in ℱ𝑟 (see
Chapter 5). The Simple scheduler is a minimal implementation of a scheduler
in REScala used for educational and experimental purposes. The Test scheduler enables property-based testing of REScala applications. The Debugging
scheduler integrates with the debugger (see Chapter 9).
While all schedulers have their differences, they all have to implement a minimal
set of functionality. In the remainder of the section, we discuss how schedulers
create new reactives, how transactions change the flow graph, and how schedulers
handle the reevaluation of a reactive.

Initialization
To create a new reactive the scheduler must define the type, provide new instances,
and initialize the state of a reactive.
We have discussed in Section 6.4 how the state of reactives is defined by the
structure type parameter. Figure 6.6 shows an example definition structure of such
a structure taken from the F scheduler. The FStruct (Line 138) is the type used for
the S type parameter we have seen in other examples. Structure traits in REScala
define the state type as a function of the value type (Line 139). See the discussion
of the core package for the Struct parameter of the State type function. In this
example, the state type is a StoreValue[V, S], where V is the value type of the
reactive. To mutable parts of StoreValue (Line 142) are the current value: V, and
a set of inputs ReSource[S].
The create method of the current scheduler generates a state implementation
for new instances of reactives. In the current implementation, all schedulers share a
single implementation of the create method shown in Figure 6.7. The implemented
protocol is simple, first the internal state for the reactive is created (Line 151) –
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trait FStruct extends Struct {
override type State[V, S <: Struct] = StoreValue[V, S]

139
140
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}

141
142

class StoreValue[V, S <: Struct](var value: V) {
var inputs: Set[ReSource[S]] = Set.empty

143
144

}

Figure 6.6: Example of the structure for reactives corresponding to the calculus in
Chapter 5.

146

def create[V, T <: Derived[S]](incoming: Set[ReSource[S]],

147

initv: V,

148

inite: Boolean,

149

creationTicket: CreationTicket[S])

150

(instantiateReactive: S#State[V, S]
=> T): T = {

151

val state = makeDerivedStructState[V](initv)

152

val reactive = instantiateReactive(state)

153

ignite(reactive, incoming, inite)

154

reactive

155

}

Figure 6.7: The schedulers part of creating a new reactive.

the makeDerivedStructState just returns a new instance of the State type seen
in Figure 6.6. Then, the state is passed to a callback provided by the operator implementation (Line 152) – we have seen an implementation of this callback when
discussing custom operators (Figure 6.4 Line 105). The complete reactive returned
by the callback then may be ignited (Line 153), which does a reevaluation of the
new reactive. For example, all normal signals are initialized with an empty value
and acquire their current value by executing an initial reevaluation executed as part
of ignition.
Note that transactions in REScala may mix creation of reactives with propagation of changes – creation of reactives may even happen during the reevaluation
of other reactives. To provide transactional guarantees the schedulers must ensure
that created reactives are fully initialized before they are used. The schedulers in
REScala generally do so, with a technical limitation that creation of reactives should
not be performed by reactives with dynamic inputs. However, our case studies
show no clear evidence that mixing creation of reactives with propagation in the
same transaction is necessary, but it remains future work to show if the expressiveness would be reduced.
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def forceNewTransaction[R](initialWrites: Set[ReSource[S]],
admissionPhase: AdmissionTicket[S] =>

157

R): R = {
val tx = makeTransaction(_currentInitializer.value)

158
159

val result =

160

try {

161
162

tx.preparationPhase(initialWrites)

163

val result = withDynamicInitializer(tx) {
val admissionTicket =

164

tx.makeAdmissionPhaseTicket(initialWrites)
165

val admissionResult = admissionPhase(admissionTicket)

166

tx.initializationPhase(admissionTicket.initialChanges)

167

tx.propagationPhase()

168

if (admissionTicket.wrapUp != null)
admissionTicket.wrapUp(tx.accessTicket())
admissionResult

169
170

}

171

tx.commitPhase()
result

172

} catch {

173

case e: Throwable =>

174
175

tx.rollbackPhase()

176

throw e

177

} finally {
tx.releasePhase()

178

}

179
180

tx.observerPhase()

181

result

182

}

Figure 6.8: Phases of a transaction in REScala’s default scheduler.
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Transactions
The main work of a scheduler is to manage the life cycle of transactions. Figure 6.8
shows the implementation of a transaction in the default scheduler in REScala.
The forceNewTransaction method (Line 156) is the internal implementation of the
transaction method used in Figure 6.5 (the signature is different because of an
indirection in the API). The scheduler creates a new transaction (Line 158), which
contains metadata such as the reactives that still require reevaluation. Each transaction of the default scheduler executes multiple phases in order.
Preparation phase (Line 162) This phase makes preparations for thread safety, such

as locking the set of reactives that will be changed. The set of initial writes is
already known, and other affected reactives are computed based on the graph
structure. No changes are visible yet.
Admission phase (Line 165) Executes the transaction initialization code provided by
the developer that defines the changes to source reactives (c.f., Figure 6.5).
The admission ticket allows to read the value of reactives included in the
initialWrites or their successors to make decisions on which changes to
apply.
Initialization phase (Line 166) Writes the changes recorded in the admission phase
into the corresponding source reactives and prepares the propagation.
Propagation phase (Line 167) Executes the reevaluation method of reactives whose
inputs are propagating new values. This phase is central in ensuring that execution happens in topological order, to ensure synchronous semantics. The
default scheduler of REScala assigns levels to each reactive and uses a priority queue to decide which reactive to execute next [181]. We will look at the
details of reevaluation in the next paragraph.
Wrap up phase (Line 168) Executes transaction specific handlers before committing.
Commit phase (Line 171) Does cleanups on internal metadata of the transactions
and makes new values permanent, although, not yet accessible to other transactions.
Rollback phase (Line 175) This phase does cleanup if an exception occurs during
propagation. Note that not all schedulers support rollbacks, because it is not
required for the core of the Cvtr paradigm. See Chapter 7 for a discussion of
error handling using rollbacks.
Release phase (Line 178) Frees resources and locks held by the transaction. After
this phase, all changes are visible to other transactions.
Observer phase (Line 180) Runs the registered observers. Observers read the values
of reactives during the transaction, but the transaction ends before observers
are executed. This enables observers to start new transactions (REScala does
not support nested transactions). However, ending transactions makes a race
condition possible, where the observers for two transactions are not executed
in serialization order. We only keep the current behavior for backwards compatibility with our case studies.
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def evaluate(
reactive: Derived[FStruct],

184
185

dynamicOk: ReSource[FStruct] => Boolean,

186

creationTicket: SimpleCreation

187

73

): (Boolean, Boolean) = {
val dt = new ReevTicket[reactive.Value, FStruct](

188

creationTicket, reactive.state.value) {...}

189

val reev = reactive.reevaluate(dt)

190
191

def finishReevaluation() = {

192
193

reev.forValue(reactive.state.value = _)

194

reev.forEffect(_.execute())
(true, reev.activate)

195

}

196
197

reev.inputs() match {

198

case None => // static reactive

199

finishReevaluation()

200

case Some(inputs) => //dynamic reactive

201

reactive.state.inputs = inputs

202
203

if (dynamicOk(reactive)) finishReevaluation()

204

else (false, reev.activate)

205

}

206
207

}

Figure 6.9: Reevaluation handling in the scheduler for FStruct.

Reevaluation
For the reevaluation we show the code from the F scheduler that imitates ℱ𝑟 , because the implementation of the default scheduler is too concerned with performance to serve well for educational purposes. We have already seen the structure
(FStruct) of reactives for that scheduler in Figure 6.6 – that is, the structure that has
a mutable value and a mutable set of inputs. The reevaluation logic for reactives
with the FStruct is shown in Figure 6.9. We have already shown how this interaction looks like from the side of the operator in Figure 6.4. The scheduler for the
FStruct uses a simplified variant of the phases discussed in the previous paragraph,
where observers are executed as soon as their value is known, and rollback is impossible. The implementation for the propagation phase ensures that each reactive is
reevaluated in topological order. To evaluate a single reactive, the scheduler creates
a reevaluation ticket (Line 188) and passes that to the reevaluation function implemented by the operator (Line 190). The result from the reevaluation contains a list
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of new inputs for dynamic reactives, a new value, and side effects to be executed.
The scheduler is responsible for writing the returned results to update the structure
of the reactive (Line 192). In the case when new inputs are detected, it is possible
that the evaluation did not happen in topological order (Line 201). This scheduler
thus does not update reactive and instead continues the propagation. The skipped
reactive is later reevaluated again after the new inputs have been reevaluated.

6.6 ParRP
ParRP enables concurrent transactions to execute in parallel, while preventing conflicts between overlapping transactions. In complex applications with many modules, the sets of reactives affected by two transactions may be in independent modules. Thus, the transactions should execute in parallel, to increase throughput and
prevent independent modules from having to wait for each other. Since the original
publication in my master thesis [152], the algorithm behind ParRP has not changed,
but the implementation was refined and a simplified explanation is provided in this
section to serve as a demonstration for the power and flexibility of REScala’s design.
ParRP provides serializability for transactions and executes independent transactions in parallel. To do so, ParRP computes the write set – all reactives that could
change in a transaction – and acquires exclusive locks before writing any changes.
Note that any transaction A executing in parallel can change the graph, thus changing the write set for a transaction B. In many systems, such interactions require
rollbacks to ensure correct results. However, because ParRP operates on a directed
acyclic graph we can show that it suffices to extend the transaction B (the one that
had its write set changed) to also propagate values to (parts of) the reactives in
the write set of transaction A by “inheriting” the write set from one transaction
to another. ParRP detects such situations and transaction A transfers its locks to
transactions B without releasing them, enabling B to continue without rollback or
deadlock. For the remaining discussion in this thesis, it suffices to understand that
reactives in ParRP must support being locked and must support having multiple
values to enable handling complex interactions between parallel transactions.
As another point of modularization, the concurrency control of ParRP does not
depend on the used propagation algorithm and preserves the semantic properties
of the used algorithm (e.g., glitch freedom). In the current version, ParRP uses the
priority queue [137] for propagation. After locking is done the propagation algorithm can run unmodified, except that ParRP must be notified when new dataflow
edges are added.
Figure 6.10 shows the structure for ParRP reactives. The structure provides the
same interface as the structure in Figure 6.6, but has much more internal state for
bookkeeping. The ParRPStruct (Line 208) is used to encode the type level function,
with ParRPState (Line 212) being the implementation of state of reactives. ParRPState also has a current (Line 213) value, but also an updated (Line 218) value,
which belongs to a owner transaction identified by a Token (Line 217). Finally, the
sets of incoming (Line 240) and outgoing (Line 241) edges in the flow graph.
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trait ParRPStruct extends Struct {
type State[P, S <: Struct] = ParRPState[P, S]

209
210
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}

211
212

class ParRPState[V, S <: Struct](

213

var current: V,

214

val lock: ReLock[ParRPInterTurn])
extends Committable[V] {

215
216
217

var owner: Token = null

218

var update: V

= _

219

def write(value: V, token: Token): Boolean = {

220

assert(owner == null || owner == token, s"buffer owned by

221

$owner written by $token")
update = value

222
223

val res = owner == null

224

owner = token
res

225
226

}

227

def base(token: Token): V = current

228

def get(token: Token): V = { if (token eq owner) update else
current }

229

def commit(r: V => V): Unit = {

230

current = r(update)

231

release()

232
233

}

234

def release(): Unit = {
update = null.asInstanceOf[V]

235

owner = null

236

}

237
238
239

/* incoming and outgoing changes (some helpers not shown) */

240

var incoming: Set[ReSource[S]]

241

var outgoing: mutable.Map[Derived[S], None.type] =

= Set.empty

mutable.HashMap.empty
242

}

Figure 6.10: The structure for reactives when using ParRP.
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For graph structures which allow parallel propagation and a multi-core processor, we can show an increase in performance over the synchronous implementation.
See Chapter 13 for detailed performance experiments. How large the increase is depends on the size of the changed graph and the frequency of conflicts. Our benchmarks suggest a 1.4x throughput increase utilizing 2 cores up to a 5x increase utilizing 8 cores for common graphs. For transactions without conflicts, ParRP scales
linearly with the number of CPU cores, but the added cost of allocating data structures for conflict management only allows to realize the full speedup in cases where
each transaction executes expensive computation that profits from parallelization.
However, to support concurrency ParRP has a setup cost for each transaction: our
benchmarks indicate at least 700 CPU cycles (in addition to 1170 CPU cycles of the
level-based scheduler) and increasing with the size of the transaction.
In our case studies (Chapter 11), we observe that a common pattern for dicApps
is to have a number of mostly disjunct subgraphs, which are joined into a single
dependent reactive (e.g., a user interface consisting of multiple parts rendered to
the same window). Because of two phase locking this single dependent has to be
locked to start propagation on any of the subgraphs, so we cannot parallelize such
cases under our current approach. A possible solution is to use pipelining when
propagating multiple updates. With pipelining instead of a transaction waiting
on the completion of the prior update the waiting becomes more fine-grained and
waiting happens for individual reactives. These optimizations are again completely
transparent to the programmer showing the strength of the Cvtr model.

6.7 CRDTs in REScala
While Cvtr benefits from the synergies between state-based CRDTs and transactional reactive programming the implementation of both are independent with the
network runtime making use of both. In REScala any signal with a value for which
a lattice type class exists can be replicated. We will look at that type class, how
CRDTs are used by developers, and at the network runtime. However, note that
CRDTs in REScala are still ongoing research, so the details are likely to change.

Lattices
The lattice interface is shown in Figure 6.11. For any type A a Signal[A] can be
replicated if there is a corresponding instance of Lattice[A]. All that is needed
for the instance is a merge function which must be associative, commutative, and
idempotent. For example, Figure 6.11 shows the implementations of the lattice instance for Set[A]. The union operation of sets has the correct properties to be used
as a merge function, thus the instance only forwards the call. REScala provides
instances for sets, maps, and options in addition to custom CRDT implementations
such as counters, sequences, and observe-remove sets. External libraries that provide state-based CRDTs may be used as well by providing a lattice instance that
maps to the external libraries merge implementation.
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trait Lattice[A] {

245

/** By assumption: associative, commutative, idempotent. */

246

def merge(left: A, right: A): A

247
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}

248
249

// Lattice instance for Set[A]

250

implicit def setInstance[A]: Lattice[Set[A]] =

251

new Lattice[Set[A]] {
override def merge(left: Set[A], right: Set[A]): Set[A] =

252

left.union(right)
253

}

Figure 6.11: Lattice API used by REScala and its network runtime, and the implementation of Lattice for Scala Set.

CRDT API
From the developers point of view, a replicated signal can be constructed like any
other signal. For example, a fold reactive that uses a set for its state may use any
built-in operation on sets to compute its local state. REScala does not interfere and
directly provides developers access to the API of the used data type. This provides
developers with the flexibility to choose a CRDT implementation that suites the
desired features and performance requirements of their application. It is also possible for developers to only learn how to use the CRDTs they require, similar to
how collection libraries can be learned and understood in small pieces. The ability
to mix and match implementations, experiments with new APIs, and even develop
new CRDTs for particular implementations is core to the flexibility of the Cvtr programming paradigm.
The only caveat is that the replication semantics is always specified by the
merge function. For example, the merge function for sets in Figure 6.11 will always
keep all elements of both sets. So if elements are removed locally from a replica,
those elements will be added again during the next synchronization. To support removal of elements, a CRDTs implementation that supports a merge function with
removal must be used. It is crucial for developers to understand the semantics of
the merge function of their chosen data type. However, merging is the only additional concept required to write distributed programs in REScala. This simplifies
distributed programming, because once an application works correctly with the
given restrictions, it works correctly in all possible failure conditions.

Network Runtime
The network runtime in REScala uses ScalaLoci [202] to abstract communication
over channels such as TCP and Websockets. The network runtime makes use of lattices and the transactional semantics of schedulers. Figure 6.12 shows the signature
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def replicate[A: Lattice, S <: Struct: Scheduler](
signal: Signal[A, S],
registry: Registry)
(binding: Binding[A => Unit]{
type RemoteCall = A => Future[Unit] })
: Unit

Figure 6.12: Method of the network runtime to replicate signals.

of the replicate method of the network runtime. This method instructs the network
to also replicate the signal in the network defined by the registry. Registries are
a ScalaLoci abstraction to group a set of connections to other devices and bindings
of remote values. The binding is a type-safe identifier to detect that two reactives
on two different devices are replicas of each other. It also provides the serialization strategy of the values of the reactive. The replicate method interacts with the
scheduler to send the state of replicated reactives to other devices connected to the
registry after each transaction. The network runtime also starts a new transaction
whenever an update from the network is received. Values are serialized using common Scala libraries such as Circe and Jsoniter, which support type-safe serialization
for most built-in immutable Scala data types. Custom serializers can be provided
using type classes. The serializer for signals is special and causes the signal to be
published as described in Section 3.3.

6.8 Snapshots
REScala’s snapshot and restoration mechanism supports storing snapshots in arbitrary key-value stores. We have two implementations for in-memory stores: one
that writes directly to disk (for JVM and Android) and another one that uses HTML5
localStorage [4] for web browsers.
Using fault-tolerant reactives is thread-safe, but care must be taken when reactives are created in a multi-threaded environment. Snapshots in REScala require
unique IDs to identify reactives, and our current implementation uses thread-local
counters to generate IDs, e.g., the IDs UI-0 and UI-1 are associated to the first and
to the seconds reactive created in the context of the UI thread. This ID generation
strategy is well suited for applications with a fixed set of threads, but it cannot
cope with the case in which threads are created and used dynamically in a thread
pool, because the IDs generated for those threads do not remain the same between
restarts of the application. REScala requires the developer to explicitly handle the
assignment of IDs to reactives if the automatic mechanism is insufficient. In practice, it is in most cases sufficient to ensure that dynamically scheduled tasks (e.g.,
those in thread pools) are assigned deterministic names to enable correct automatic
generation of unique IDs.
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Key Value Stores for Snapshots
Key-value stores are a good fit as the underlying storage for our snapshots, where
the unique name of the reactive is the key, and the corresponding values of all
changed reactives are stored to create a new snapshot. Many key-value stores are
available in a wide range of application domains. We can take advantage of some
storage features, if available. If the storage provides atomic all-or-nothing writes
for a set of keys, we can store the set of changed reactives more efficiently and
do not need to synchronize after an update. Fault-tolerant stores would make the
whole restoration process robust against storage failures.
The consistency guarantees provided by the update propagation of the reactive
runtime to ensure glitch freedom can be used to relax the requirements on the
store. First, the reactive runtime ensures that there is no concurrent access to a
single reactive, so the store does not have to synchronize writes. Second, reads of
snapshot values only happen on recovery, so the store does not need to synchronize
reads and writes of the same value. This also allows us to work with eventually
consistent stores, as no more writes happen after a crash and recovery can wait
until the store is consistent.

6.9 Conclusion
REScala shows that the declarative nature of the programming paradigm is also
reflected in the implementation. The definition of operators is strictly separate
from the semantics of transaction and the propagation of values through the flow
graph. This enables not only to have multiple implementations of each for different use cases and combining them as needed, but also makes research on advanced
features such as concurrency control, parallelization, and distribution much easier.
We highly recommend REScala as a platform to experiment with the Cvtr programming paradigm and other research on languages for dicApps.

Part II

Extensions, Experience, Evaluation
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Interlude
Thus far, we have introduced the core of the Cvtr programming paradigm and the
implementation of REScala. We have given an intuition how the programming
paradigm is used to implement applications. We have proven that applications exclusively using this paradigm tolerate partial failures of distributed architectures,
provide causal consistency when connections are unreliable, and have a transactional behavior for user interactions matching developers and users expectations.
In the rest of this thesis we validate the wider applicability of the Cvtr programming paradigm beyond just the core language and the basic principles. We believe
it is important that developers do not have to give up all of their existing tools,
knowledge, and applications to benefit from Cvtr. All modern general-purpose programming languages support multiple programming paradigms and Cvtr intends
to expand those choices not replace them. Thus, in this part we explore the practical implications of using Cvtr and REScala. We provide several extensions of the
core concepts provided so far to demonstrate that Cvtr integrates with a wide range
of other programming paradigms and concepts, including exceptions, CRDTs and
monotonic programs, embedded devices with limited resources, and debuggers and
live programming. We present case studies implemented in REScala that show a
range of different applications as evidence that the programming paradigm is expressive enough and the implementation efficient enough for actual use. Based on
the case studies, we then share our experience of using REScala and discuss typical
caveats we observed over the years when developing with Cvtr. Finally, we discuss
targeted performance experiments that evaluate individual parts of the implementation and that demonstrate empirically what REScala is capable of.
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Errors and Exceptions
The use of convergence and eventual consistency in Cvtr means that developers
never have to deal with explicit error handling, but there are still cases where they
may want to. First, errors also occur in contexts – such as operating with files – that
are not covered by Cvtr. Second, sometimes an application wants to behave differently when connectivity could not be established, for example, informing the user
with a status icon or using an approximation of the remote value. Especially when
interfacing with remote systems not implemented in REScala both of the above
apply and developers have application specific strategies how to handle such cases.
We first give an intuition of how error propagation works in REScala, then discuss how error handling looks like by modifying the shared calendar example from
Chapter 2, and finally compare the syntactic overhead of built-in error propagation
with encoding errors as values. Before we conclude, we discuss a generalization of
error propagation to multiple different channels (values and errors). Our case studies in Chapter 11 suggest that our API for error handling aligns very well with the
native mechanism of Scala and our performance experiments in Chapter 13 show
that error handling has no additional runtime cost.

7.1 Intuition of Error Propagation
Many imperative, object-oriented languages such as Java [92] or C++ [122] have
an exception handling mechanism [44]. To integrate with the existing language
mechanisms the built-in error handling strategy of REScala is based on exceptions.
Exceptions usually propagate up the call stack until the closest matching handler. The rationale is that code locations up in the stack have more information to
handle the exception and automatically propagating exceptions prevents error handling code from being spread in all intermediate stack frames. However, in REScala
it is not the caller of a function that expects a result, but rather the derived reactives.
The notion of the call stack is not natural for the flow graph and when used would
lead to the transaction semantics of Cvtr being violated by an exception stopping
the transaction without evaluating all derived reactives. To solve this issue REScala
82
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260

val selectedEntries = Signal {
entrySet.value.toSet.filter { entry =>

261
262

try selectedWeek.value == Week.of(entry.date.value)

263

catch { case DisconnectedSignal => false }
}

264
265
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}

266
267

selectedEntries.observe(

268

onValue = Ui.displayEntryList,

269

onError = Ui.displayError)

Figure 7.1: Excerpt of the updated source code for the shared calendar application.

internally treats exceptions as values that are propagated in the flow graph similar
to any other value. We refer to such values as errors to disambiguate from the builtin exception mechanism. To support error handling, only the operators that define
the internal semantics for reactives have to be individually adapted to define the
operators’ semantics when an input has an error value. Most existing operators
forward any error in their inputs. In addition, the API makes errors available in
user-defined functions using the normal language features (of Scala) and by providing several operators specifically for error handling. Treating errors as other values
means that our core calculus ℱ𝑟 does not have to change to support errors – most
importantly all properties still apply.

7.2 Internal Representation of Errors
The error propagation mechanism is integrated into REScala. We have discussed
the implementation of operators in Section 6.4. Each operator has an internal value
type – which for events and signals is a Pulse[T], where T is the type visible to
developers. The Pulse trait distinguishes between Value[T] and NoChange. To support error propagation, we introduce a third alternative, Exceptional, and update
the case distinctions for all operators. The updated implementation wraps any exception that is not caught in user-defined functions into the Exceptional type and
propagates that in the same way as other values. However, accessing the value of
a signal or event with an error causes the error to be thrown (usually to be handled by a user-defined function). Overall, because the propagation of errors reuses
most of the work done for the propagation of normal values, our implementation
strategy for errors induces no performance overhead when no faults are present, as
discussed in Section 13.4.
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7.3 A Shared Calendar with Errors
Figure 7.1 shows an excerpt of the shared calendar application with error handling.
The signal expression for selectedEntries (Line 260) uses Scala’s built-in filter
function on sets to select only calendar entries of the current week. The date of each
calendar entry is a signal, thus the signal expression accesses many nested signals
(Line 262). The set of entries is a replicated reactive, thus the entries themselves –
including the nested signals – are replicated on the network. For this example we
assume that, depending on the network model and protocol, the transfer of a single
entry may fail or be delayed. While this is normally not possible because of causal
consistency in Cvtr if the entries are accessed from a different service – such as an
existing calendar server – such failures and delays are common.
In the case where the nested entry signal is not yet replicated accessing the
entry.date.value causes an error, which is thrown as an exception. We handle
the error using the standard Scala exception handling mechanisms. In this case,
we handle the error right where it occurs by excluding the entry from the filter,
thus not displaying it to the user. However, not all exceptional circumstances can
be handled right where they occur. To address this, signals and events in REScala
propagate all errors along the flow graph. When errors are propagated they may
be handled by any signal expression accessing an input propagating the exception
or by the .recover method that replaces errors with normal values. All errors in
the flow graph must be handled. The latest place to handle an error is as part of
an observer (Line 262). Otherwise, when an exception is observed but not handled,
then the transaction aborts and the exception is thrown to the location where the
transaction was created.

7.4 Error-aware Reactives
The new error-aware semantics of reactives is a superset of their original semantics,
thus existing code carries over unchanged. We extend the API of REScala to enable
integrations with errors from external APIs and to allow developers to customize
how errors are processed. In particular, we provide an integration that allows imperative code to push errors into the flow graph, we add new operators that allow
to recover errors into values, we extend observers to handle errors differently, we
enable user-defined functions to handle errors using the normal language features,
and we extend fold reactives such that they may recover from errors that have become part of their state.

Injecting Errors Into the Flow Graph
We extend the API of Evt and Var with methods to fire errors. Evt.admit(error)
and Var.admit(error) behaves similar to their value propagating counterparts, but
start the propagation with an error instead of a value. The main use of this API is
to support the integration of existing frameworks, e.g., converting an exception of
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a networking library to an error in the flow graph. Consider an existing networking library with a callback-based API. When a timeout occurs in the network, the
imperative library callback is converted into a reactive propagation:
270

val fromNetwork = Evt[NetworkMessages]()

271

Network.onTimeout { error => fromNetwork.admit(error) }

Observe and Recover
We extend the observer’s API to accept an additional handler parameter called onError, which is used to observe propagated errors. This handler has the same purpose as catch blocks, and, similar to the standard observe call, has the goal of
producing a side effect, e.g., displaying an error message. The error handler on observers can be missing: any unhandled error terminates the program in the same
way as traditional uncaught exceptions. In the calendar example in Figure 2.4, any
error is displayed to the user by the error handler defined on the signal in Line 267
using the extended observer API:
272

selectedEntries.observe(

273

onValue = Ui.displayEntryList,

274

onError = Ui.displayError)

Instead of simply observing errors, the application developer can recover from the
error inside the flow graph using the recover operator for signals and events, which
is parameterized with a recovery function that converts an error to a normal value.
275

val input: Signal[String] = ...

276

val recovered: Signal[String] = input.recover{ error =>
error.toString }

In the example, the input signal may contain an error instead of a string, but the
recovered signal converts all errors into string values. The value is then propagated as the output of the recover operator. Any normal value that flows through
the recover operator in the flow graph is propagated without change. The recover
operator handles errors while they are propagated through the flow graph and before they reach an observer. Recovering from an error is most useful, when errors
can be locally converted back into normal values. This case is relevant in several
applications. For example, values can have local fallbacks, such as an unavailable location service that can be replaced by using more expensive or inaccurate local data.
Another example is a signal holding a UI widget, where an error can be handled by
displaying it to the user.

User-defined Computations
A user-defined computation such as those in a signal expression may access any
number of dependencies. When any of the dependencies propagates an error, the
error is raised as a Scala exception by the .value call performing the access. The
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exception may be handled by the application using the default Scala exception handling mechanisms. Unhandled exceptions in a user-defined computation are propagated along the flow graph.
The use of Scala exceptions enables our error handling scheme to integrate well
with most libraries in the JVM. For example, the shared calendar in Figure 2.4 filters
the list of all calendar entries to only include entries of the current week in Line 260.
All entries containing an error are removed using a Scala try/catch block:
277

val selectedEntries = Signal {
entrySet.value.filter { entry =>

278

try selectedWeek.value == Week.of(entry.date.value)

279

catch { case e: NetworkError => false }

280

}

281
282

}

When the entry.date (Line 279) contains an error, the error is thrown as a Scala
exception and handled in the catch by returning false (Line 280), causing the filter
to drop the entry (Line 278).

Folds
Recall that the fold operation supports converting events into signals. Given an
event e, an initial value init and a function f, which are passed to it as parameters,
fold returns a signal that is initialized with init und gets updated every time e fires
by applying f to the current value of the signal. Thus, unlike other derived reactives,
a fold signal accesses its own current value, i.e., the fold (indirectly) depends on the
complete history of the input event. For example, the signal allEntries collects all
new entries into a set.
283

allEntries.fold(Set.empty) { (entries, entry) => entries + entry}

The current state of the fold (entries) is treated like any ordinary dependency. If
it is accessed and it holds an error, the error is thrown as a Scala exception. If
the exception is not handled inside the user-defined computation (i.e., the function
body of fold), then an error is propagated by the fold reactive to other reactives
that depend on it. Alternatively, by handling the exception a developer can resume
the computation of the fold reactive after an error. We present an example for fold
with custom error handling next.
We illustrate custom error handling using fold with the implementation of the
count operator.
284

def count() = fold(0) { (counter, occurrence) =>

285

occurrence // access the (unused) value to propagate errors

286

try counter + 1 // increase count in non-error case

287

// continue counting after errors

288

catch { case (value, error) => value + 1 }

289

}
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The operator counts the number of non-error event occurrences. The count signal
starts with its initial state initialized to zero (Line 284). The folding function takes
the current counter of the fold and the incoming event, called occurrence, as parameters. When occurrence is accessed in Line 285, there are two possibilities: the
access raises an error or returns a normal value.
In the case of an error an exception is thrown that aborts the execution of the
user-defined computation. The exception is caught by the fold operator internally,
stored for future processing, and propagated in the flow graph.
If the access of occurrence returns a normal value processing continues (the
value is ignored, because we are only interested in the number of occurrences and
not in their values). Next, counter is accessed in Line 286. If the current counter is
a normal value, it is incremented, and the increased count is returned (Line 286).
If any prior evaluation of the fold results in an error, then accessing the counter
throws that error as an exception. The exception is immediately caught by the userdefined function in Line 288. The pattern matching in the catch block binds the
last non-error value stored in the fold and the current error. Our example handler
ignores the error and continues by incrementing the last non-error state, thus implementing a counter that resumes counting when a new occurrence arrives after
an error.

7.5 Errors and Aborting Transactions
The default schedulers in REScala (see Section 6.5) support aborting transactions.
A transaction is aborted when errors are observed but not handled or when the
developer explicitly uses the abort operator. In both cases, the encountered error is
then thrown as an exception in the context of the call that created the transaction.
The exception thrown by aborted transactions includes the information about the
where the error originated and which observers did not handle the error. This
information allows to reconstruct the path of the error through the flow graph.
The abort operator is useful for flow graphs, which are unable to handle errors or were designed without error handling in mind. The abort operator mirrors
any value of the input reactive, but if the input reactive propagates an error then
the transaction is guaranteed to abort. Thus, the derived signal in the following
example can safely be used by code that is not aware of errors.
290

val input: Signal[A] = ...

291

val derived: Signal[A] = input.abortOnError()

In addition to explicitly using the abort operator we also abort transactions when
an error reaches an observer that has no error handler. This aborting by default behavior enables existing code that does not specify error handlers to be used without
changes. The code that does not deal with errors is still semantically broken if an
error occurs, but aborting the transaction and providing error output improves the
development experience compared to simply ignoring the existence of exceptions
in the host language.
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val changeTrack: Evt[Track] = Evt[Track]()

293

val currentTrack: Signal[Track] = changeTrack.latest()

294

val currentScreen = composeInfoScreen(currentTrack)

295
296

currentTrack.observe(playMusic)

297

currentScreen.observe(displayScreen)

298
299

def composeInfoScreen(track: Signal[Track]): Signal[Screen] = {

300

val metadata = track.map(loadMetadata)

301

val infoScreen = Signal {
renderInfoScreen(track.value, metadata.value)

302
303

}

304

infoScreen

305

}

306
307

def loadMetadata(t: Track): Data = {
... fetch data, assume no faults occur ...

308
309

}

310
311

def renderInfoScreen(t: Track, md: Data): Screen

312

def playMusic(t: Track): Music

313

def displayScreen(s: Screen): Unit

Figure 7.2: Music application without fault handling.
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314

val changeTrack: Evt[Track] = Evt[Track]()

315

val currentTrack: Signal[Track] = changeTrack.latest()

316

val currentScreen = composeInfoScreen(currentTrack)

89

317
318

currentTrack.observe(playMusic)

319

try { currentScreen.observe(displayScreen) }

320

catch {
case SomeException => displayScreen(errorScreen)

321
322

}

323
324

def composeInfoScreen(track: Signal[Track]): Signal[Screen] = {

325

val metadata = track.map(loadMetadata)

326

val infoScreen = Signal {
renderInfoScreen(track.value, metadata.value)

327

}

328

infoScreen

329
330

}

331
332

def loadMetadata(t: Track): Data = {
... throw SomeException ...

333
334

}

335
336

def renderInfoScreen(t: Track, md: Data): Screen

337

def playMusic(t: Track): Music

338

def displayScreen(s: Screen): Unit

Figure 7.3: Incorrect example: Exception not thrown in scope of handler.

7.6 Alternatives for Error Handling in Dataflow Languages
To discuss alternatives for error handling, we use the code example shown in Figure 7.2. The example represents the concept of a music player application that
shows information about the currently playing track. The figure includes a visualization of the flow graph and the focus of our analysis will be the composeInfoScreen function, which creates two reactives. Important for error handling is that
the metadata about the track is fetched from some resource that could potentially
fail (Line 300). The code currently assumes that no failure occurs. The metadata is
then passed through the application (Line 301) until it is finally observed (Line 297).
There are different strategies to handle this failure which we discuss next.

Naive Exception Handling
In Figure 7.3 (an adapted version of Figure 7.2) we assume that loadMetadata fails
and throws some exception as suggested in Line 333. In that case, we want to
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val changeTrack: Evt[Track] = Evt[Track]()

340

val currentTrack: Signal[Track] = changeTrack.latest()

341

val currentScreen = composeInfoScreen(currentTrack)

342
343

currentTrack.observe(playMusic)

344

currentScreen.observe(displayScreen)

345
346

try {
changeTrack.fire(beethoven)

347
348

} catch {
case SomeException =>

349

// the code here should not have to know

350

// about loadMetadata

351
352

}

353
354

def composeInfoScreen(track: Signal[Track]): Signal[Screen] = {
val metadata = try {

355

track.map(loadMetadata)

356

} catch {

357

case SomeException =>

358

// cannot handle here

359

}

360

val infoScreen = Signal {

361

renderInfoScreen(track.value, metadata.value)

362

}

363

infoScreen

364
365

}

366
367

def loadMetadata(t: Track): Data = {
... throw SomeException ...

368
369

}

370
371

def renderInfoScreen(t: Track, md: Data): Screen

372

def playMusic(t: Track): Music

373

def displayScreen(s: Screen): Unit

Figure 7.4: Handlers not at the correct position to handle error
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display an error message instead of displaying the status information, but if we try
to catch the error as suggested in Line 321 it will not work as desired. The exception
is propagated up the stack, but the throw statement is not executed in the scope of
the handler.
Figure 7.4 shows the two scopes where the loadMetadata function is executed
thus these are the scopes where exception could be caught. First, when the metadata signal is created in Line 356 and, second, every time the track is changed by an
imperative call to changeTrack.fire in Line 347. None of the two call sites, however, allow to notify the user about the error. The first call site when the reactive
is created is concerned with the flow graph and not yet able to reason about values
in the graph that will only be used later. The second call site when the source is
changed is able to reason about which operation has failed (changing tracks) but it
is not known why the failure happened or how to handle it.
Instead, the error should be handled as part of the info screen. The screen
should show the user of the application why the metadata of the track could not be
loaded. This is only possible by propagating the error in the flow graph.

Monadic Approach: Encoding Errors as Values
Functional languages often provide mechanisms to encode errors as part of the return value [200]. Developers can use this approach with REScala without changes.
In the example, we can implement this behavior by encoding the error as part of the
return value of loadMetadata. The result is wrapped in a Try[Screen] in Line 396
of Figure 7.5, the Try is a value that can either represent the correct result, or contain an error. The encoding in Figure 7.5 provides the desired semantics, as shown
in Line 379, but requires all parts of the program which depend on the track data to
be rewritten to propagate or handle the error, as in Line 387. Mixing error handling
code into the normal control flow hides the main logic and makes the code harder
to understand [44], and – especially when definitions of reactives are concise – unwrapping values twice is impractical. For example, compare the original expression
and the one with manual error handling (using typical syntactic sugar):
404

Signal {
renderInfoScreen(track.value, metadata.value)

405
406

}

407
408

Signal {
metadata.value.map {unwrappedData =>

409

renderInfoScreen(track.value, unwrappedData)

410

}

411
412

}

Errors in the Flow Graph
The example from Figure 7.2 implemented with our solution is shown in Figure 7.6.
The fault in the loadMetadata function triggers an exception in Line 431. In our
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val changeTrack: Evt[Track] = Evt[Track]()

375

val currentTrack: Signal[Track] = changeTrack.latest()

376

val currentScreen = composeInfoScreen(currentTrack)
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377
378

currentTrack.observe(playMusic)

379

currentScreen.observe {

380

case Success(screen) => displayScreen(screen)

381

case Failure(e) => displayScreen(makeErrorScreen(e))
}

382
383
384

def composeInfoScreen(track: Signal[Track]): Signal[Try[Screen]] =
{

385

val metadata = track.map(loadMetadata)

386

val infoScreen = Signal {
metadata.value match {

387

case Successful(unwrappedData) =>

388

renderInfoScreen(track.value, unwrappedData)

389

case Failure(e) => Failure(e)

390

}

391
392

}

393

infoScreen

394

}

395
396
397

def loadMetadata(t: Track): Try[Data] =
Try {
... throw SomeException ...

398
399

}

400
401

def renderInfoScreen(t: Track, md: Data): Screen

402

def playMusic(t: Track): Music

403

def displayScreen(s: Screen): Unit

Figure 7.5: Errors as values.
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414

val changeTrack: Evt[Track] = Evt[Track]()

415

val currentTrack: Signal[Track] = changeTrack.latest()

416

val currentScreen = composeInfoScreen(currentTrack)
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417
418

currentTrack.observe(playMusic)

419

currentScreen.recover(makeErrorPage)}
.observe(displayScreen)

420
421
422

def composeInfoScreen(track: Signal[Track]): Signal[Screen] = {

423

val metadata = track.map(loadMetadata)

424

val infoScreen = Signal {
renderInfoScreen(track.value, metadata.value)

425
426

}

427

infoScreen

428

}

429
430

def loadMetadata(t: Track): Data = {
... throw SomeException ...

431
432

}

433
434

def renderInfoScreen(t: Track, md: Data): Screen

435

def playMusic(t: Track): Music

436

def displayScreen(s: Screen): Unit

Figure 7.6: Example reactive program with error handling.

example, the error could be handled as soon as at the metadata signal in Line 423,
but it is not. When an error is not explicitly handled by a reactive, it is propagated
further to the next reactive in the graph and can then be handled at any point, at
the latest at an observer before it gets exposed outside the flow graph. In Figure
7.6, the error is handled at the currentScreen signal, before the value of the signal
is observed by the makeErrorPage function (Line 419).

7.7 Multichannel Propagation
Errors propagation can be seen as a second channel of information using the normal flow graph. We can extend the concept of additional propagation channels to
include more values modeling typical challenges in distributed systems, such as
missing or late values.
Missing values occur when a part of the distributed application is started, but
not yet connected and there is no useful initial value for created signals. Events
have no initial state, so missing values do not apply to events. Missing values are
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similar to exceptional values, i.e., a signal which depends on an empty signal is
itself empty. Missing values are otherwise ignored by observers and conversions to
events; only directly reading the value of an empty signal with an imperative call
will result in that call to fail with a normal Scala NoSuchElementException.
Late values frequently happen in systems that make a dynamic trade-off between reliability and performance by using cached values. For example, to get
correct results from a replicated database it is a common strategy to query multiple replicas. The value returned by the majority of the replicas is considered the
correct result. However, to get the correct result the application needs to wait for
all replicas, which can result in latency problems if one of the replicas is slow. As
Guerraoui et al. [96] observe, it is often useful to already start speculative execution
from the first result, as that result is likely to be correct, and we do not have to wait
for slow replicas. Speculative execution can be handled transparently. When a not
yet confirmed value arrives it is propagated similarly to a normal value, but new
changes remain hidden to the external program. As soon as the value is confirmed
it will be compared to the speculative value, if they are equal, any evaluations of
signals can be skipped and only observers must be executed to finish the propagation. If the fixed value differs from the speculative execution, then a new update is
started as usual, and the speculative results are dropped.
We believe that the full potential for integrating external concepts into the flow
graph has not yet been realized. The inclusion of missing and speculative values
already provides more special cases in addition to error propagation, but it remains
future research to fully understand how these concepts generalize.

7.8 Conclusion
Displaying an exception to a user is often a good strategy for temporary or spurious
errors such as network connectivity problems, allowing the user to take action if
desired (e.g., fixing internet connectivity). In addition, observers are used to extend
the behavior and invariants from the flow graph to external imperative libraries and
errors/exceptions should be part of this interface. While not all languages have exception mechanisms, we believe that any embedding of Cvtr into a language should
follow the conventions of the host language to provide a consistent development
experience. In addition, extending the propagation of values to include metadata
about the validity of the value seems to be a generally useful extension to Cvtr that
has uses beyond simple error cases. Our evaluation (Section 13.4) shows that the
overhead to support such additional data during propagation is negligible and the
only cost are the added memory requirements to store the additional data.

Chapter 8

Compiling Cvtr for Embedded
Devices
This chapter explores how to deploy the core of ℱ𝑟 to embedded devices with very
limited resources. Typical dicApps we consider in the rest of this thesis are associated with devices with powerful processors and plenty of main memory (this
includes smartphones). However, because of the distributed nature of dicApps it is
useful to consider executing parts of the application on embedded devices. In this
chapter, we consider the example of executing on a specialized processor embedded in all smartphones – the Wi-Fi chip. As a platform, the Wi-Fi chip has very
limited capability of executing generic dicApps, but the Wi-Fi chip has efficient
access to special resources – Wi-Fi packets and channel connection information.
Accessing those special resources from the processor of the host device is often expensive, because the amount of data that can be transferred efficiently is limited and
on mobile devices it is desirable to not activate the main CPU to conserve energy.
Thus, there is considerable advantage of executing code directly on the Wi-Fi chip.
For a similar reason, it is desirable to execute parts of a distributed application on
other embedded devices such as networked sensing devices with limited bandwidth
where aggregating and filtering data on the device saves costly communication.
In our prior work [192] we explored a purely reactive paradigm for Wi-Fi chips
without distribution, interactivity, or connectivity. But ultimately, the goal is to develop a single application using our programming paradigm Cvtr that accesses special resources as if they were available to the local device. The compiler or runtime
should automatically split the flow graph to produce the most efficient deployment.
While doing this automatically is left for future work, in this chapter we show that
the programming model of Cvtr is very well suited for the development of embedded hardware. We provide a compilation strategy for ℱ𝑟 programs that removes all
dynamic overhead typically associated with the flow graph. We present a compiler
that compiles a flow graph into sequential code that fits the execution model of sequential embedded processors. The only drawback for the programming model is
that the ability to dynamically reconfigure the flow graph is lost – a property that is
95
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Figure 8.1: Stages of compiling ReactiFi to Wi-Fi chips.

important to dicApps but not necessary for the parts of the application that should
be offloaded to embedded devices.

8.1 Compilation Overview
To compile the flow graph it must be static. Static means that no dynamic edges
between reactives are allowed, i.e., the flatten method cannot be supported. There
may be no use of the fire and value methods during the creation of the flow graph,
because it is impossible to interact with values during compilation. Thus, all integrations must happen using the sources and observers that are understood by the
compiler. We call this reduced subset of the calculus ReactiFi – named after the first
target platform of that language (the Wi-Fi chip). ReactiFi uses the C programming
language for user-defined functions, but uses the actual calculus for the embedding
language – in contrast, REScala uses Scala for both the embedding and for userdefined functions.
A ReactiFi program is processed in four steps (Figure 8.1): (i) an interpreter
executes the ReactiFi program to construct the flow graph, (ii) the compiler compiles the flow graph into a C program that represents a sequential execution of the
change propagation discussed in Chapter 4, (iii) the C source code is compiled into
a binary, which (iv) is loaded to the Wi-Fi chip and linked into the firmware at
runtime. Constructing the flow graph is very similar to the semantics described in
Chapter 4. In this chapter, we are interested in the second step: compiling the flow
graph to C code.
Once constructed, the flow graph is analyzed to extract the following information that is passed to the subsequent processing phases: a topological order of all
reactives, a set of conditions guarding the activation of each reactive, and types and
memory requirements of reactives in the flow graph. Given this information and
the C code of the function bodies embedded into reactive definitions, the ReactiFi
compiler generates a single sequential update function in C, which implements the
reaction to external events.
To simplify the presentation of the compilation process we first discuss a simplified procedure where ReactiFi programs are compiled line-by-line into C programs,
without any global transformations based on the information in the flow graph.
This compilation procedure produces semantically correct code, but without global
optimizations. We then discuss those optimizations separately in Section 8.3.
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𝐶 Jval 𝑥0 = 𝑥. Map{𝑓 }K = if (𝐴J𝑥 K){𝑥0 = 𝐶 J𝑓 (𝑥)K}
𝐶 Jval 𝑥0 = 𝑥. Fold (𝑣){𝑓 }K = if (𝐴J𝑥 K){𝑥0 = 𝐶 J𝑓 (𝑥0 , 𝑥)K}
𝐶 Jval 𝑥0 = 𝑥. Filter{𝑓 }K = if (𝐴J𝑥 K&&𝐶 J𝑓 (𝑥)K){𝑥0𝑓 = true; 𝑥0 = 𝐶 J𝑥 K}
𝐶 Jval 𝑥0 = Source(𝑠)K = if (𝐴J𝑠 K){𝑥0 = 𝐶 J𝑠 K}
𝐶 Jval 𝑥0 = 𝐶 J𝑥. observe(𝑜)KK = if (𝐴J𝑥 K){𝐶 J𝑜(𝑥)K}
𝐶 Jval 𝑥0 = (𝑥1 ||𝑥2 )K = if (𝐴J𝑥1 K){𝑥0 = 𝐶 J𝑥1 K}
else if (𝐴J𝑥2 K){𝑥0 = 𝐶 J𝑥2 K}
𝐶 Jval 𝑥0 = 𝑥1 . Snapshot(𝑥2 )K = if (𝐴J𝑥1 K){𝑥0 = 𝐶 J𝑥2 K}
Figure 8.2: Compiling individual ReactiFi reactives (left) to C code (right).

8.2 Compiling Individual Reactives
To simplify the presentation of the compiler we show how each individual reactive
is compiled when in single static assignment form, i.e., the code is a sequence of
definitions in the form val 𝑥0 = 𝑡 where 𝑡 is a term that creates a reactive, source,
or observer. In addition, we assume the program code does not contain any function calls on the top level. Thus, the top level program consists only of the assignments of names to reactive definitions. The overall compilation process then
applies the transformations of individual reactives to the sequence of statements in
the program. This representation is exactly capable of representing all static and
flow graphs. Figure 8.2 shows how each of the assignments for all the different
reactive definitions are compiled into C-like statements.
Compilation from ReactiFi to C is written 𝐶 Jval 𝑥0 = 𝑟 K. The result of compiling a reactive is generally in the form “if (𝐴J𝑥 K){𝑥0 = 𝐶 J𝑓 K}” where 𝐴J𝑥 K computes
when the reactive activates. If it does activate, the state 𝑥0 of that reactive is updated.
Again, for ease of presentation each statement is compiled individually and the produced code is conceptually executed in the order of the ReactiFi program. The order
of statements in the ReactiFi program corresponds to the topological order of the
flow graph because the code does not allow forward references. However, in reality, the ReactiFi program is first executed to extract the flow graph (c.f., Figure 8.1
and the compiler then groups the execution of related statements for efficiency as
discussed later.
For the line-by-line compiled code, each statement first checks if the activation
condition (e.g., 𝐴J𝑥 K) for its inputs (e.g., 𝑥) are fulfilled, and only then updates the
current value of the reactive (𝑥0 ). In contrast to ℱ𝑟 only source reactives and filter
reactives have their activation tracked at runtime, because we want to minimize
the amount of used memory for propagation. All other reactives compute their
activation based on their transitive dependencies. Each reactive activates exactly
if one of their inputs activates, but the same holds true for the inputs. Thus, to
know if a reactive 𝑟 activates in a given propagation, we only need to compute if
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any of the transitive sources or filters that 𝑟 depends on activates. We discuss in
Section 8.3 how we optimize these checks, so they do not need to occur for every
single reactive.
Due to the memory constraints, ReactiFi primarily uses event semantics for its
reactives, i.e., the state of reactives is not stored between propagations. The only
exception are sources which have their state available directly in the firmware of
the Wi-Fi chip and fold reactives which do store state. Compilation is shown in Figure 8.2. All reactives are directly compiled into assignments of new values to their
storage location. The interesting exceptions are filter reactives, which in addition
to assigning the value of their input without change also set their filter activation
𝑥0𝑓 to true. Source reactives are underspecified and their activation and value is
dependent on whatever the runtime of the Wi-Fi chip can support. There are no
user-defined sources in ReactiFi. The same is true for observers, which may only
execute pre-defined effects known to the compiler and runtime. Due to ReactiFi
having only simplified event semantics except for folds, we show two more reactive methods that are not present in the core of ℱ𝑟 . These are choice reactives
(𝑥1 ||𝑥2 ) and snapshot reactives. Choice reactives have two different activation conditions depending on either one or the other input, but not both, and their value
is the value of whichever input activates (the first one if both activate). Choice is
not a primitive operation for REScala, because the value of events is wrapped in an
optional data type – thus it can be safely accessed and tested for presence. In contrast, in ReactiFi the value may only be accessed if the reactive activates otherwise
the program would read uninitialized memory. The snapshot method is required
to access the state of a fold reactive when another reactive activates. This access
is safe because the state of folds is always available. The type system of ReactiFi
distinguishes between fold reactives and other reactives and only allows folds to be
used for the snapshot method. The compilation of snapshot checks one input for
activation and uses the value of the second input.
Compiling constructs other than reactives works as expected. Compiling functions 𝐶 J𝑓 (𝑥)K result in a call to a fresh top-level function definition where the body
of the function is kept as is – note that user-defined functions are already written
in C. Compiling an identifier that binds a reactive 𝐶 J𝑥 K produces code that accesses
the value of that reactive.

8.3 Optimizations Using the Flow Graph
Line-by-line compilation produces a conceptually correct program, but using the
flow graph to optimize the code that reacts to individual sources allows for efficient
execution on the limited target platform. Especially, we are interested in minimizing the time spend in each single update propagation process, because any latency
may cause dropped Wi-Fi packets. We are also interested in minimizing memory
consumption because there is only very limited memory available.
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Static Sequential Scheduling
The flow graph specifies a logically concurrent execution order of reactives in response to individual external events; moreover, only a subset of reactives is typically activated for each external event. Wi-Fi chips only support sequential execution and network applications are latency-sensitive. To address these constraints,
the compiler sequentializes the order of updating reactives, produces optimized per
source update logic, and generates a minimum number of conditional branches to
select the updated reactives.
A topological traversal of the flow graph is used to compute the sequential execution order of reactives. However, while the relative execution order of reactives
can be statically fixed according to the topological order, whether and when reactives activate depends on runtime conditions. In particular, for many source reacitves it is statically known which of them may occur at the same time and which
will always occur at logically distinct times, e.g., packets are processed sequentially
by the Wi-Fi chip even if physically occurring at the same time. Thus, the compiler
generates one update function per set of sources that may occur together. In the
typical case this results in each source having a single concise update function that
quickly updates the relevant state. All update functions share the same global set
of state stored in fold reactives.
When multiple sources may occur at the same time, or in flow graphs with
complex filter conditions and multiple paths, we do not want to check the activation conditions for each individual reactive. Instead, reactives are grouped into
uninterrupted pipelines based on shared filtering conditions. The compiled update
function only checks conditions once per group. Sources and filter reactives define new conditions. For all other reactives, the conditions are derived from the
conditions of their input reactives. The choice and fold all reactives use the disjunction of the conditions of all inputs. All other reactives use the conjunction of the
conditions of all inputs. For illustration, consider the flow graph of a case study in
Figure 8.3. The case study is detailed in prior work [192], but we are only interested
in the structure of the flow graph. There is a single source: Monitor but multiple
filter and choice reactives that change the activation condition. The blue boxes
mark the groups of reactives with the same activation conditions. For instance,
the rightmost group will execute only if the Monitor source fires, the condition for
the frames filter holds, and either fromSource or fromAP filter functions are true.
Thus, the generated update function for the Monitor source will only check the activation conditions four times, once for each group – except for the source group
which does not need to be checked. When there are multiple sources, then also the
source groups need to check if that source activates or not.

Optimized Memory Management
Wi-Fi chips have limited memory. For instance, the memory built into the Nexus
5 has 768kB RAM, most of which is used by the basic firmware, with only as little
as 100kB RAM left for higher-level functionality; to put this into context, a single
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Figure 8.3: The flow graph of the adaptive file sharing case study.

IP packet is up to 2kB in size. Reactives are abstractions with zero runtime memory cost, i.e., the only memory requirements at runtime are those of the contained
values and only when the values are in use. To facilitate compile-time estimation
of the needed memory, ReactiFi allows only fixed size types T to be used in code.
Memory for reactives is reclaimed at the earliest time possible. Technically, to find
the reclamation point of a reactive 𝑟1 , the compiler traverses the sequential execution order from the back to find the last reactive 𝑟2 that depends on 𝑟1 . The scope of
𝑟1 extends from 𝑟1 until after 𝑟2 . Unlike other reactives, the state of folds is stored
between updates, thus never reclaimed. Overall, for each reactive 𝑟, the compiler
knows how much memory is already allocated when a new value will be computed
for 𝑟. This is the sum of the memory allocated to all folds in the program plus the
sum of the memory allocated to all non-fold reactives in scope. This way, the compiler is able to maximize the memory available for executing the function bodies
embedded in the reactives.

8.4 Exemplary Compilation
For illustration, consider the code below, defining a map reactive (address) with
two inputs, frame and subframe; we assume that both frames are derived from a
Monitor source (not shown for brevity).
437

val address = (frame, subframe).map((fr, sub) => { /*
extractAddress */ } )

The generated C code is sketched in Figure 8.4. Since there are no folds, the program has only local state. The user-defined function is extracted to a top-level
C function extractAddress. Within the update function, first, the variables for
the source conditions (monitor_condition), the values computed for the input reactives (frame_value, subframe_value), and for the map reactive (address_value)
are declared. Then, the activation conditions of sources are computed, followed
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address_t extractAddress(frame_t fr, frame_t sub) { /*
extractAddress */ }

439

// state of fold reactives would be above

440

void update() {

441

bool monitor_condition;

442

frame_t frame_value;

443

frame_t subframe_value;

444

address_t address_value;

445
446

monitor_condition = runtime_is_triggered(Monitor)

447

if (monitor_condition) {

448

frame_value = ...;

449

subframe_value = ...;

450

address_value = extractAddress(frame_value,
subframe_value);

451

deallocate(frame_value);

452

deallocate(subframe_value);
}

453
454

}

Figure 8.4: Generated C code example.

by the guarded execution of reactives, when the sources are activated. The code
illustrates the two compiler optimizations. First, the activation condition is only
checked once for all reactives as opposed to once per reactive. Second, the values
frame and subframe are deallocated immediately after they are used and no longer
needed. We assume that address_value is used later in the program, otherwise the
whole program would be optimized away.

8.5 Conclusion
This chapter shows how the Cvtr programming paradigm can be implemented by
compilation to sequential code suitable for embedded devices. We believe this to
be a significant demonstration of the utility of the programming paradigm, because
embedded devices are at the opposing end of the spectrum of platforms that dicApps
are typically executed on. REScala was designed for the JVM – with large heaps and
fast JIT compilation. Thus, it is delightful that the same programming paradigm is
usable on small embedded devices – even though we have to restrict the compilation
to static flow graphs. Our hope for the future is, that we can use the same domain
specific language to describe the flow graph for an application that is distributed
on embedded devices and desktop devices and have communication be automated.

Chapter 9

Debugging and Live Tuning
The flow graph of Cvtr provides an interesting opportunity for developer tooling
because it enables the development of interactive applications in a style that is wellsuited for visualization, is flexible enough to be adapted at runtime by non-experts,
and provides data safety, i.e., data is not lost or processed inconsistently even when
modified by external factors.
Debuggers for reactive programming already allow inspection of an application
through its flow graph during execution [178]. Based on those reactive debuggers,
we pave the way towards modifying the behavior of applications at runtime – a
process called live programming.
First, we extend an existing reactive debugger to allow for runtime modifications to the application. We provide some benefits of live programming to application developers while ensuring that modifications always stay within the confinements defined by the application code, specifically, guarantees given by the type
system still hold, and data dependencies in the application are kept consistent.
Second, we investigate how applications may be inspected and modified even
by their users. Our goal is to enable developers to create applications that can be
tuned by domain experts. To this end, we propose patterns and idioms as well
as new language abstractions for specifying tuning points of the applications for
domain experts and thereby retaining basic safety and correctness guarantees of
the application.
We assume three levels of expertise. First, the language and tool authors who design very general abstractions and mechanisms to implement arbitrary applications.
This first group, however, has no knowledge of the domain or requirements of the
final application, which is written by the second group – the developers. Developers
use the abstractions and tools of the language to implement concrete application
semantics. Developers determine concrete use cases for their application. They
are responsible for ensuring that the application behaves as desired. We assume
they are familiar with the abstractions provided by the language and are able to
use them correctly. The third group, the domain experts of the application, have
concrete tasks they want to solve with the application. Because tasks often vary
102
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455

// input sensor for temperature

456

val temperature = Evt[Double]

103

457

// filter very high and low temperatures an outliers

458

val filtered =
temperature.filter(_ <= 100).filter(_

459

>= -40)

460

// build a history of up to 50 temperature values

461

val history: Signal[Seq[Double]] = filtered.last(50)

462

// an aggregation function that may change over time

463

val aggregation: Var[Seq[Double] => Double] = Var(average)

464

// apply the aggregation function to the temperatures

465

val aggregated = Signal {
val f: Seq[Double] => Double = aggregation.value

466

f(history.value)

467
468

}

469

// select which values to display in the dashboard

470

val onDisplay: Var[List[Signal[Seq[Double]]]] = Var(List(history,
aggregated))

471

// assume a generic rendering function for values

472

def render = {
case d: Double => ...

473

case l: List[Double] => ...

474
475

}

476

// render selected signals on the dashboard

477

val dashboard = Signal {
for (item <- onDisplay.value)

478

yield render(item.value)

479
480

}

Figure 9.1: Dashboard application.

slightly and those variations are not always predictable by developers, domain experts may also need to vary the behavior of the application. However, because
domain experts do not have prior knowledge of application development, it is only
appropriate for them to change existing behavior in well-defined ways. We use the
name tuning [119] to refer to this process in the rest of the paper.

9.1 The Chapter’s Running Example
The code in Figure 9.1 implements an exemplary application that visualizes sensor
data on a dashboard. Evt (Line 456) serves as an input from an external temperature
sensor. The temperature event is processed by an operator pipeline (Lines 459, 461)
filtering extreme temperatures (probably sensor faults) and aggregating the last 50
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temperatures – a signal derived from an event. Events and signals may be derived
from other events and/or signals as long as no cyclic dependencies are formed. The
aggregation function (Line 463) can change over time, i.e., we model it as a signal,
which holds the current aggregation function for every point in time. More specifically, we model it using a Var, which is an input “signal” that can be imperatively
set. The signal expression (Line 465) applies the (time-changing) aggregation function to the (time-changing) history of temperature events. The dashboard (Line 477)
then renders all values that should be on display (Line 470). Because the displayed
list of values is a signal (a Var to be precise), the concrete displayed items may
change, resulting in a dynamic flow graph.

9.2 Reactive Debugging
Debugging is the process of understanding the behavior of code to resolve bugs.
Debuggers aid programmers at finding defects and help code comprehension by
visualizing the application behavior during runtime. Traditional debugging tools
focus on the analysis of control flow in sequential programs. They provide means to
interrupt the application at certain points (breakpoints) and continue by stepping
through each instruction of the program. However, debugging based on control
flow is ill-suited for Cvtr, because it does not correspond to the flow graph. Therefore, developers often use “printf debugging” to trace the dataflow or develop their
own ad-hoc visualizations of the flow graph [29].
Reactive debugging [178] is a debugging technique designed to fit the needs of
reactive programming. Reactive Inspector, a tool that implements this technique,
provides a set of features similar to those of traditional debuggers but adapts to a
dataflow view, which is shown in Figure 9.2. Reactive Inspector directly visualizes
the flow graph and enables navigation through the history of changes using history queries and a time slider. Reactive Inspector can also pause execution of the
current application when selected nodes in the flow graph are modified, similar to
breakpoints in sequential debuggers.

Visualization
Figure 9.2 shows Reactive Inspector – an extension of the Google Chrome debugger.
Reactive Inspector displays the flow graph for the dashboard application code presented in Figure 9.1. The main view of the debugger shows the flow graph. Nodes
in the flow graph are named after their corresponding variables in the source code.
Data flows from left to right, beginning with the temperature event and ending at
the dashboard signal. The view shows the flow graph directly after it has been created, so no temperatures have been recorded yet. The highlighted edge (orange)
represents the latest modification to the graph – the connection between the aggregated value and the dashboard. When the graph changes dynamically during
program execution, i.e., new nodes or new edges are added, those changes are reflected in the dataflow visualization.
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Figure 9.2: Reactive Inspector user interface.
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History
History navigation is similar to stepping through a sequential program, but does
not pause the execution of the application and works both forward and backwards.
Applications only store the current state – it is normally impossible to inspect past
states of the graph – hindering understanding of the past behavior of the application leading to the current state. Reactive Inspector solves this issue by storing
every past state of the flow graph and providing users with a way to visualize the
history of the graph. The history can be inspected by moving the history navigator
slider shown in Figure 9.2, and points of special interest can be quickly found by
issuing a history query. History interactions are only visualizations, the application is neither modified nor paused – new events are recorded in the future while
inspecting the past.

Breakpoints
Similar to the breakpoints in traditional debugging tools, Reactive Inspector allows
users to attach breakpoints to certain graph nodes which cause the program to halt
when the corresponding node changes its value. Breakpoints may be conditional
and only trigger on specific values passing through nodes. A breakpoint can also
be set on the creation or deletion of nodes from the flow graph. When a breakpoint
is triggered, Reactive Inspector delegates to the native Chrome debugger to step
through the sequential code inside signal expressions.

9.3 From Inspecting to Modifying
Our paradigm is particularly promising for live programming because applications
are already designed for interactivity, that is, reacting to external changes. For example, the developer might wonder what would happen if a very high (and thus filtered) temperature was measured when the history already contained 50 elements.
Would this temperature still trigger the update of the history and remove one old element, even though it was filtered?
Yet, despite the flow graph is designed for processing dynamic and arbitrary
input, and updating the application state, with the current tools “what if” questions
are surprisingly hard to answer. Triggering an interesting (high temperature) event
at the right point in time (history contains 50 elements) requires modifications to
the application code to detect the desired event pattern and then trigger the event.
The flow graph in Reactive Inspector allows one to easily answer such questions.
We extend this tool to enable direct manipulation of the values in the flow graph.

Graph Modifications
Figure 9.3 shows the extended interface of Reactive Inspector. The interface allows
changing arbitrary values in the flow graph, similar to how interactive debuggers
allow changing values assigned to variables. However, changing arbitrary variables
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Figure 9.3: Reactive Inspector with extensions to modify the flow graph.
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of an application may cause inconsistencies in the data model. Reactive Inspector,
on the other hand, uses the same mechanism as if the application programmatically
changed its input events (Evt) or signals (Var). Thus, using the flow graph prevents
inconsistencies by ensuring that each change is fully processed by the application.
For example, when the developer issues a new temperature event using the “Fire!”
button in the left-hand pane of Figure 9.3, then the new event will be automatically
added to the history of events. The developer can then easily answer the question
above and conclude that the event did not change the history – it was filtered.
Exposing the graph through the debugger in such a principled manner allows
developers to change the code without invalidating basic assumptions of the application. For more flexible debugging purposes, however, we also allow developers
to modify arbitrary signals and events, not just inputs (Var and Evt). For example,
the debugger allows one to directly set the average temperature value, even if the
new value no longer reflects the current history of temperature events. Changes to
intermediate values are propagated normally, e.g., the dashboard will be updated
with the new average.

Time travel
A well-known technique of debuggers to modify the state of an application is time
traveling [5], i.e., loading a past state of the flow graph. REScala has efficient support for snapshotting the flow graph [155] and the debugger can go back to the
old state of the application by loading a snapshot. This approach enables users not
only to inspect the history of an application, but also to have the actual application
jump back and forth in time to enable user interaction with the application in a
specific state. Time travel uses the history navigation to select the desired point in
time. Time travel is especially useful for “what if” scenarios. The debugger is able
to reset the application to a past state – allowing the developer to explore what led
to the current state – and modify past values. Past modifications may change the
current application state in the future. It is the developer’s responsibility not to
cause inconsistencies when time traveling.

9.4 Towards a Live Tuning Framework
Inspection and modifications of the flow graph is not only useful to developers, but
also to enable customization – tuning – of the application by domain experts. In
this section, we envision a live tuning framework built on top of Reactive Inspector.
Domain experts are assumed to have little or no knowledge of application development, but may need to comprehend and modify applications that they use.
For this use case, we consider correctness and ease of tuning more important than
full programmability. Domain experts should be able to understand, learn from,
and adapt examples, but without risk of breaking the applications. Our goal is to
provide limited tuning for most applications out of the box without additional developer effort. For additional flexibility, we provide dedicated language abstractions
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to customize the tuning mechanisms. We describe the spectrum of our abstractions
for supporting live tuning going from the most simple (ease of use) to the most
flexible.

Tunable Values
The first step is to enable domain experts to modify input signals (Var) and trigger
input events (Evt). Interacting with inputs is considered safe, as the flow graph
never has control over external inputs, and has to deal with arbitrary values in any
case. Reactive Inspector ensures that users may only enter values of the correct type
and provides easy to use UI abstractions for custom values. For example, integer
inputs are set via sliders, and string inputs with a text box.
However, tuning some inputs may require specifying Scala functions, such as
the aggregation function of Figure 9.1. To save domain experts from writing Scala
code we allow developers to provide predefined behaviors from which the domain
experts select. The reactive debugger then displays a drop-down list of possible
choices. In the example, the developer could provide an average and a sum function,
as an enumeration of aggregation schemes:
481

enum Aggregate(val name: String,
val compute: Seq[Double] => Double) {

482

case Average extends Aggregate("average", ...)

483

case Sum extends Aggregate("sum", ...)

484
485

}

Tuning the Flow Graph
We make dynamic changes to the flow graph available via tuning. For example, the
application developer may want to allow the domain experts to adapt the contents
of a dashboard by adding or removing displayed elements. The dashboard example
supports this use case by allowing the modification of the onDisplay signal. That
signal contains a list of other signals and may be tuned to add new signals. It is
only possible to add reactives with the correct type – this allows the developer to
limit which reactives are selectable for dynamic reconfiguration.

Custom Tuning
At the end of the spectrum for application tuning are solutions defined by the developer. For example, developers may want to allow the domain experts to create
new elements in the dashboard. New elements should be specified using a custom
domain-specific language designed for data analysis.
The developer is free to specify how domain experts may interactively tune the
application. However, it is then also the developer’s responsibility to map such tuning mechanisms to the underlying flow graph modifications (e.g., changed nodes,
changed code within nodes, changed edges). The runtime will still take care of
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ensuring propagation of updates and keeping the application state consistent. We
believe that Cvtr provides a strong basis for a framework for writing tunable applications, where the concrete runtime behavior is interactively developed, e.g., a
data analysis application where domain experts can interactively build and combine
queries.

9.5 Conclusion
We have shown that Cvtr facilitates writing of tunable live applications. The abstractions are suitable for both writing source code and representing code visually
to interactively inspect, change, and evolve the behavior of an application. The
presented approach to modify values in the graph is an initial step towards making
the graph more tunable through live modifications. Augmenting Cvtr with abstractions specific for tuning allows for safe runtime modifications also by non-expert
developers. In perspective, we want to support and to be able to mix both forms of
traditional development (compiling and re-executing) and live development (changing code during runtime), so developers can freely choose to what degree they use
which approach to solve specific problems during the development process. Refer
to Section 14.7 for related approaches.
Especially in the area of distributed executions it is an exciting future extension
to get an overview over a distributed flow graph. Such an overview is by necessity
not always consistent with the actual state of the system, but using Cvtr allows
an eventually consistent view that also would enable eventually consistent tuning
options, thus allowing system operators to tune their distributed systems easily.

Chapter 10

CRDTs and Cvtr
When we introduced replication and causal consistency in Part I of this thesis we
opted for a modular integration of CRDTs and reactives. Replicated reactives in ℱ𝑟
only assume the existence of an associative, commutative, and idempotent merge
function. The implementation in REScala follows the same principles – the difference between a normal reactive and a replicated reactive is that the latter has an
implementation of the merge function (c.f., Figure 6.11). The modular integration
fits the fine-grained proofs in our operational semantics, because it only adds a minimal amount of cases to consider for the integration. For example, our proofs for
optimal concurrency and transactional isolation are completely independent of the
replication. Due to the same reason, the replication strategy could be extended or
exchanged, as long as the result still adheres to the properties of the merge function.
For example, it would be possible to exchange state-based CRDTs with the global
sequence protocol [47]. The implementation also benefits from the same flexibility.
In this chapter we informally explore what a tighter integration of CRDTs and
Cvtr entails. The discussions in this chapter explains the existing properties on a
different level of abstraction, and shows that there is a logical equivalence between
our synchronization algorithm used for causal consistency of the flow graph and
the general concept of synchronization of CRDTs in the literature. We hope that
the discussion provides a better understanding of the consequences of the Cvtr
programming paradigm regarding replication and that it may serve other similar
systems as guidance or inspiration. Furthermore, the new perspective allows us to
use existing research on CRDTs and directly apply the concepts to find solutions
for challenges in Cvtr.
We first discuss challenges for application design caused by the restrictions on
operations of CRDTs. Then, we give an intuition of the benefits of Cvtr for the
application design compared to a design using CRDTs without Cvtr. Specifically,
this intuition states that the flow graph itself can be seen as a single complex CRDT,
thus giving a high-level correspondence between these two parts of Cvtr. We also
discuss a general strategy to represent all Cvtr applications as CRDTs independent
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of the usual restrictions placed on CRDT operations. Finally, use this correspondence to discuss two extensions to Cvtr. The extensions include performance improvements based on delta replication for CRDTs, and the integration of strong
consistency into Cvtr with an implementation of the Raft consensus algorithm.

10.1 CRDTs and their Challenges for Application Design
Every CRDT has a state, and a collection of operations – an API – that change that
state. CRDTs can be roughly categorized as operation-based or state-based, depending on the properties a CRDT requires of its state and operations. The challenges
on application design using CRDTs stems from these restrictions, which we discuss
in the following.
While Cvtr generally makes use of state-based CRDTs – because they impose
the least restrictions for our purposes – we will first discuss operation-based CRDTs.
We then discuss the monotonicity requirement of operations on state-based CRDTs.
Finally, we discuss the composition of multiple CRDTs, that is, how to support
operations that change multiple CRDTs at the same time.

Operation-based CRDTs
Operation-based CRDTs [186] achieve consistency by synchronizing the set of applied operations. The current state is reconstructed by applying the operations. The
network runtime would have to ensure that operations are applied exactly once and
in the correct order to ensure consistency (the global sequence protocol [47] is based
on that strategy). If the network runtime cannot guarantee order, operation-based
CRDTs require that the order in which operations are applied does not matter, i.e.,
all pairs of operations are commutative. If the network cannot guarantee that operations are applied only once, operation-based CRDTs require that operations are
idempotent. The only way to achieve causality is for the network to ensure that
operations are applied in causal order.
The advantage of operation-based CRDTs compared to state-based ones is that –
with commutative and idempotent operations – it is sufficient to individually send
the executed operations. There is no need to send the complete state. Commutativity and idempotence of operations has implications for application design – it
becomes harder to design new operations. For example, to support a new operation
for an operation-based CRDT it must be ensured that the new operation is commutative with all other operations, thus it is no longer possible to design operations
independently. In conclusion, we believe that the simpler conceptual design and
higher flexibility of state-based CRDTs makes them a better fit when integrating
CRDTs into the application logic. Thus, we only consider state-based CRDTs for
Cvtr.
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State-based CRDTs and Monotonicity
Cvtr makes use of state-based CRDTs – or, more precisely, the properties of algebraic lattices. A lattice is a partial order ≤ on states, where every two states 𝜎1 and
𝜎2 have a unique least upper bound 𝜎1,2 ≤ merge(𝜎1 , 𝜎2 ). State-based CRDTs cannot
support operations that decrease their state according to the lattice order. Consider
when an operation is applied to state 𝜎 and the result 𝜎𝑟 is smaller 𝜎𝑟 ≤ 𝜎 . Then,
merging the two states is equal to the original state merge(𝜎, 𝜎𝑟 ) = 𝜎 , that is, the
intended effect of the operation is lost. Thus, each operation on a lattice must be
“monotonic”, i.e., must take effect by only increasing the state.
Monotonicity has an implication on the design of applications and their data
structures. For example, to implement a counter it is no longer sufficient to increment or decrement an integer register. Instead, a state-based CRDT counter records
an individual count for each replica – with the sum of all counts reflecting the original counter. The inherent problem here is that the lattice structure of the state of
a CRDT must be designed to support its operations. Supporting many or generic
operations causes the state to become more complex. Thus, it is often infeasible to
support CRDTs that are as general as traditional data structures.
However, it is in practice evident that finding a monotonic implementation of
a single operation by combining other monotonic operations is not any harder
than traditional application development. Thus, it becomes very desirable to design CRDTs as part of the application and specifically to only support operations
required by that application, which sidesteps the issue of having to design big APIs
of many monotonic operations.

Composing State-based CRDTs
Composing two CRDTs is usually understood as having an operation that changes
both CRDTs, while extending the guarantees of individual CRDTs to the composition. For example, consider two integer counters representing two bank accounts
and a composed operation that transfers money by increasing one counter and decreasing the other counter. All devices should observe the two changes “at the
same time” (as an atomic operation) to ensure that a transfer of money does not
change the total balance – not even temporarily. Essentially, we need a form of
“transactions” (different from Cvtr transactions) over CRDTs.
With traditional CRDTs, the way to achieve this is to combine all involved
CRDTs into a single one during the design of the application. For state-based CRDTs
this composition can be achieved systematically, by arranging two or more individual lattices into a single structure. Each operation and the merging of states then
operates on the corresponding component of the structure. New operations affecting multiple components can then be added.
However, the application has to use the combined CRDT in all places instead of
the individual smaller CRDTs. For example, an application can no longer operate on
a single bank account, but must operate on the composed CRDT that represents all
bank accounts that may have transactions between them. Since most applications
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Figure 10.1: Composing multiple CRDTs in a traditional application results in a
single monolithic CRDT, thus losing modularity.
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Figure 10.2: A flow graph provides modularity and transactions for multiple CRDTs.

have pairwise interactions between many of their components, the end result tends
to be that all CRDTs of the application have to be composed into a single CRDT as
indicated in Figure 10.1. Thus – because this large CRDT is then used by all parts
of the application – modularity is lost [23].

10.2 How Cvtr Fosters Modular Composition
We have shown how Cvtr provides causal consistency for multiple CRDTs in Section 5.9. Causal consistency is ensured by synchronizing all replicated reacives
when two devices communicate (as opposed to just the reactives present on both
devices) to ensure that all causal relationsships are preserved even in a dynamic
network with multiple hop communication. Thus, the ensured correctness guarantees and the required amount of synchronization of Cvtr are the same as if the
application was using a single monolithic CRDT composed out of the state of all
replicated reactives. This correspondence between Cvtr and a monolithic CRDT is
not by chance. As we discuss next, there is a representation of the flow graph as a
single CRDT. Because the application design is not affected by this representation,
Cvtr provides transactions over CRDTs without sacrificing modularity.
In Chapter 4, we represent the state of an application as a store 𝜇 ∶ 𝑟 ↦ 𝑣
that maps reactives 𝑟 to their values 𝑣 (simplified view, the actual store contains
more information that is not relevant here). Each replicated reactive has a merge
function in a global map 𝑀 ∶ 𝑟 ↦ merge. Thus, the store – more precisely, the
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part of it consisting of replicated reactives – maps each reactive to a state that is
part of a lattice (i.e., the state has a merge function). From this it follows that the
store 𝜇 itself is a lattice, because we can construct a merge function merge(𝜇1 , 𝜇2 ) =
{𝑀(𝑟)(𝜇1 (𝑟), 𝜇2 (𝑟))|𝑟 ∈ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑀)} that merges two stores by merging each reactive
using its individual merge function. Because we have shown that the store forms
a lattice, a transaction in Cvtr then corresponds to a single operation on the store
CRDT that changes the state form one store to another (larger) store.
Figure 10.2 shows that CRDTs embedded into the flow graph remain independent, but are connected as part of reactives in the flow graph. Reactives may be published by modules and consumed in other modules, without losing independence
between modules. Changes to reactives in different modules are orchestrated by
transactions without the need to modify the design of the application. Thus, it is
not necessary for developers to manually design new operations and fit them all
into a single CRDT – the transactions provide those operations as needed. Furthermore, because each individual CRDT in Cvtr serves only a very specific purpose in
the application (as the state of a single reactive), it is sufficient if each CRDT implements the minimal set of operations required for that reactive. Supporting only
few operations allows the implementation of the CRDT to be as simple as possible.
Moreover, all Cvtr applications have a regular structure when automatically
represented as a CRDT – while the structure of a manually designed monolithic
CRDT depends on the application. Thus, the implementation can make use of the
known structure to apply optimizations in certain network topologies (e.g., clientserver model, or a peer-to-peer model). It is even possible to dynamically forfeit
causal consistency for better performance without changing the application code.
One may argue that our solution already presumes the use of a different programming paradigm. However, this is not a limitation. On the contrary, previous studies have shown that designing applications in a dataflow style improves
program comprehension thus reducing errors [182]. In addition, our case studies
(Chapter 11) demonstrate that the programming model is suitable to implement
the kind of applications we are interested in, which is still unclear for designing
dicApps as CRDTs.
In conclusion, synchronization in Cvtr corresponds synchronization of a single
CRDT. We believe that this correspondence will allow us carry over theoretical results of (state-based) CRDTs to Cvtr in future work. The rest of this chapter explores
preliminary ideas we gain from this correspondence.

10.3 How Cvtr Fosters Monotonic Operations
Here, we discuss how any transactional system, including Cvtr, relates to a lattice
with only monotonic operations. In other words, an alternative view of the relation
between transactional systems and CRDTs.
To design a (state-based) CRDT, it is necessary to design monotonic operations,
i.e., operations that only increase the “size” of the state according to the partial order of the underlying lattice. The state of transactional systems lends itself to a
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natural monotonic representation: a log of transactions. As discussed, every local
transaction on the flow graph can be seen as a single operation on a structure resembling a composed CRDT. However, because transactions in Cvtr are deterministic
(c.f. Section 5.5) and executed in serial order (or at least in serializable order for
real implementations), there is an alternative representation of the state of the flow
graph where only the local transactions and their serial order are replicated. Due
to the determinism of applying transactions to the flow graph a globally consistent
state of the flow graph can be restored on each device by applying the transactions
in the serialization order. Thus, no longer requiring the synchronization of state.
In particular, no longer requiring operations on that state to be monotonic. The
overall concept is similar to what many databases use for fault tolerance.
Using the transaction order for replications allows arbitrary – non-monotonic –
operations instead of requiring CRDTs as the state of reactives. However, the issue
with this approach is that a device that is working offline may create transactions
very early in the global serialization order. As soon as that device synchronizes
with other devices all the other devices must revert their state to the state of the
earlier transaction and then re-execute all transactions that happened after. The
global sequence protocol [47] shows how a system that reverts state in case of late
messages can be made efficient when using a central server to ensure that only a
limited amount of program history must be recomputed.
The advantage of using the transaction log for replication lies in the theoretical
implication: causal consistency is possible for every Cvtr program. The only limitation are efficient implementations for important special cases. However, while
this theoretically means that Cvtr allows using non-monotonic operations for replicated data, none of our case studies has ever shown a need to do so. The ability to
compose simple CRDTs in multiple reactives proves to be flexible enough for program development. Derived reactives in Cvtr may use non-monotonic operations
in any case, reducing the need for more complex CRDTs. Thus, using CRDTs as the
state of the replicated reactives remains the more practical choice.

10.4 Profiting from the Correspondence Between CRDTs and
Cvtr
In the following, we discuss two topic topics where we gain new insights based on
an overlap of research between CRDTs and Cvtr. First, we discuss how research on
delta CRDTs may improve performance for replication in Cvtr. Second, we implement the Raft consensus algorithm as a CRDT, thus providing applications a choice
to use strong consistency if needed.

Addressing the Cost of Causality with Delta Replication
Figure 10.3 visualizes the following example of a distributed workflow that spans
multiple users and devices. A user uploads a video, which is re-encoded by a server
for multiple resolutions, simultaneously reviewed by a moderator, and published
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Figure 10.3: Visualization of a workflow with data at different devices.

on a website after review and encoding. In a workflow like this it is unreasonable
to expect all devices to replicate all work, for example, encoding on a smartphone
is a bad idea, while servers cannot execute processing steps that require human
interactions (such as reviewing). In Figure 10.3, the work done on each device is
represented by downward arrows and replication by horizontal lines. As we can
see, parts of the workflow exist on different devices, yet the overall workflow represents a single application with state and consistency requirements distributed
across devices.
When proving causal consistency for ℱ𝑟 in Section 5.9 we show that it is required to synchronize the state of all replicated reactives at the same time. In the
workflow example in Figure 10.3, this would amount to all boxes to be present on
all devices. Moreover, state-based CRDTs usually require to send their complete
state for synchronization – thus performance of the workflow example would suffer from a lot of unnecessary replication. To address this problem, REScala only
synchronizes a replicated reactive, if both devices include the reactive in their flow
graph. For example, the re-encoded video is not replicated back to the user doing
the upload.
However, doing so naively breaks causal consistency in certain network topologies (those where there are multiple communication paths between two devices).
As an example, consider Figure 10.4 where the same four devices from our workflow
example operate on two replicated reactives A and B. Only the devices next to each
other can communicate. The User device creates a transaction T₁ that changes both
A and B. Because the Processing device only knows reactive A and the Moderator
device only reactive B, the connection between the changes is lost when replicating
the individual state, thus creating separate transactions T₂ and T₃. Applying T₂ and
T₃ on the Web device as separate transactions means that the original guarantees
of T₁ are violated. It is possible to have causal consistency even when only partially
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Figure 10.4: Loss of causality when transactions are split and later recombined.

replicating state by detecting such split transactions, but reasoning about such issues at the level of update propagations over individual replicated reactives turns
out to be very unintuitive – the issues we care about are hidden between too many
technical details. Instead of using our own solution, we believe that it should be
possible to apply results about causally consistent delta replication for CRDTs [22].
A delta CRDT is a form of state-based CRDT, where each operation only returns
its delta to the current state. A delta is a (small) state that, when merged with the
current state of the CRDT, produces the full result of the operation. More precisely,
for normal CRDTs, the sequence of states 𝜎 of a single replica of the CRDT is monotonically increasing 𝜎1 ≤ 𝜎2 ≤ … ≤ 𝜎𝑛 . Delta CRDTs, instead produce an ordered
sequence of deltas 𝛿1 , 𝛿2 , …, 𝛿𝑛 on each replica. The sum of the first 𝑖 deltas is equal
to 𝜎𝑖 , in other words, 𝛿1 = 𝜎1 ; merge(𝛿1 , 𝛿2 ) = 𝜎2 ; … or generally merge(𝛿1 , …, 𝛿𝑖 ) = 𝜎𝑖 .
Note, all these operations represent the behavior of a CRDT at a single device, that
is, all states and deltas above are implicitly scoped to one single device. Replication of delta CRDTs then only requires to transfer those deltas that are necessary
and not yet available on another device, similar to our goal of only replicating the
reactives a particular device is interested in.
The interesting part for us is that replication of delta CRDTs also suffers from
loss of causality if used naively. State-based CRDTs normally guarantee causality
because each state “includes” all smaller states. However, when deltas are merged
and one of the deltas is missing (e.g., merging only merge(𝛿1 + 𝛿3 ) = 𝜎13 ) then
a state 𝜎13 is computed that is not part of the total order of the original device.
While consistency is restored when the missing delta is merged, the introduction
of unordered states is exactly why causality is lost (e.g., 𝜎13 may depend on results
caused by changes in 𝛿2 without including that delta).
To guarantee causality, any remote device must merge deltas in the order they
were produced by the origin device. This can be achieved in multiple ways, depending on the network conditions. The simplest solution is to use a transport protocol
that ensures message ordering, such as TCP without disconnects. However, as a
more interesting solution for our purposes, the metadata in CRDTs can be used to
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detect state that can safely be merged [22]. The same mechanism can be used to
ensure that two deltas that originate from the same transaction are applied as a
single transaction on each receiving device, independently of the path of the deltas
through the network.
While research on delta CRDTs may improve replication in Cvtr, our results
should give an insight on how to compose delta CRDTs into larger CRDTs, which
has not yet been sufficiently studied. Usually delta CRDTs store metadata about
ordering of deltas for each CRDT without the possibility to combine those of multiple CRDTs. However, with Cvtr this metadata would be stored for each transaction, thus using the same metadata to apply delta messages of multiple CRDTs
in a causally consistent order. This would also enable the use of delta CRDTs for
individual reactives at no or little additional cost.

Paxos Made Eventually Consistent
The Cvtr paradigm is limited to causal consistency. However, dicApps can implement strong consistency as an application-level protocol. To demonstrate what that
means, we have implemented the Raft algorithm as a CRDT in REScala. Raft [166]
is a simplified version of the Paxos [132] algorithm (the simplified explanation of
Paxos was still seen as too complicated). As an even more simplified explanation:
Raft is a leader election algorithm, where a fixed set of participants agrees on a
leader. The elected leader then propose values for sequentially increasing rounds
of consensus. As long as a device is connected to a majority of the participants that
device is guaranteed to see consistent results for each round.
So, how can a strongly consistent algorithm exist in a system that always provides availability? The hard part is only when someone wants to read a value, because that is when inconsistencies may arise. However, in Cvtr no values are ever
read – the system only reacts to changes. This does not mean that we have finally
made a distributed system that is both available and consistent. Availability is still
lost if the progress of the application depends on the results of the consensus. To
understand why, consider how consensus works. Each participant has a replica of
the current state of the Raft algorithm, which includes information like votes for
the leader, proposed values for the rounds of consensus, and votes for values. Each
device may locally operate on the Raft CRDT independently, but for a proposed
value to ever be accepted, the state needs to contain votes from at least half the
participants. If those votes do not arrive at a device, that device will never see any
vote succeeding.
This experiment shows an interesting insight: strong consistency can be implemented as a simple data type. The whole implementation is not at all concerned
with low-level details, such as the existence of any network, messages, message
orders, faults, none of that. The core algorithm is cleanly separated from the distributed nature of the runtime. Moreover, in the spirit of the rest of the chapter,
this experiment proves that conceptually Cvtr does support applications that need
strong consistency, however, at the usual cost of availability for the consistent parts.
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10.5 Conclusion
The integration of CRDTs in Cvtr provides insights and advantages of both, while
the limitation are of the two approaches are so similar that the cost does not have
to be paid twice. Moreover, we do believe that Cvtr provides an insight into how
the very useful operational properties of typical CRDTs – and ongoing research
on CRDTs – can be applied beyond the classical way to express CRDTs. While
REScala may or may not be the future of distributed programming, we believe the
underlying approach of Cvtr is inevitable. There is a clear point in the design space
of dicApps where causal consistency is the optimal choice (c.f. the CALM theorem [103]), but it is not yet clear what the optimal way to design such applications
is. Cvtr shows that there is a lot of flexibility in the design space, without compromising the underlying guarantees.

Chapter 11

Case Studies
This chapter presents case studies to discuss the various aspects of REScala in the
context of specific problems. Our case studies touch on a range of scenarios from
traditional client-sever architectures to dynamic peer-to-peer networks. Our focus
in this chapter is the impact of fault tolerance on the application design.
The TodoMVC (Section 11.1) and Conduit (Section 11.2) case studies are implementations of existing interactive example applications – a kind of common benchmark for UI frameworks. We chose these case studies, because they provide a fixed
set of features that are required by interactive applications. Thus, implementing
them shows that REScala provides all functionality that the communities around
those case studies consider necessary for the development of interactive applications. We also use the first case study for a performance comparison with other implementations and show that REScala provides better or comparable performance
for the same (or a stronger) guarantees.
The third case study (Section 11.3) also involves an interactive application similar to the first two, but the focus is on network communication. We dynamically
switch between HTTP, WebSockets, or MQTT as the communication protocol depending on their availability. The application remains unaware of the underlying
network protocol, thus demonstrating the flexibility of the Cvtr model regarding
different runtime guarantees.
To understand the impact of fault tolerance on the design of applications, we
look at REScala case studies that were designed prior to the research on Cvtr in
Section 11.4. These case studies are written using reactive abstractions but without
concern for distribution and faults. We study how the semantics of these applications would change in the worst-case scenario that all reactives are replicated, thus
indicating how much additional effort is required to develop applications dealing
with faults.
One of the existing case studies is a real-time game, which we discuss in more
detail in Section 11.5. Games are a reasonable example for what users expectations
are regarding real-time communication. Eventual consistency allows one player
to make many moves without the other player getting a chance to react. Thus,
the default semantics of REScala are not appropriate for this domain. Instead of
121
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val taskData =
Events.foldAll(LastWriterWins(initial))(current => Seq(
doneEv >> { _ => current.map(_.toggle()) },
editStr >> { v => current.map(_.edit(v)) }
))(uniqueId)

Figure 11.1: Implementation of the list of tasks.

eventual consistency, the use experience is improved by notifying the players about
network issues and remove disconnected players from the game. We use the error
propagation mechanism of REScala to add custom error handling to provide such
functionality.

11.1 TodoMVC Case Study
This case study is an implementation of the TodoMVC [14] specification – extended
with peer-to-peer data synchronization. We first discuss the benefits on the application code when fault tolerance is built into the programming model. We then
compare the performance of our TodoMVC implementation with two other existing implementations that also add data synchronization between multiple devices.
TodoMVC is a to-do list application that is widely used to compare different languages and frameworks for programming interactive applications. The TodoMVC
application shows a list of tasks, each representing one to-do item. Tasks can be
added, changed, completed and removed. At the time of writing, the official website
of TodoMVC presents 64 implementations in different languages and frameworks,
and many more unofficial implementations (such as ours) exist. Synchronization
of data across multiple clients is not part of the official feature set of TodoMVC,
thus not all implementations support synchronization. However, we were able to
find two implementations that do support synchronization and use them for comparison to REScala. One uses Twilio [127] to synchronize state with a centralized
server, providing strong consistency, but prohibiting offline usage. The other uses
Flask [189] to synchronize state with a central server, but does not provide any guarantees, i.e., changes may arbitrarily get lost. We discuss the three implementations
(ours, Twilio, and Flask) individually before we compare them.

Our Implementation
To synchronize the full state of the application between devices, we implement both
the list of tasks and each individual task as a replicated reactive.
Each task has its own “done” button and “edit” input box. The done and edit
reactives are the inputs from which the task reactive in Figure 11.1 is derived. The
done state and current text of the task are stored inside a single last-writer-wins
CRDT [186] (Line 487). Tasks are short-lived and we do not expect many concurrent
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val tasksRGA: Signal[RGA[Taskref]] =
Events.foldAll(RGA(initialTasks)) { tasks => Seq(

493

createTask >> {tasks.prepend},

494

removeAll.event >>> { dt => _ =>
tasks.filter(t => !dt.depend(t.contents).done)

495
496

},

497

tasks.value.map(_.removeClick) >> {
t => tasks.filter(_.id != t)

498
499
500
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}
)}(implicitly, "tasklist")

Figure 11.2: Implementation of the list of tasks.
501
502

implicit val taskDecoder: Decoder[Taskref] =
Decoder.decodeTuple2[String, TaskData].map { case (s, td) =>
maketask(td, s) }

503
504

implicit val taskEncoder: Encoder[Taskref] =
Encoder.encodeTuple2[String, TaskData].contramap[Taskref](tr =>
(tr.id, tr.initial))

Figure 11.3: Encoder and decoder implementation for Tasks using Circe.
changes, thus we consider the last-writer-wins approach as sufficient even though
only the last of any concurrent edits is kept. This type of fold reactive definition
uses a list of handlers to handle each input individually. The task reactive has two
handlers: one for the done input in Line 488 and one for the edit input in Line 489.
Both handlers simply modify the state stored inside the last-writer-wins CRDT. The
UI representing a single task is then derived from this task signal.
The list of tasks is a single replicated fold that reacts to adding tasks, removing tasks, and clearing all tasks. Figure 11.2 shows the code of the replicated fold
reactive. The list of tasks is stored as a replicated growable array (RGA [186] in
Line 491) that supports addition and removal of tasks at arbitrary positions and
merges concurrent inserts and deletes. The fold reactive handles each of the three
sources of changes for the list: creating tasks (Line 493), removing all tasks marked
as done (Line 494), and removing each individual task (Line 497). This definition
of the reactive contains declares both when and how the list of tasks changes. We
want to stress that in the Cvtr paradigm the definition of all reactives always contains the exhaustive reasons of change for that reactive – it thus suffices to reason
about single definitions of reactives at a time to understand their full behavior.
In addition to REScala this case study requires some other major components.
The UI implementation is based on ScalaTags [135] for which REScala provides an
integration library. The network transport layer is based on the work of Weisenburger et al. [202]. In general, the desired type of network communication varies
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greatly between applications, from a web application using JSON messages over
WebSockets to a server exchanging binary data on a TCP socket. Thus, REScala is
independent of the implementation details of the concrete networking used.
An important part for synchronization is encoding of data structures to bytes.
This part is handled by Circe [7], which derives codecs of simple data structures automatically. Developers only need to manually implement codecs for complex custom data structures, in particular for data structures with nested reactives. The list
of tasks contains nested reactives (the tasks), thus we require a custom user-defined
codec shown in Figure 11.3. The encoding is specific to Circe, the used encoding
library. Circe requires an implicit encoder (Line 503) and decoder (Line 501). We
define those by mapping from and to a pair of primitive values – the ID (String) and
initial value of the task (TaskData). The pair can then be encoded automatically because it recursively only contains structured primitive data. The decoder (Line 501)
is used both when restoring a task and also when receiving a new task over the
network. The maketask function that is called during decoding first checks if a
task with the same ID already exists locally if not simply proceeds with the normal
application code that connects the new task with the UI.

Implementations Based on Twilio and Flask
Both implementations support recovery based on a central server. Thus, the application is unavailable when the device is offline. The two approaches use different
approaches for state synchronization.
The Flask-based implementation replaces the local storage used by TodoMVC
with a custom implementation that has a compatible interface. The result is that
new or modified tasks are individually sent to a central server. The server orders
all tasks based on arrival time. The application only requests state from the server
during startup. That is, changes to the to-do list on one device become visible
on other devices only when the application is restarted. Thus, no consistency is
provided for the user.
The Twilio-based implementation has its own commercial implementation of
a replicated list. The list has a primary replica on a central server that ensures
consistency of the list. However, the replicated list requires local replicas to request
confirmation for each change. Thus, Twilio ensures consistency at the cost of not
supporting offline usage. Also, once the Twilio implementation displays more than
50 tasks at once, multiple devices become inconsistent when removing tasks, most
likely due to an implementation bug in the application’s UI.

Integration Effort for Fault Tolerance
We do not want to compare the design of the three implementations, because the
other two make no claims about the quality of the application itself. However,
all three approaches claim that their functionality is easy to integrate into the
TodoMVC application. There are two types of changes required for fault tolerance.
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The first are using data structures that are suitable for replication, and the second
are additional code for network communication. We use lines of code as a proxy
to measure the effort for these changes. While simple length is not a measure of
complexity, all changes we find are not complex, but straightforward integrations
between the network runtime and the application. We thus believe that lines of
code is an acceptable metric. We also discuss if the additional code could be reused
for other applications and what can be guaranteed.
Our implementation of TodoMVC consists of 276 lines of code. 73 of those
lines are a custom UI and implementation we added to the case study that enables
peer-to-peer connections and does the communication setup. This implementation
could be shared between all web applications that want to use the same UI and
network communication. The other two implementations do not have custom UI
and use network communication that is built into the used library. Most of the remaining code expresses the application logic and is not specific to communication
or fault tolerance. Out of the application logic only 5 lines of code accommodate
the distribution of individual tasks by using CRDTs instead of plain data. Another
7 lines of code are required for the task list, including the custom codec implementation mapping each task to its ID and initial value (shown in Figure 11.3), the ID
lookup, and the creation of new tasks during decoding. The rest of the application
automatically reacts to changes from remote devices.
The Flask implementation has 268 lines of code. The implementation is based
on one of the official versions of TodoMVC and only modifies 4 lines of code to
exchange the local storage back end used by TodoMVC with the one used by Flask.
However, the storage interface was not designed to support fault tolerance, which
makes it impossible for the framework to provide synchronization features beyond
remote storage in its alternative implementation. For example, the local storage
API is not designed for values to be changed outside the application, thus the API
does not provide any means to notify the application of remote changes. Even if
notifications were available, handling them correctly would require restructuring
the rest of the application.
The Twilio implementation has 818 lines of code. Out of these, 14 deal with authenticating with their central server, 32 implement routing for callback listeners
when tasks are modified, and 70 implement the various interactions with the custom API of their distributed data structure. This boilerplate code is specific to this
application, thus the functionality it supports cannot be easily moved to a library
implementation.
In conclusion, the main issue we observe is the large amount of boilerplate code
of the Twilio implementation. The underlying reason is that there are essentially
two separate copies of all state in the application. One copy is used by the UI to
display the current state of the user and the other copy is used by the Twilio library
to replicate state to the central server. Most of the additional code in the Twilio
implementation is then dedicate to ensure that changes applied to one copy are also
applied to the other. In contrast, in REScala there is only one copy of the state used
by both the application and for replication. This is possible because we separate the
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Figure 11.4: Time spent on computation (left) and network (right) when adding a
new task.

logic for replication from the concrete implementation of the data structure, thus
enabling the application to choose whatever data structure is right to represent its
internal state.

Benchmark Setup
We use the Chromium developer tools (see browser setup in Section 13.1) to collect performance data and use reported script execution time as a measurement of
computational overhead, and the idle time between events as a measure for network communication latency. All network connections happen in a gigabit LAN
with less than 1 millisecond latency. The exception is the Twilio implementation,
which uses its own external commercial service. We measured 1 to 2 ms latency
to the Twilio cloud front servers, but we have no insight on how much network latency their API requests incur internally. This setup represents a typical execution
environment for dicApps regarding computational power and platform. We minimize network latency as to not hide the overhead inherent to the approach, because
both the Flask and the REScala implementations execute a single network message
for each operation, thus any latency is simply added to the results of these measurements. While we cannot fully control the network conditions for the Twilio
implementation, this accurately reflects a fact about using centralized services.
We study the performance of adding a single new task to task lists of different
sizes. For REScala, we use a peer-to-peer connection between two devices running
the same application. Even though REScala does not have to wait for remote confirmation to apply updates, we still measure the time until the local device receives
a confirmation that the update has been applied remotely. Figure 11.4 shows the
results of the experiment. The 𝑥-axis shows the size of the task list at which the
operation happened, and the 𝑦-axis the time taken to add a single new task. The
left graph shows the time spent on local computations. The right graph shows the
round-trip time of sending tasks to the remote device, including processing time of
the remote device.
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Benchmark Results
The Flask-based implementation has the least computational overhead and the overhead is independent of the size of the list. Flask provides no fault tolerance and does
not confirm that remote changes are applied, thus there is no network overhead to
measure. The Twilio-based implementation is on the other extreme of the spectrum.
When making changes, users must wait for both computation and communication
to finish, because clients eventually receive a confirmation. This approach results
in an average of 412 ms until any interaction produces a result. Note that the exact
numbers heavily depend on a remote system outside our control.
In contrast to the Twilio-based implementation, REScala can display changes
to user inputs without waiting for confirmation. Therefore, changes become visible after 109ms on average, which consists only of computational overhead. The
computational overhead of REScala grows with the size of the task list because the
list is stored in a replicated growable array (RGA), which has the most overhead
of all CRDTs in our implementation. Concretely, our RGA implementation has an
overhead of 357 bytes for added tasks, and 224 bytes for deleted tasks. However,
the overhead is independent of the content of the tasks, i.e., of the actual size of
application level objects, as those are synchronized separately. In terms of network
communication, waiting for confirmation from the remote device requires a similar
amount of time as a local change. This is expected, as the remote device mirrors
the behavior of the local device before sending the confirmation.

Benchmark Summary
Our results show that both approaches providing some form of consistency have
a negative impact on performance, but the performance of eventual consistency
of REScala is comparable to strong consistency provided by Twilio. This is a very
good result given that dealing with unreliable communication and crashes has a
significant performance impact in the implementation of REScala. Moreover, performance in REScala does not depend on network conditions.
The performance of REScala is affected noticeably by the size of remotely shared
data, compared to an approach that is independent of data sizes such as Flask. However, this is to a significant extent due the implementation of networking in REScala
still being in its infancy, with two obvious major problems. First, currently encoding happens independently for snapshots and communication, which enables decoupling those features in the implementation, but causes duplicate computation.
Detailed performance analysis shows that a list of size 100 is serialized in 23ms. We
can address the problem by encoding each value only once and using it both for
the snapshot and communication. The second issue stems from the growing state
of the RGA that must be serialized for every small change to the list. Chapter 10
discusses how delta synchronization may help to drastically reduce this overhead.
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11.2 Conduit Blogging Application
The main purpose of this case study is to show how REScala is used to implement a
realistically sized collaborative application. Similar to TodoMVC, this case study is
based on the RealWorld [9] set of example applications – a specification and a set
of implementations for an online blogging application called Conduit.
The Conduit application simulates an online blogging platform where users can
write articles, comment on these articles, read articles, and see various lists of articles (by user, by tag, by recency, etc.). Additionally, there are incidental features to
allow registering new accounts, log into the system, and edit a user profile. Conduit
is specified informally with examples and templates. The application is separated
into the front end, the back end, and the API between those two.
We call our implementation of the case study Reconduit. It is a self-contained
implementation of the front end and connects to existing back ends. Reconduit realizes the full specification of the client application – including navigation, multiple
documents, and user accounts. The Conduit client specifies a custom protocol to
interact with the server that our implementation has to interact with, thus exemplifying the ability of REScala to interact with existing application code. In addition,
Reconduit supports offline use with a limited feature set (no downloads of new blog
posts, no creation of accounts).
Reconduit has several views such as composing articles, reading articles, filtering by tags, or editing the profile. Each view corresponds to a single page of the
web application and makes use of a subset of the shared content data such as articles, the currently used account, and comments. The original Conduit application
fetches this data from the server on demand thus causing latency. In Reconduit the
content data is mirrored locally and updated by background tasks whenever the
user is online. Because views are derived from the content data reactives content
is visible immediately when the application starts – even when offline – and us
updated dynamically when a connection to a back end is available.
Web applications such as Conduit are typically developed in a mix of HTML
and JavaScript. For REScala applications, we instead use our integrations with ScalaTags [135] to generate HTML and ScalaJS [67] to compile to JavaScript. Thus, the
complete application is written as a single REScala application. There is no need to
combine templates for HTML generation with any generated boilerplate to include
the application logic. Compared to application frameworks that provide similar features to REScala – such as automatic updates, state restoration, and communication
– REScala does not require learning new concepts specifically to web applications.
Instead, we can reuse existing technologies for web development, because reactives
are flexible enough to both express the application logic of the Conduit specification
and integrate with external libraries.
Our language-based approach allows us to use the type and object system of
Scala to structure the application. Applications such as Conduit have multiple
views that a user may interact with at different times. For example, there is a list
of blog post in summarized form with metadata and a full standalone page for each
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post. Each view is represented as an independent module. REScala fills the gap
when modules are composed to enable consistent transactions from one view to
another and to represent the same data in multiple views consistently. Continuing
the previous example, the state of the blog post is managed by REScala and the two
views of the post are guaranteed to always display the same version.
Deriving each view from a single point of truth instead of individual pieces of
state results in more polished experience for the user with less effort required from
the developer. In the main Conduit implementation – which does not follow such
a strategy – we could identify a case of inconsistency between views in the default
implementation of Conduit with only manual testing. Of course, that Conduit implementation is only meant to demonstrate development methodology, thus only a
moderate amount of effort is spent on finding bugs and usability, but that is why
the programming paradigm should prevent such issues by automatically.
Another point is consistent restoration. The Conduit specification does not
specify what the application state should be when the application is restored. The
typical user expectation for a web application is that the view corresponding to the
current URL is shown again when visited. For many other Conduit implementations there is only a very loose relation between the current URL and the current
view. In contrast, the REScala implementation simply stores the application state
representing the current view inside the URL as part of creating a snapshot. Thus,
it is automatically ensured that the URL and the application state are always consistent. This, again, does not require developers to understand any specific framework
and works by flexible use of existing REScala features.
Finally, the REScala implementation enhances the Conduit application with offline usage. In addition, REScala provides the infrastructure for users of the application to directly exchange blog posts. However, while peer-to-peer communication is technically feasible, it is unclear if it is desirable for such a website to allow
spreading of content without the ability of (central) moderation. Integrating authentication and content filtering inside a CRDT is an interesting future direction
for research, but outside the scope of this thesis.
In conclusion, the Reconduit implementation together with the TodoMVC implementation increases our confidence that REScala is widely applicable to typical
problems in the area. We find that REScala integrates well with existing libraries
for specific environment – such as HTML, storage back ends, and existing remote
APIs. We never encountered issues with application logic that could not be expressed with REScala. Moreover, even if automatic guarantees are not required by
the specification they enhance user visible parts of the application behavior such
as offline usage and consistent behavior of different parts of the application.

11.3 Smart Street Light Citizen Application
The smart street light and the companion application for citizens are part of a
demonstrator for the EmergenCity project. The functionality of the application includes browsing news and sharing pictures. Our citizen application is based on web
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standards similar to the previous case studies, enabling a zero-installation distribution on all current citizen devices. Maximum compatibility and zero-installation are
important requirements for our use case, to ensure that the application is available
to every citizen in case of a crisis.
Our case study uses the following features of the smart street light: a Wi-Fi access point to connect to citizen devices and other nearby street lights, a wired connection to the internet, and various environmental sensors to enable autonomous
detection of emergencies. Other features of the smart street light that are not directly relevant to our case study include illumination of the surrounding area.
The behavior of the companion application dynamically changes parts of its
behavior depending on the available communication infrastructure and emergency
status. The application has the goal of providing useful information over the internet to citizens during normal operations in “everyday mode” and to seamlessly
switch to alternative communication channels in “emergency mode”.

Everyday Mode
During everyday mode, the example application connects to a city-wide central
server to acquire a feed of local information. We use city-wide news – similar
to RSS or local Twitter feeds – as an example. Information can further include
city-wide traffic information, public transport, availability of services such as bikesharing, and other services of the digital city. Providing functionality for the everyday mode is necessary to give citizens a strong incentive for already using the
application before a crisis, to ensure they are familiar with its usage, and to make it
readily available. We use a client-server topology for the everyday mode to ensure
low latency of updates, high quality of the provided information, and low communication overhead.

Emergency Mode
The application switches to emergency mode, when instructed to do so by the crisis detection mechanism of a local smart street light, or when the application itself
encounters permanent connection issues attributed to an emergency situation. To
synchronization replicated reactives during an emergency, the application on citizen devices connects to the local access point of nearby street light and directly to
other citizen devices if possible. The exchange of information is no longer just between the central service and the end user devices, but the device start exchanging
information with the smart street light in both directions. That is, both the citizen
device obtains updates from the smart street light and the street light is updated by
the citizen device if the device has newer information. The smart street light relays
such information to other connected devices. The reason for bidirectional communication in a crisis situation is that only a few mobile phones may still enjoy
connectivity to a cellular network to receive new information. In such a situation,
the one connected device provides new information to the local streetlight and thus
other nearby devices.
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In addition to bidirectional communication with the street light individual devices opportunistically establish direct connections with other local devices to ensure that communication does not rely on the availability of the smart street light.
From the application developers point of view all changes from the outside appear
as changes to the respective replicated reactives. The uniformity alleviates application developers from the burden of developing, testing, and maintaining different
applications for everyday and emergency mode.
The application may additionally provide functionality specific for emergency
use cases. The emergency state itself is simply another source reactive that is updated by the network runtime developed for this emergency scenario. As an example for extended functionality, instead of only consuming information about the
city and current situation, the application enables citizens to directly communicate
with other citizens in the vicinity and with first responders during emergency situations. Citizens may locally disseminate information that is highly relevant for their
current area (e.g., the location and the nature of emergency sites, or where help
is needed or available) and which can no longer be made available through a central server due to the collapse of everyday communication infrastructure. To stop
the network from overloading, user generated information is only disseminated
from the source to directly connected devices, but those devices do not automatically propagate the information further. However, first responders have special
permissions to share global information, which is distributed from application to
application using any of the aforementioned communication channels.

Deployment and Network Runtime
The application is deployed via HTTPS using Web technology available on all common citizen devices. With a typical application size of less than 1 MB it is feasible
to deploy the application over mobile networks. The application code can also be
acquired directly from the smart street light. Technical advanced users are able to
share the application directly from device to device using any ad-hoc communication channel still available during the emergency.
This case study uses a custom network runtime for communication. The runtime abstracts over the concrete used protocol – WebSockets for communication
with the central server, WebRTC for communication between citizen devices, and
MQTT for communication with the smart street light. Due to the flexibility of
replicated reactives the only requirement of a network runtime is to deliver some
messages – there is no need for the runtime to ensure delivery or order messages.
Thus, it is easy to customize the network runtime to specific use cases, because
most existing protocols can be directly used without requiring additional ordering
or delivery guarantees.
Figure 11.5 shows an example message flow of the deployed application. First,
communication happens via a central server where the city sends messages to the
street light that are forwarded to the citizen application. When an emergency occurs and messages form the city no longer reach the street light, then citizen devices
start communicating directly with each other.
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Figure 11.5: Communication in our network runtime.

We limit potential abuse for communication by only automatically forwarding
messages from known participants, such as first responders. These known participants are determined by pre-shared public keys acquired during everyday operations. Other messages must be reviewed by the current user of the device to be
forwarded to other devices.
In general, emergency mode requires additional resources as compared to everyday mode, such as storage and network from the devices of citizens, because
those devices have to replicate some of the unavailable infrastructure. However,
we only assume emergencies to last for a short time, a couple of days at most, after
which normal operations resume, and additional resources are freed again.

Evaluation of Network Overhead
We evaluate our citizen application with respect to message sizes and message delays in Figure 11.6. We start at 10 news articles (number of messages) and continually add messages to the shared state of the application. We measured the time
it takes for a single remote mobile device to acknowledge that a new article was
received, processed, displayed to the user, and forwarded to other devices in the
network. The combined time (round trip) of these operations stays under 100 ms
during our measurements, and most of that time is spent on actually processing
the messages. Due to the way synchronization of our infrastructure works and to
ensure that all participants eventually have all state available, message sizes continually grow when more state is added. This size can be reduced by purging old
messages, e.g., once they become irrelevant because they are out of date.
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Figure 11.6: Round trip times and message sizes for increasingly more messages.

Conclusion
The requirements of the emergency scenario are unusual, because there is a conflict
of interests between developers that may not want to spend effort testing and developing for emergency scenarios due to the high cost and citizens that depend on applications during an emergency. Thus, we do believe that programming paradigms
with automatic fault tolerance such as Cvtr provide a workable compromise in such
situations – developers have no additional cost while citizens do gain additional reliability. Furthermore, we as the designers of REScala only have to consider a new
scenario such as the emergency scenario once and there is no additional cost for
each application.

11.4 Influence of Fault Tolerance on Legacy Applications
REScala has a number of case studies that investigate how to improve the design of
interactive applications compared to solutions using imperative paradigms – especially compared to the observer pattern [182]. However, none of these case studies
were designed with consideration for faults. Using the assumption that those applications are well-designed for systems without faults, we analyze the impact of
faults on the behavior of applications. To be clear, fault tolerance in REScala is fully
automatic, but these applications may rely on the assumption that transactions are
executed sequentially. This assumption is not true for replicated reactives. For this
experiment, we analyze the case studies under the worst case assumption that all
sources and fold reactives no longer execute transactions sequentially, but instead
arbitrarily merge and reorder transactions. Our claim is that the changed assumption – no sequential execution of transactions – only has minimal impact on existing applications implemented with REScala. Thus showing that applications are
automatically made fault tolerant. To validate this claim, we answer the following
research questions:
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Figure 11.7: Possibly problematic operators in case studies and extensions.

RQ1 To what extent do snapshots and restoration affect the application syntax and

semantics?
RQ2 To what extent does the integration of replicated signals into the flow graph

affect the application syntax and semantics?
To answer these questions, we analyze a set of case studies, consisting of ten applications (including games, simulations, and GUI applications) and five integrations
with external libraries (e.g., an API to access the HTML DOM, bindings for JavaFX
and for Java Flow), comprising a total of 13.000 LoC (counted with CLOC excluding
comments and blank lines). The case studies are listed in Figure 11.7 and their code
is publicly available from the REScala webpage.

(RQ1) Effects of State Snapshotting/Restoration on Application Semantics
Snapshotting is invisible to an application, since snapshots are automatically created at the end of a transaction. Restoration, on the other hand, is visible to the
application, since restoration re-executes the application to restore the flow graph
(cf. Section 3.2). The value of signals may differ between its first (normal) start and
a restoration, causing different application behavior. Furthermore, certain inputs
to the flow graph may be duplicated while restoring. For example, if a calendar application were to add a new calendar entry every time it starts, then this new entry
would be duplicated when the application is restored. We refer to problems with
different behavior during restoration as restoration inconsistency.
To quantify the extent of restoration inconsistencies, we inspect all input and
output interactions of imperative code with the flow graph in our case studies.
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These interactions are easy to localize, since they occur via a well-defined interface of the flow graph, consisting of the operations fire and observe. The columns
for fire (input interactions) and observe (output interactions) of Figure 11.7 summarize our findings.
Firing events on some occurrence in the external world via the fire operations
serves the purpose of entering new values into the flow graph, e.g., a user clicking
a button, time passing, or receiving a network message. In our case studies, 180
out of 187 fire calls serve such a purpose and are not affected by state restoration.
The 7 remaining calls that do exhibit the restoration inconsistency problem are instances of the same event usage anti-pattern: they incrementally build state during
application startup. For example, the Pong game initializes the UI elements, and
adds them one by one to a list of all UI elements, as shown below. As a result, this
list would grow after each restoration.
505

val addElement = Evt[UIElement]

506

val allUIelements: Signal[List[UIElement]] = addElement.list()

507

addElement.fire(ball); addElement.fire(player1); ...

Firing of events must not be misused for initializing reactives. Manual inspection
of usages of the fire method is required to find such misuses.
We analyzed if observe calls on signals cause inconsistencies during restoration. We found a total of 10 usages of signal observers in the case studies. Event
observers are more common with 150 usages, but are never triggered during restoration, thus never cause inconsistencies. Out of those 10 signal observers, 9 are not affected by restoration inconsistencies. 7 of them are in bindings for external libraries
and are used to set properties of UI toolkits, e.g., the window title as in titleText.observe(UI.window.setTitle). Triggering these observers during restoration correctly causes the UI to display the restored state. Two observers execute
cleanup code, which is not affected by restoration either. The only observer that is
affected by restoration inconsistency is in a simulation application (Universe row
in Figure 11.7). The simulation uses mutable state outside REScala, and if a fault
occurs during a simulation step, this state is not restored.
We conclude that the state snapshotting/restoration feature of our approach
operates mostly transparently. This means: (a) most of the potentially problematic
interactions (181 out of 189, roughly 96%) are unproblematic in our fault-tolerant
runtime, (b) the few problematic cases can be avoided, if application developers use
the correct APIs of the flow graph, and ensure that mutable state outside REScala
is also able to tolerate faults.

(RQ2) The Effect of Introducing Eventually Consistent Updates
Eventually consistent updates may affect the behavior of existing applications in
two ways. First, they break the invariant that each occurrence of an input Evt
is handled individually. Instead, after devices were disconnected for a while, all
changes are replicated as a single large change to other devices. These combined
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changes cause problems when the application expects each change individually, e.g.,
if our shared calendar were to display a notification each time an entry is added, the
notification may be triggered for a group of entries, instead of each individual entry,
and as a result, the notification system has to be able to handle multiple entries at
once.
Second, they break assumptions that usages of the change operator on signals
may make about its behavior. The change operator is used to reify and handle
each individual change of a signal, and usages of change may assume that every
intermediate change of the signal will occur individually. However, with eventual
consistency intermediate changes may be grouped as described above, hence, assumptions on individual changes become invalid. For illustration, consider a simple
clock implemented as below. The computation of minute relies on second change
to 0. However, with eventually consistent propagation second could change from
59 to 2 skipping the intermediate step, because an aggregated update is received
over the network, resulting in a missed minute.
508

val tick: Event[Unit] = ... // fires once per second

509

val second = Signal { tick.count() % 60 }

510

val minute = Signal { seconds.change.filter(_ == 0).count() % 60 }

To quantify to which extent the introduction of replicated signals affects the application semantics due to the existence of change operations on signals, we investigate
whether the semantics of our case studies relies on each individual signal change
being visible, as opposed to relying on a notification about its latest change. The
results of this analysis are shown in the change column of Figure 11.7. Roughly 46%
of change operators (38 out of 82 in 7 out of 15 case studies) have different behavior
when individual changes are grouped or skipped due to eventual consistency. The
results indicate that replicated signals with eventual consistent semantics cannot
be introduced transparently, which, in fact, is not surprising. However, there are
several mitigations depending on the needs of the application. The first is to keep
computations that require strong consistency on a single device, and only distribute
their results via replicated signals. Second, as discussed in Section 10.4, it is possible
to use a CRDT implementation that does provide strong consistency on the application level. A custom replicated data type allows applications to decide their own
requirements. Third, the application logic may be slightly rephrased to accommodate for unordered transactions. For example, the time management above could
derive the current minute directly from the counted ticks (using tick.count() %
3600).

11.5 Error Propagation and the Pong Case Study
We use the Pong case study – a simple multiplayer game – to discuss the error propagation as discussed in Chapter 7 on a concrete example. The classic Pong game
requires real time communication to provide an enjoyable experience, thus the application is not suited to the default strategy of eventual consistency in REScala.
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Figure 11.8: Recovering from errors in Pong.

Our version of Pong supports an arbitrary amount of players, and we want any
disconnected players to be removed from the game until they reconnect.
The integration of error propagation into transactions allows propagating errors mostly transparently. Additional code is required only at specific places where
the developer wants to handle errors. The key point is that intermediate reactives
do not have to be updated to propagate the error, minimizing the total amount of
application code that requires modification. Especially important to us is that error
propagation does not “pollute” application code and instead only requires changes
directly necessary to improve the user experience.
The case study consists of two application windows, one for each player. Without handling faults, if one player dropped, the game would get stuck or simply
terminate. Figure 11.8 shows an abstract representation of the flow graph of the
case study. Altogether, we update the game at three locations out of the 250 total
LoCs. To evaluate error handling in REScala, we added functionality to allow players to leave and join the game. When a player disconnects, an error gets inserted
into the position signal of the racket of that player:
511

UI.onClose{ Racket.pos.admit(PlayerDisconnected)

}

Following the dataflow of Racket.pos through the flow graph of the application,
one can identify the places where the error needs to be handled. There are two
such locations: when displaying the players on the screen and inside the game
logic handling cleanup of data structures for disconnected players.
For handling the error when displaying the players, we reused an existing try/catch block that handled missing game objects and added a handler for the PlayerDisconnected exception. Note that handling the disconnected event may require
a different handler if the game should support different failure modes than just removing the player.
512

case _: NoSuchElementException |

513

// remaining handler unchanged

_ : PlayerDisconnected =>

As a final modification to the code, failed connections are observed and the corresponding player is removed from the game. To remove the player, a list of disconnected players is derived from the list of players, by filtering on the player connection:
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val disconnectedPlayers = Signal{ players.value.filter { p =>

515

disconnectedPlayers.observe(Game.removePlayers)

138

Try(p.connection.value).isFailure} }

If accessing the connection raises an error (checked with Try(...).isFailure),
then the player is considered disconnected. The resulting list of failed players is
observed and these players are removed from the game (closing the connection
and updating the list of players).
Error propagation in Pong is particularly effective, because the application was
already able to handle a dynamic amount of players, thus errors could reuse existing handling logic. Still, this shows that the error propagation enables errors to be
handled at the specific place where there is enough information to do so. In addition, the case study clearly demonstrates the advantage of integrated error handling,
when most of the application is not concerned with errors and thus does not need
to be changed. Finally – while we believe causal consistency to be better suited
for dicApps compared to explicit error handling – applications with some form of
real-time requirement or other reasons that causal consistency is unsuited can take
advantage of the option for manual error handling. Thus, error propagation does
widen the applicability of REScala.

11.6 Conclusion
Our case studies repeatedly show that REScala is very well suited to implement
dicApps. The provided abstractions are sufficient to model complex application
logic, the resulting application code is easy to reason about, and provides automatic
guarantees for fault tolerance.
Performance of REScala has never been an issue in any of our target applications, however, our results indicate that encoding application state into bytes for
storage or synchronization will likely be the first bottleneck. Potential improvements include more efficient codecs [8] and ubiquitous use of delta encoding for
all state (see Section 10.4). It is possible that future work can achieve better performance in these cases by integrating the data representation tightly into the programming paradigm, instead of delegating this to external implementations as is
currently the case.
We have also shown that it is not necessary for developers to only use REScala to
implement an application. Most case studies are implemented in other paradigms to
some extent, enabling developers to choose whatever paradigms fits the application.

Chapter 12

Experience Using REScala
The reactive part of REScala is based on a long tradition of (functional) reactive
programming (RP) and in this chapter we informally summarize our high-level experience using the paradigm. In general, RP is a paradigm that aims to expressing time-changing, interactive applications in purely functional languages. RP has
been studied intensively [59, 65, 69, 75, 76, 108, 164, 168, 179, 182, 185, 196, 201] and
has spread from the original purely functional setting into imperative and objectoriented languages [37, 61, 146, 181].
However, only little literature exists on developing applications in RP beyond
the small case studies used to exemplify or evaluate each new RP language (similar
to our contributions in Chapter 11) and an empirical study [182]. Thus, not much
is known qualitatively about the programming experience with RP. This makes
it hard to evaluate if a RP language fits a specific domain, to compare different
RP language designs, or even to build knowledge about recurring problems when
developing with an RP language.
Over the years, several people have used and contributed to REScala. We derive
the insights discussed in this chapter from personal discussions with those contributors, inspecting contributed code, and our own experience from using REScala. A
detailed list of contributors can be found in the REScala repository.
We first discuss common idioms and patterns and then discuss what influence
our findings have on the design of RP languages. For idioms and patterns, we investigate usage experience with patterns emerged when using RP both in a purely
functional setting and when including RP as part of imperative applications. For
the language design, we report on our experience with REScala specifically, both
as users and developers of the language, to provide insights on how choices in the
RP language design influence its use in reactive applications. We believe that sharing our experience helps researchers to understand how RP is used effectively. It
also guides developers to decide whether RP is applicable in their domain, and it
supports designers of RP languages considering design trade-offs.
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12.1 Idioms and Patterns
Certain idioms and patterns seem to reoccur in reactive programs, and we elaborate
how they help with maintainability and testing of RP applications.

Idiomatic Code
As every programming paradigm, RP has a specific coding style that takes time to
learn and refine. Developers with an imperative background perform side effects
on shared state rather than opting for functional processing of event streams. For
example, to count how often an event is fired, a mutable variable is updated inside
a map expression, and the value of the variable is propagated:
516

var count = 0

517

val mapped: Event[Int] = event.map { _ =>
count += 1 // bad: mutation inside operator

518

count

519
520

}

However, mutations of count outside the user-defined function for the map operator
are propagated. The idiomatic REScala solution is to use fold, an operator with
internal state managed by the reactive language, that applies a user defined function
to generate the new state from the old state:
521
522
523

val counted: Signal[Int] =
event.fold(0) { (count, _) => count + 1 }
// or just ‘event.count‘

In our experience, fold is adequate to model any stateful computation, but it requires
programmers to understand purely functional state management (e.g., using the
accumulator and return value to manage state). In some cases, it is necessary to
handle multiple events in the same fold to make the state accessible to all event
handlers. Examples are user interfaces, where a user modifies the same value by
entering text, or dragging a slider. Our case studies include an example where an
elevator computes the time it has spent waiting on the current floor, depending on
a reachedFloor event, which resets the value, and a tick event, which increases
the value:
524

val waitingTime: Signal[Int] =

525

reachedFloor.reset(0) { _ =>

526

tick.iterate(0) { acc =>
if (isWaiting()) acc + 1 else acc

527
528

}}

The code above requires a nested call of iterate inside a reset both of which have
semantics derived from fold. Nesting complex operators is potentially hard to understand even for seasoned RP developers. Fortunately, there is a more idiomatic alternative when folding over multiple events. REScala supports an extended syntax
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for folds, which takes a list of events and associated update functions, to compute
the next state from the current one:
529

val waitingTime: Signal[Int] =

530

Events.fold(0)( acc => Seq(

531

reachedFloor >> {_ => 0},
tick

532

>> {_ => if (isWaiting()) acc + 1 else acc }

))

533

The extended fold states the intention more clearly. Each event is paired with a handler function (Line 531) describing the behavior of the fold when the corresponding
event occurs. The reachedFloor resets the state to one, and tick increments the
state by one if the elevator is currently waiting. When multiple events occur at the
same time, the handlers are executed from top to bottom.
While this is only an anecdotal observation derived from our experience with
the case studies, the correct use of fold seems to be a common problem when developers with an imperative background write applications with RP. However, developers seem to know that mutable state is problematic and they try to use fold, but
they often end up with complex and hard to understand fold expressions. We believe the issue to be a lack of available examples and references for writing readable
complex fold expressions.

Maintenance
For maintainability, we want to highlight one crucial part of RP: statically known
dependency relations with automatic update propagation. As a contrived example
– for the sake of brevity – consider a door system that imperatively turns the lights
on or off, when the doors open or close:
534

var light = On

535

object DoorSystem {
def onClose() = { light = Off }

536

def onOpen() = { light = On }

537
538

}

Other objects rely on the state of light and must be notified when it changes, but
the API does not specify how notifications happen. With RP dependencies are made
explicit, and notifications happen automatically:
539

object DoorSystem {
val closed: Signal[Boolean]

540
541

}

542

val light = Signal {
if (DoorSystem.closed()) Off else On

543
544

}

In the updated example, the closed state of the door is a proper part of the public
API of the DoorSystem object, including the fact that the state changes over time.
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The example generalizes to bigger projects. RP operators integrate seamlessly into
existing APIs, and work with existing tools: the type system, IDE-based refactoring,
linters, etc.

Testing with Reactive Programming
Our experience with testing in the cases studies is limited to unit tests. We observed
no particular difficulties: Testing RP is not different from testing code in the objectoriented paradigm. RP operators are tested at a similar granularity as method calls,
and tests exercise the operators and observe the resulting values, using imperative
accessors. For events, it is often useful to use the list operator (Lines 549, 551) to
make all occurrences of the event accessible as a list:
545

val input = Evt[String]

546

val greeting: Event[String] =

547
548
549
550
551

input.map(name => s"Hello $name")
val inputLog: Signal[List[String]] =
input.list()
val greetingLog: Event[List[String]] =
greeting.list()

552
553

assert(inputLog.now == Nil)

554

assert(greetingLog.now == Nil)

555
556

input.fire("world")

557
558

assert(inputLog.now == List("world"))

559

assert(greetingLog.now == List("Hello world"))

RP programs are written in a more functional style composing behavior based on
small individual functions, such as the map in Line 547.
To test applications the language provides tools similar to mock based solutions
in object-oriented languages. It is possible to simulate the value of individual events
or signals to test derived operators on specific inputs. Assume that the value of
some input signal is not under control of the tests, but a derived signal testMe is
tested:
560

val input: Signal[String] = ...

561

val testMe = Signal { input().toLowerCase

}

562
563

reevaluate(testMe).assuming(input -> "TEST String")

564

assert(testMe.now == "test string")

The code in Line 563 forces a reevaluation of the signal, and simulates the values of
the inputs of the signal. Using this technique allows very fine granular tests without modifying the code to be tested, and we believe the strategy supports testing
arbitrarily complex applications, much bigger that the examples in our case studies.
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12.2 Considerations on Language Design
As with any language RP evolves with its usage. In this section we discuss considerations when designing an RP language, and show how our case studies guide the
design of the language.

API Size
We discuss multiple RP languages and the size of their APIs, and how API design
relates to the intended use cases and concepts.
FElm [65] is designed for asynchronous composition of GUIs, and requires three
operators for this purpose, combining signals, folding over past values, and making
a computation asynchronous. Fran [75] is designed for animations, a similar use
case to FElm. Fran does not include asynchronous computations, but has operators
for transforming time, and dynamically recombining signals, required to change
the speed and behavior of animations. In total, the Fran API lists around 10 to 20
operators in the API, including some minor variations of common operators.
In contrast, reactive extensions [136], includes operators specific to collections,
asynchronous execution, and mathematical aggregation. The result is a library with
over 450 operators [11], 80 of which are considered core operators. Core operators
are those that exist not only because of multiple overloads, such as averageInteger
and averageDouble.
REScala does not target a specific application domain, and includes operators
for combining events, signals, and converting between the two, as well as operators which integrate with imperative code. On the other hand, REScala refrains
from including operators for a specific domain, such as mathematical aggregations.
In total REScala has an API size of around 40 operators. About half are convenience
operators for events, which form a small event processing sub language. The inclusion of operators into the REScala API is driven by our case studies. Most of the
REScala operators are generic and used in multiple case studies – their usage is not
limited to specific domains. Other operators such as list (c.f., Section 12.1) are
mainly used during testing, but are so useful there to warrant their inclusion. The
case studies often derive more complex or specific operators from the basic ones,
however none of them are common enough to warrant inclusion into REScala.

API Design
RP languages minimize the number of concepts necessary to use their API, exposing
only events and signals abstractions to programmers. As we discuss in Section
12.2, RP languages offer a rich set of operators in their API, building on top of
events and signals. The derived operators have a semantics that is expressible as (a
combination of) basic concepts and such semantics in REScala directly corresponds
to the operator implementation.
For example, consider the || operator in REScala, which is derived from the
following event expression:
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def || [A](a: Event[A], b: Event[A]): Event[A] =
Event { if (a.value.nonEmpty) a.value else b.value }

Accessing the value of an event inside an event expression, yields a Scala Option
representing the value of the event. The event expression above defines, that the
result of a || b is a new event e with the following behavior: If the reactive a
activates with some value (a is nonEmpty), then e activates with the value of a, otherwise e activates with the value of b (if b is also empty, then e does not activate).
Specifying operators using a small core set of concepts, makes the language much
more accessible for novices and allows one to easily explain the semantics of complex programs. Note that in ℱ𝑟 (c.f., Chapter 4) we opted to provide one method
for deriving a reactive for each unique feature in the calculus (map, fold, flatten,
filter), but their only difference is how they initialize the reactive they create. The
reactives are the single core concept used for semantics in both REScala and Cvtr.

Purity in (Functional) Reactive Programming
RP has been initially developed in the context of pure functional languages, and
operators in RP are still free of side effects. However, imperative languages allow
to imperatively change the graph during execution. Consider creating a button
for a UI, deriving a label signal that states how often the button was clicked, and
displaying the label text on the button itself:
567

val button = new Button

568

val label: Signal[String] = button.click.count

569
570

.map(c => s"This button was clicked $c times")
label.observe(txt => button.text = txt)

The last line sets the text of the button when the label changes – an imperative
interaction not directly allowed in a pure language. In pure languages, the label
text of the button has to be provided when the button is created, which leads to a
cyclic definition (button depends on label, and label on button). A solution is shown
in the following code example where the handler is registered as part of the button
creation and no imperative change is required:
571

def pipeline(click: Event[Unit]): Signal[String] =

572

click.count

573

.map(c => s"This button was clicked $c times")

574

val button = new Button(pipeline)

We provide a function to the button, and the function describes the pipeline to
process the button clicks. With this approach the created pipeline is private to
the button. To share events and signals between multiple UI components (buttons,
labels, etc.), they all have to be initialized together with a combined and predefined
pipeline of operators. As a result, purely functional RP languages may exhibit nonmodular design constraints and only support limited use cases, such as a single
animation or a single UI window. Elm [65] applied functional reactive programming
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Figure 12.1: Creating a cycle

to web applications. However, to keep purity, the RP abstractions were removed
from Elm, as they suffered from the problems we explained. In REScala we make the
opposite choice and sacrificed purity to keep the abstractions of RP and integrate
them with imperative applications. The integration allows programmers to add and
reconnect events and signals as required.

Cycles
RP languages require that the flow graph is acyclic to ensure that propagation terminates, but most RP languages do not statically enforce the graph to be acyclic.
However, problems with cycles only rarely occur in practice. Consider the following code to create a cycle between signals a and b:
575

val a = Signal { b.value + 1 }

576

val b = Signal { a.value - 1 }

Figure 12.1(A) shows the cycle the code is supposed to create. However, the code
does not compile for REScala, because the embedding language prevents cyclic definitions of variables. To create a cyclic graph, imperative code is used:
577

val h = Var(Signal(0))

578

val a = Signal { h.value.value + 1 }

579

val b = Signal { a.value - 1 }

580

h.set(b)

Figure 12.1(B) illustrates this approach. The first line creates the source signal
named h containing the constant signal with value 0. The signal a depends on h
and the inner value of h – h.value accesses the value of h and h.value.value additionally accesses the inner value. The last line changes h to point to b.
Code that explicitly sets vars to other reactives is rare in practice. In our case
studies, we find that only the universe simulation and the pong game have the
potential for cycles. In both cases, the cycle is related to the update steps of the
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simulation, i.e., the position of the pong ball depends on the speed, and the speed
depends on the position (the speed changes when the ball bounces of a wall). In
both cases, the creation of cycles is explicitly avoided.

12.3 Conclusion
Syntactically, Cvtr adds only replicated reactives and snapshots to RP. Thus, we believe that the remarks of this chapter still apply to Cvtr. Our general experience is
that idiomatic RP code also is an improvement for dicApps and results in the guarantees of Cvtr to fully apply. Integrations with other libraries and the applicability
of RP is only expanded by Cvtr to include collaboration in distributed systems. The
overall design decisions of Cvtr align well with RP – we still strive to maintain an
API with a minimal amount of different concepts to make code more readable for
developers.

Chapter 13

Performance Experiments
This chapter contains detailed performance evaluation of individual parts and features of REScala. The evaluation often compares cost of large operations that are
still only in the order of microseconds. We do believe that small improvements for
fundamental technologies such as the implementation of a programming paradigm
are worthwhile. However, we first want to discuss several rough estimations that
should give an intuition of what kinds of dicApps the performance of REScala is
suitable for.
First, it is important to note that REScala is typically not a performance critical part of dicApps as shown by our case studies (Chapter 11). The programming
paradigm describes the outermost layer of an application that reacts to individual
user inputs – transactions in the flow graph are normally not executed inside tight
loops as is the case with these performance experiments. To give an intuition a
144Hz Monitor renders a frame every 7 milliseconds. A transaction changing 100 reactives (more than required for any of our interactive case studies) takes roughly 11
microseconds using the LaptopHigh configuration detailed below. That is, the application has 99.84% of its time budget remaining for something that is not REScala.
See Figure 13.1 for a visualization to get a better impression of just how little time
a transaction requires.
A different consideration compared to execution time is memory usage. The
required memory of dicApps is often a binary problem: either a device has enough
memory to run an application or not. The required memory for a single reactive in
the flow graph is about 400 bytes on the JVM. We have successfully experimented
with creating graphs containing up to 30 million reactives requiring about 12 GB
to store the graph. A device then requires several more gigabytes of memory to
1.1 ⋅ 10−2
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Figure 13.1: Frame time versus transaction time.
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process transactions over all the reactives. The processing time of such large transactions depends on the graph layout. In the worst case layout, transactions of 10
million reactives are possible in the order of seconds on our LaptopHigh system
(see below). Very wide graphs cause more problems to the propagation algorithm,
because all reactives at the same depth in the graph are added at the same time
into a priority queue resulting in a lot of computation time spend on adding and
removing elements from that queue. We have no indication that any realistic case
study will ever reach close to these numbers of reactives, thus we do not concern
ourselves with the memory requirement of the flow graph.
Regarding memory requirement, the state of a single reactive – especially of
CRDT reactives – may quickly reach dozens of kilobytes. Encoding of such large
data structures into bytes (for snapshots and synchronization) may take more than
the target frame time of 7 milliseconds – especially when executing on the Web
platform. However, the focus of our performance experiments lies on the implementation of the core programming paradigm which encoding and decoding performance does not belong to. We have discussed in Chapter 5 how the programming
paradigm can minimize the amount of state in a snapshot and the amount of state
shared over the network. There are possible technical improvements available to
applications such as the use of more efficient codecs [8]. We have also shown in
Chapter 11 that performance is acceptable for realistic applications.
Now that we have given an outline of the extreme cases where performance
may become an issue, it is still valuable to measure the precise performance impact
of different implementations of REScala and its extensions. We take a closer look at
snapshot performance, at the performance behavior of different schedulers, and of
language integrated error propagation. In addition, these benchmarks exercise the
basic performance behavior of reactives and transactions, thus providing a general
overview of the performance of REScala. All benchmarks in this thesis, as well as
many more specific experiments can be found in the microbenchmarks project of
the REScala repository.

13.1 Setup and Threats to Validity
This thesis presents performance results acquired over the course of multiple years,
multiple devices, and multiple runtimes. Performance does not necessarily increase
over time, workarounds of CPU security bugs have caused slowdowns, the Scala
compiler has changed the collection library for better maintainability, and REScala
also sometimes favors simpler code over raw performance. Thus, we try to provide
the exact context for each of the benchmarks with the note that your mileage may
vary. The following systems have been used for experiments and case studies:
Cluster Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPUs with 16 cores at 2.6 - 3.3 GHz (scaling based on

core usage); compiled with Scala 2.11.{7,8}; 64-Bit Oracle JRE 8u74 with 1 GB
heap; CentOS Linux 7.2.
LaptopMid Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-5300U with 2 cores (laptop CPU); compiled with
Scala 2.12.x; Ubuntu 18.10 (64-bit).
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Browser Same as LaptopMid using Chromium 73.0.3683.75.
LaptopHigh Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10510U CPU @ 1.80GHz with 4 cores (8 threads)

scaling up to 3.3GHz; compiled with Scala 2.13.4; OpenJDK version ”14.0.2”
2020-07-14; Ubuntu 20.10 (64-bit).
Our JVM benchmarks are implemented using the OpenJDK benchmarking framework Java Microbenchmark Harness [2]. If not stated otherwise results are the
average of at least 25 iterations of the measured benchmark. To reduce the influence of non-deterministic optimizations, we fork the JVM 5 times, each doing 5
iterations with proper warm-up. Each iteration runs for about 1 second.
There are both internal and external threats to the validity of our results. Internal threats include the selection of benchmarks and their implementation. There
is no agreed upon benchmark suite for dicApps, thus our selection of benchmarks
may be biased towards the strengths of REScala. We also use the same set of benchmarks for continued performance monitoring and improvements of performance
over time that we use for evaluation, thus REScala is potentially optimized for these
specific cases. Finally, we are experts in using REScala but not so for systems we
compare against, thus it is possible that the implementations of the experiments for
REScala are of higher quality. The external threat is that the benchmarks may be
too small and not sufficiently diverse for the results to be generalizable to dicApps.

13.2 Snapshots and Restoration
Crash tolerance in REScala has a synergy with the transactional semantics thus
their performance is tightly related. As a trend, restoration reduces throughput. In
the following, we evaluate our claim that the performance impact of restoration
on typical REScala applications is reasonable. The experiments in this section use
the Cluster (c.f., Section 13.1) type of devices. Specifically, we answer the following
questions:
RQ1 What is the performance overhead introduced by our snapshotting mecha-

nism?
RQ2 What is the performance trade-off between restoring state from the snapshot
versus recomputing the state?
RQ3 How does the performance of our recovery mechanism compare to the performance of the recovery mechanism of an industrial-strength data streaming
system?

(RQ1) Overhead of Snapshots
Snapshots happen after every transaction on the flow graph and affect the overall
application performance. Snapshot overhead consists of the internal overhead for
determining all the updated state and of the overhead for encoding that state into
bytes. The snapshots in these experiments are stored in an in-memory database,
because we do not want to measure time spent writing to disk, since this overhead
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Figure 13.2: The cost of snapshots. X-axis is the percentage of fold reactives in the
graph.

is not specific to our solution. We quantify the snapshot overhead as a function
of the number of folds in an application, since only the state of fold reactives is
included in a snapshot. For this purpose, we parameterize our benchmarks with
the number of fold reactives in the application.
Figure 13.2 shows the throughput for a flow graph consisting of a single input
event with 100 reactives derived from that input. On the x-axis is the percentage
of fold reactives out of all the derived reactives. We selected this topology since it
allows us to create a full snapshot of all fold reactives with a single input change. To
factor out the influence of computations not involved in snapshotting, user-defined
computations of both folds and stateless derived reactives only do simple integer
arithmetic with negligible overhead. We executed the benchmark twice, with and
without snapshots enabled. The relative throughput is on the y-axis of Figure 13.2
(higher is better).
We observe that the throughput of the benchmark with snapshotting is overall
lower than without and further decreases when the number of fold reactives is
higher. In the best case, i.e., there are no fold reactives, the overhead is minimal;
our solution incurs performance overhead only when state is actually stored, i.e.,
there is no overhead for an active but unused feature. In the worst case, i.e., when
every reactive is a fold, the throughput of the run with snapshots is still about 58% of
that with no snapshot. For typical reactive programs, – which contain roughly 14%
fold signals [181] – the relative throughput is 85%. This experiment is also rather
extreme, because it is unusual that all reactives in an application are changed at the
same time. Even in the worst case scenario REScala only requires 33 microseconds
per transaction (each changing 101 reactives), which we still consider reasonable
performance for real applications.

(RQ2) Restoring From Snapshots Versus Recomputing
We first quantify the overall cost that recovery adds when restarting the application.
We also quantify the trade-off between taking minimal snapshots versus taking
bigger snapshots.
Regarding the cost of recovery, Figure 13.3 (left) shows the results of measuring
the cost of recovery for the graph from (RQ1). Each bar on the x-axis shows the
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throughput of creating a graph (a) without any support for fault tolerance thus no
overhead for restoration, (b) with support for fault tolerance but when restoring
from an empty (fresh) snapshot, as is the case when an application is started for
the first time, and (c) when restoring the graph from an existing fully populated
snapshot. The overhead we observe in the last case is the result of creating the
initial snapshot and restoring the (serialized) values from the snapshot. We conclude from Figure 13.3 (left) that while restoration has a certain overhead, the cost
is comparable to normal application startup times, since REScala restores the graph
of 100 reactives twice per millisecond, compared to starting the application, which
is performed 2.5 times per millisecond.
Regarding the trade-off between minimal snapshot and recomputation, where
our approach by default minimizes the amount of state that is stored in snapshots.
That is, instead of restoring derived state we recompute it. Intuitively, one would
assume that our restoration has higher overhead compared to one that starts from
a maximal snapshot, as it has to recompute more. However, a small experiment
indicates that this does not necessarily have to be the case. In the experiment, we
run two versions (labeled Restore and Derive) of a benchmark with a reactive that
stores a list containing integers 1 to N. In the Restore version the list is part of the
snapshot, while in the Derive version the snapshot only contains the size of the list
and the list itself is recomputed during restoration. The graphs in Figure 13.3 (right)
show the results, with N in the x-axis and throughput in the y-axis. We observe
that both restoring and recomputing derived state get linearly more expensive with
the size of N. We also observe that recomputing the list given its size is faster than
restoring from a complete snapshot. This indicates that the performance impact of
deriving as much state as possible is highly dependent on the involved operations.

(RQ3) Comparison to an Industrial-strength Data Streaming System
Our objective in this experiment is to compare the performance of our implementation for snapshots and recovery to a functionally similar industrial-strength system.
The objective is to measure an upper bound for the performance of our REScala. We
compare against Flink [19], a state-of-the-art, big data processing engine for realtime analytics used, among the others, in the Alibaba real-time search ranking, in
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Figure 13.4: Flink vs. REScala snapshot performance.

Zalando’s business process monitoring and in Netflix’s complex event processing
system [3]. Flink is suitable as a reference due to the following reasons: (a) it is functionally similar to reactive applications in that it also manages state inside a flow
graph (a property it shares with other streaming systems), (b) it is implemented in
Scala, hence the runtime environment is similar to ours, (c) it is well known for its
focus on fault tolerance, (d) it is also possible to enable/disable snapshots, and (e)
both Flink and REScala serialize snapshots to memory.
We implemented a similar graph structure as in (RQ1) for Flink. However, Flink
and REScala target different usage scenarios. REScala immediately reacts to individual occurrences of input events, such as button clicks. Flink, on the other hand,
processes and aggregates complete input streams of data. Hence, we do not compare the absolute performance of Flink and REScala, but only measure the relative
overhead of creating snapshots.
In Figure 13.4, we show the relative throughput with and without snapshots
(checkpoints in Flink terminology) within the same system. Snapshots in Flink are
created periodically instead of after each update (we have created them every 10
ms, 100 ms, and 1000 ms, respectively), and always include the complete state of
the system. While the overhead of REScala is higher when a full snapshot is created,
in the case when only 30% of the flow graph is stored in the snapshot – which is the
realistic case – the relative overheads of both systems are similar, with snapshots
slowing down the systems to 86% and 80% of normal throughput respectively.
We conclude that the performance of our snapshot algorithm has reasonable
overhead for our use cases. The use of time-based snapshots in Flink may be an
interesting addition to REScala for certain use cases. However, we currently believe
that – while our approach behaves worse in benchmarks – it is more useful to
snapshot after every interaction, because our case studies show that typical dicApps
may only have interactions every couple of seconds.
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13.3 Schedulers and Transaction Performance
REScala has multiple schedulers as discussed in Chapter 6. The initial motivation of
these schedulers was the support for parallel execution. Parallel execution became
necessary when REScala transitioned to supporting distribution and collaboration,
because transactions are no longer started only by user interactions but may happen
at any time caused by network messages. Efficient parallelization may also allow
use of REScala embedded into applications that require efficient use of multiple
processors such as simulations or data processing applications.
We compare four different implementations of locking strategies for schedulers
all using the same implementation for the actual propagation of changes to keep
them comparable. See Section 6.5 for the detailed explanation of schedulers. The
default scheduler of REScala on the JVM is ParRP. ParRP supports multiple transactions executing in parallel. The default scheduler for the Web platform where parallelism is unavailable is G-Lock. G-Lock uses a single global lock to synchronize
changes when executed on the JVM. STM delegates scheduling to ScalaSTM [43],
a former state-of-the-art Software Transactional Memory implementation. Handcrafted is not a single scheduler, but instead a class of fine-grained locking handcrafted for each application. Performance heavily depends on the features used by
an application, thus the evaluation investigates how these approach perform in the
presence of these features:
RQ1 Only static dependencies in the flow graph.
RQ2 With dynamic dependencies in the flow graph.
RQ3 With bottlenecks in the flow graph that cause contention between transac-

tions.
RQ4 When there are read only transactions favoring the opportunistic approach of

STM.
RQ5 With a varying set of workloads and topologies.

RQ1 and RQ2 quantify scalability and performance overhead. RQ3 covers the common topology of many inputs funneling into at few aggregation points, e.g., user
interfaces displaying many values in one window or a server aggregating values of
many clients. RQ4 covers a common workload for which STM and database benchmarks are optimized [116, 176, 177]. RQ5 explores the impact of different graph
topologies on scalability. The experiments are executed using the Cluster (c.f., Section 13.1) type of devices.

RQ1, RQ2, and the Dining Philosophers
In these experiments, we use our interpretation of the dining philosophers problem as the topology for the flow graph. In this topology there are a fixed number
of philosophers and the same number of forks arranged in a circle with alternating
placement of philosophers and forks. Each philosopher has a source reactive that
models the target state of the philosopher (eating or thinking). Each fork is derived
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Figure 13.5: Throughput (ops/ms) per active threads, static graph.

from the two adjacent philosophers and its state describes which philosopher is using the fork. The actual state of the philosopher (called its sight) is derived from the
two forks next to that philosopher and depends on whether that philosopher has
acquired both forks. Each operation measured in the benchmark consists of two
transactions: one philosopher switching form eating to thinking and back. Philosopher are assigned to threads round-robin, each thread randomly updates one assigned philosopher. E.g., with 16 threads and 64 philosophers, thread #0 randomly
updates one of {𝑝0 , 𝑝16 , 𝑝32 , 𝑝48 } for a single measurement.
To answer RQ1, we measure throughput (steps per time) with an increasing
number of active threads. Figure 13.5 shows throughput for 16, 32, 64 and 128
philosophers. More philosophers reduce the frequency of interactions between updates. In each case, we increase the number of threads from 1 to 16. Performance of
G-Lock and Handcrafted degrades under high contention due to lack of contention
management. Note that more recent versions of the JVM seem to solve the contention issue for G-Lock removing the steep decline of throughput when adding
a second thread. ParRP and STM both gain performance from more threads, even
under high contention. The overhead of STM over Handcrafted is comparable to
prior benchmarks of STM [99, 101], finding, e.g., fine-grained locking 1.8x faster
than STM [177].
For RQ2, Figure 13.6 shows results of the same experiments on philosophers
with a dynamic flow graph. The relations between schedulers are similar to those
from Figure 13.5. The absolute numbers are overall lower, indicating that the cost
of edge changes is significant compared to scheduling overhead.
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RQ3 and the Chat Server
In the chat server experiment each thread is a client joining exactly two chat rooms.
Each step involves sending one message to both rooms. The order of messages in
each room is consistent, thus, each chat room forms a bottleneck, because only a single client may write a message at the same time. Figure 13.7 shows the throughput
depending on the number of clients (threads) and rooms. The vertical bars represent the point at which all rooms are occupied by a client and additional clients only
increase contention. All schedulers (except G-Lock) display a near-linear increase
in performance up to this bottleneck. For more threads, ParRP behaves similar to
Handcrafted, which can handle contention well here due to the simple structure of
one lock per room. STM struggles, as the underlying STM is not designed for high
numbers of write conflicts.

RQ4 and the Bank Accounts
We address RQ4 using a bank account benchmark. There are 256 accounts and
two types of transaction, 𝑇𝑊 and 𝑇𝑅 . 𝑇𝑊 transfers money between two randomly
chosen accounts, i.e., a write transaction. For 𝑇𝑅 , accounts are divided into sets of
8, 16, 32 and 64. 𝑇𝑅 picks one set at random and computes the total value of all
contained accounts, i.e., a read-only transaction. The benchmark always runs 16
threads, but varies the percentage of 𝑇𝑅 vs 𝑇𝑊 , 0 meaning only 𝑇𝑊 and 1 only 𝑇𝑅 .
Figure 13.8 shows the results. ParRP and Handcrafted both use exclusive locks for
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reads, so each 𝑇𝑅 needs exclusive access to the whole set of accounts. Thus, more
𝑇𝑅 drastically decrease their throughput, because 𝑇𝑅 causes more contention by
accessing more accounts than 𝑇𝑊 . STM does not exhibit significant improvements
with an increased ratio of 𝑇𝑅 , the higher concurrency is counter-acted by the bigger
size of 𝑇𝑅 . As interactions in dicApps mainly consist of reacting to external change,
workloads of many large read-only transactions are rare. Given that and that the
scenario is biased towards STM due to exclusive read locks in ParRP, we interpret
the results positively, as ParRP shows limited performance degradation.

RQ5 and the Artificial Topology
For RQ5 we evaluate different workloads on artificially generated topologies to
cover topologies that are more extreme than the experiments before above. Figure 13.9 displays how the schedulers perform in a variety of artificial topologies
by comparing the throughput achieved by 8 threads relative to G-Lock. We group
workloads depending on parallelization properties. Figure 13.9 (a) shows workloads
that are naturally parallelizable. Speed-up depends on how much parallelism the
topology allows.
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Figure 13.9 (b) shows topologies that do not allow parallelism, hence Handcrafted degenerates to a manual implementation of G-Lock. These benchmarks test
contention management. Figure 13.10 (a) shows the experiment results for 1 to 16
threads of the “ReverseFan” as an example for a topology that is not parallelizable.
The data point of 8 threads shown in Figure 13.9 is marked with a bar. The other
non-parallelizable exhibit similar behavior. ParRP is better than the JVM’s built-in
contention management used by G-Lock. This JVM issue has since been fixed in
newer JVM versions. STM does not deal well with high contention in typical RP
workloads (i.e., a significant ratio of writes).
Figure 13.9 (c) shows applications where updates are admitted such that they
never interact. Figure 13.10 (b) shows the full benchmark (1 to 16 threads) for the
“Philosopher” example in this group, the others are again similar. The performance
gain per thread lessens when adding more threads. We speculate this is due to
the processor slowing its clock speed under high load and the overhead due to the
communication between the two processor sockets when more than 8 cores are
used. Yet, at 8 threads we observe speed-ups of 6x.

Conclusion of the Parallelization Behavior of the Scheduler
Our concurrency control scales well with the number of threads and the overhead
is always less than 100μs per transaction. Our scheduler outperforms the other
generic scheduler (STM). Handcrafted is, as expected, faster than generic scheduling. Yet, besides being tedious to devise, it is also error-prone and fragile in presence of software evolution and composition [95]. Moreover, proving serializability
of hand-crafted locking schemes is hard, and they are thus often excluded from
evaluations [104]. ParRP is sound by design, including correctness preservation
through composition.
While the parallelization of schedulers may currently not be important for most
dicApps, we believe that these results show that REScala has potential to be applied
in scenarios where efficient use of available processing power is important. This
aligns with our overall goal to show that the Cvtr programming paradigm is applicable to many scenarios. It also provides an opportunity for future dicApps to
make better use of such resources and integrate computation intensive tasks in the
same programming paradigm.

13.4 Performance Effects of Language-Integrated Error
Propagation
In Section 7, we motivated the need for language-integrated error propagation
for the quality of application design. We empirically provided evidence that our
approach to error propagation indeed barely pollutes the application code in Section 11.5. In this section, we ask: how does language-integrated error propagation
affect application performance?
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The experiments presented below analyze the potential performance effects of
error handling. Specifically, we analyze the potential performance trade-offs of the
language-integrated error propagation compared to programmatic error handling,
and the overhead of the error propagation system in the absence of errors. The
experiments are executed on the LaptopMid (c.f., Section 13.1) type of devices.
These experiments show that there is no additional cost for error propagation.
As discussed in Section 7.2, this is due to the tight integration of errors into the
existing runtime. Moreover, language-integrated error propagation exhibits better
application performance compared to programmatic error handling.
To compare different approaches to error handling we implemented an experiment using Scala’s Try to propagate errors handle errors, i.e., every Signal[A] is
rewritten to be a Signal[Try[A]]. Using Try is the idiomatic way to represent errors as values in Scala, similar to the Maybe data type in Haskell. As shown in Figure
13.11, our solution outperforms the solution that uses Try-wrappers. This improvement is due to the fact that language integration integrates error propagation into
the internal data structures of the language runtime, while Try-wrappers require
an additional layer of indirection.
To measure the cost of support for error propagation even when no errors occur, we use an experiment setup called natural graph. This is an application that
produces a flow graph with 25 reactives that are connected in a way to mimic the
average application [181]. All user-defined computations only perform arithmetic
additions to minimize the amount of work that is spent on actual computation and
maximize the relative overhead of the error propagation. For this experiment, we
did not measure any performance difference between a version of REScala with
error propagation and a version without.
We believe that a general advantage of high-level programming paradigms such
as Cvtr is that they often enable additional features at no additional cost. In this
case, the synergy is due to the fact that REScala can automatically integrate different
concerns into a single runtime abstraction, thus paying the cost only once.

13.5 Combined Effects of Errors and Snapshots
To understand the combined impact of snapshots and error propagation on REScala
we run several experiments with and without support for error propagation and
snapshots. We are especially interested in the overhead for graphs that do not
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require these features. The experiments are executed on the LaptopMid (c.f., Section 13.1) type of devices Figure 13.12 shows the following benchmarks:
Errors A flow graph that is meant to have a representative structure of typical re-

active programs.
Evt+Map A graph with an input event and a map operation, here no snapshots need

to be stored because events are not included in snapshots.
Evt+Count Counts the number of the input event occurrences. This setup requires
a single reactive constituting half of the flow graph to be stored.
Evt+Count×10 Same as before, but stores 10 count reactives derived from the same
event.
Var A single var that is included in the snapshot.
Restore×0 Time required to restore the same graph as Evt+Map. The graph does
not require restoration, so we measure pure overhead.
Restore×1 & Restore×10 Restore the graphs of Evt+Count and Evt+Count×10.
The results uniformly show that there seems to be a very slight overhead associated
with errors and snapshots. However, the overhead is so negligible that we feel
confident in always activating these features. Thus, support for snapshots and error
propagation is always available in REScala applications.

13.6 Conclusion
We want REScala to be useful in as many cases as possible. The better the performance of the implementation the easier for application developers to choose
REScala without worrying about trade-offs. Thus, our evaluation is focused on the
differences between alternate implementations and the impact of optional features
on the execution performance. We do believe performance of REScala to be excellent for all the use cases we envision. One of the reasons for the good performance is
that REScala includes the discussed performance experiments as part of its development process. We believe that especially the performance of executing transactions
and generating the flow graph is pretty well understood, and thus they also have
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excellent performance. Similar arguments apply for both the error propagation and
restoration.
However, the overhead of REScala is usually only a small part of the computational effort required by applications. The focus of future performance evaluation
of REScala will shift towards more application specific integrations. There is a large
impact of expensive user-defined functions executed as part of transactions. Some
of these user-defined functions – such as integrations with the HTML DOM, and
merge functions for CRTDs – could even be argued to be part of REScala itself.
An interesting future extension to REScala is the ability to monitor performance
of user-defined computations in individual reactives, to provide developers with
feedback on performance bottlenecks within their application.

Chapter 14

Related Work
In this chapter we discuss related work that we either build upon or that provides
an alternative to the solutions discussed in this thesis. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no other solutions that cover the same design space as REScala and Cvtr,
but there are many solutions that have an overlap for partial aspects.
First, we discuss various forms of reactive programming in Section 14.1 – which
is where REScala draws the most influences from. Then, in Section 14.2, we discuss
actors as an alternative programming paradigm that has seen success for distributed
applications. Likewise, we discuss cluster and cloud systems as a good example for
the convenience achieved by automatic fault tolerance in Section 14.3.
Solutions that provide consistency through the use of specific data types are
covered in Section 14.4. Section 14.5 discusses formal approaches to distributed
systems. Solutions that provide any form of collaboration framework with consistency guarantees for complete applications are discussed in Section 14.6. Related
work on debugging and tuning of applications is discussed in Section 14.7.

14.1 The Reactive Programming Approaches
The term reactive programming has been used for many things in the literature, and
many things that are similar use different terms. This section presents approaches
that either are syntactically inspired by reactive programming or have semantics
that are equivalent to a denotational description of application state over time.

Functional Reactive Programming
Elliott [74] states that the two principles of Functional Reactive Programming (FRP)
are denotational design and continuous time. REScala does not support continuous
time, and ℱ𝑟 is not a denotational semantic. This section explains why that is fine
and why FRP is still relevant for this thesis.
Fran [75] (by Elliott) is one of the earliest libraries for FRP and is implemented
in Haskell. In certain ways Fran is quite similar to REScala. Fran supports both
events and signals (or behaviors, as signals are called in Fran), is implemented as
162
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a library using combinators and is free of glitches. However, the target domain of
Fran are animations and not general interactive applications. Instead of reacting
to a variety of external changes the state of an animation is mostly defined by the
current time. The representation of a signal in Fran reflects this domain and each
signal conceptually corresponds to a function from the current time to the signal
value. The actual implementation is more complicated than a simple function from
time to value for technical reasons [73], resulting in an abstraction that superficially
is similar to signals in REScala. Due to the discrete nature of computer displays
the current state of signals is sampled at a regular interval to produce a series of
discrete images. Note that the importance of continuous time is that the domain
of animations is represented exactly until the last moment where it is discretized
for display. As a rough analogy, functional reactive animations are to videos what
vector graphics are to raster images.
Computer animations are much more interesting when they are interactive,
thus even Fran has events to model discrete interactions with the system. However,
representing an animation as a function from time to image data poses implementation challenges when dealing with interactive applications. A problem known
as time and space leaks [126] refers to the fact that a naive implementation has
to store all inputs (a space leak) and recompute aggregations over those inputs (a
time leak) to be able to produce images at an arbitrary point in time. While being
able to jump to any point of time is useful (see debugging and tuning in Chapter 9
for examples), for many interactive applications it is only necessary to produce the
next state given the current state and the current inputs – and do so quickly.
Thus – to improve efficiency of the implementations – techniques such as pushbased propagation [76] (same principle as propagation in REScala) were introduced
to FRP. A discrete implementation of a continuous model is not perfect there are
either still time and space leaks for edge cases or the model has to be restricted to
disallow certain forms of dynamic graphs [125, 126] – especially those concerning
nested reactives.
An alternative to improve efficiency is to change the programming model to
enable more efficient implementations. One such approach is arrowized FRP [164]
where functions to transform reactives are manipulated instead of the reactives
themselves. The actual creation of the reactives is then delegated to the runtime to
ensure that the application is not able to observe the internal mutability.
The use of FRP in one of these or similar forms has been investigated in many
specific application domains beyond animations. The peculiarities of the specific
application domains often lead to specific implementations and may also include
influences outside pure FRP (see below). Examples include the simulation of autonomous vehicles [82], IoT [49] especially low powered embedded systems [184],
robotics [108], network switches [84, 198], wireless sensor networks [162], scalable
web servers [168], and reliable software for spacecraft [167].
On the theoretical side, Jeffrey [112, 113, 115] stated that a type system for FRP
corresponds to linear time logic via Curry-Howard [107], i.e., an FRP implementation prooves certain LTL formulae. The implementation itself is based on lower
level abstractions such as futures and observers [114].
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Discrete Reactive Programming
The difficulty of efficient implementation in functional reactive programming stems
from the desire to have a denotational semantics for a continuous domain, but then
extend the use of that paradigm beyond just continuous animations. The authors of
FrTime [59] observe that interactive applications deal with explicit mutability and
discrete events, and that the efficient implementations of functional reactive programming are discrete and hide internal mutability. Their conclusion is to remove
the gap between the implementation and the reality of the environments and instead directly enable the programming of the mutable reactive data structures – essentially the same concept as the flow graph of REScala albeit without explicit transactions. There are still events and signals and those still describe time-changing
values, but any notion of abstract time is gone. We will call this approach Discrete
Reactive Programming (DRP) for disambiguation even though the approach is still
called functional reactive programming in most of the literature.
DRP has been widely successful in communities of programming languages that
support mutability, because its operational nature allows application developers (as
opposed to runtime developers) to integrate DRP with existing tools, frameworks,
and APIs. However, there are also several implementations of DRP that integrate
into various programming languages and have their own set of external integrations and features.
FrTime [59] uses Schemes macro system to provide automatic lifting of functions. Automatic lifting makes the use of reactives transparent to the programmer. Flapjax [146] implements DRP for JavaScript motivated by the frequency of
callback-based applications in the domain of Web UIs. Flapjax provides a templating mechanism to embed signals as part of the displayed HTML. FELM [65] prohibits the use of dynamic reactives to allow pipelined execution of a push-based
update propagation. The execution strategy of FELM allows the integration of
non-blocking execution of long-running tasks into reactives. Scala.React [137] integrates with thread pools of external libraries, and also introduces a domain specific
language to combine temporal sequences of event occurrences.
For further reading, Bainomugisha et al. [28] provide a comprehensive survey
on reactive programming languages, with a focus on the implementation model
and features supported by the individual implementations.

Synchronous Languages
As far as we can tell, synchronous languages such as Esterel [35, 83] predate functional reactive programming. Synchronous languages are in the literature treated
as a completely separate topic to reactive programming, but there are several close
relations beyond the fact that Esterel also operates on signals – in this case inspired
by the concept of physical wires in the design of an electrical circuit. Esterel was
designed for embedded reactive systems such as microcontrollers or drivers for
hardware interacting with external systems. The goals of Esterel are to provide deterministic concurrency, that is, even though the program is written in a style that
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looks like concurrent imperative code the resulting execution only has a single valid
set of outputs for each input at a specific time. This is achieved by compiling Esterel
programs into a dependency graph very similar in nature to the implementations
of reactive programming languages. Due to the imperative syntax, it is possible to
write syntacticlly correct Esterel programs that are not deterministic in nature or require circular logic which cannot be expressed as an acyclic graph, those programs
are simply rejected by the compiler. Quite recently, Florence et al. [83] provided
a calculus for Esterel that expresses the language in a style more similar to what
functional reactive programmers would expect – although still consisting of explicit
writes to signals instead of a declarative description.
What Esterel makes explicit, however, is the idea of synchronous execution.
The idea of synchronous execution is that when a change in inputs occurs, then all
derived values are conceptually computed at the same time. This is exactly the semantics of a REScala transaction and also how a functional reactive system behaves
when a frame at a certain point in time is computed. However, the formulation using synchronous execution makes the relation to physical hardware and parallel
execution much more apparent. That is, a static flow graph is related to a hardware
design where all computations happen at the same time, but only the final stable
value is visible.
There are other synchronous programming languages such as CoReA [38] and
Céu [183] that focus on deterministic concurrency for embedded systems. Amadio et al. [24] discuss using synchronous programming for coordination of general
multi-threaded systems. Differently from the imperative synchronous style pioneered by Esterel, there are two prominent synchronous dataflow languages, SIGNAL [89] and Lustre [54] that use a more declarative style do define their semantics.
There is clearly a lot of unexplored overlap between the synchronous and reactive programming communities. In Chapter 8 we have already discussed how the
flow graph can be compiled for embedded devices something we started to investigate because of the relation between synchronous languages and the flow graph.

Functional and Reactive Programming
As we have discussed at length, interactive applications update their internal state
and produce results in reaction to external events. This includes not only user
interfaces, but a wide range of domains such as Web servers, and sensor applications [180]. How are languages called that use a (remotely) functional approach to
react to any form of external inputs in any of those domains? Well, the term people commonly seem to choose is functional reactive programming. For the sake of
disambiguation, we will use the term Functional and Reactive Programming (FaRP)
to describe such systems that do not belong to FRP.
Traditionally, the main design issue when implementing reactive applications
has been to decouple the code that detects or triggers the events from the code that
handles the events (i.e., to implement the semantic model of an application independently of the user interface). The observer pattern [86] already achieves decoupling,
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but simple observers lack desirable features like composability [75] so that complex
reactions can be build from simpler ones. The syntax used for composition should
also make the semantics and the control flow of the composition obvious and not
hide them behind boilerplate code or scatter them around different places of the
code – a problem caused by inversion of control [97].
A popular approach belonging to this category are reactive extensions [136] or
ReactiveX. ReactiveX is an API for asynchronous streams. Being asynchronous in
nature is what sets ReactiveX apart most from FRP. Syntactically, ReactiveX is inspired by the combinator libraries used by early FRP languages, but, as an amusing
side note, the ReactiveX documentation now provides a disambiguation [10] from
the term FRP and clearly distances itself from that term, due to all the confusion
that is caused by people refering to ReactiveX as FRP. Semantically, ReactiveX is
a set of operators that allow composition of observers (as in the observer pattern).
ReactiveX provides a useful API compared to programming with observers manually, but it offers no semantic benefits or correctness guarantees on top of observers.
There are implementations of the ReactiveX API in many programming languages
(similar to how there is an API for arrays in many programming languages).
The Elm [6] programming language is the modern evolution of what once was
the FELM [65] research language. FELM implemented pure FRP as discussed before.
Elm abandoned the possibility to compose signals and events into complex applications, and instead focuses on a single event handler that produces incremental
changes to a single global state. This focus enables Elm to provide good developer
ergonomics and automatic guarantees for “Single Page Applications” while keeping
the programming paradigm quite simple.
Facebook’s React [79] is another well known library with a naming similar to
FRP. React is a JavaScript library for creating web pages from “functional components”. Components are functions that transform part of a (global) state into a piece
of HTML (e.g. a widget that shows the currently active contacts on Facebook). React has similar use to Elm, but is suitable for more types of web pages, since it
integrates into existing web pages instead of completely replacing them. However,
React focuses on the UI part, not on application design or any advanced features.
There are many more libraries and frameworks that roughly fall in this category,
see the project page of the TodoMVC [14] project to get an overview of some of
those systems. In general, most libraries seem to focus on the API side of providing
useful combinators, but do not implement synchronous semantics, not to mention
any form of continuous time.

Distributed Reactive Programming
A recent focus of FRP and DRP (and even FaRP) is distribution [52, 64, 69, 138,
139, 174]. Research on Distributed Reactive Programming (distributed RP) includes
new consistency models, such as eventual consistency via CRDTs for replicated
signals [159] and notions of relaxed glitch freedom that account for an error margin [171]. Also, in the area of distributed RP, researchers proposed mechanisms
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to achieve fault tolerance. Leased signals [160] enable reacting to a partial failure
when a remote host does not produce a value after a timeout.
In general, all forms of reactive programming seem to be a natural fit for distributed applications, with events representing messages from the network or user
input. However, many functional reactive languages and frameworks do not provide support for unreliable networks. Typically, reactive languages [65, 137, 146]
simply delegate the responsibility for error handling to the host language, and ultimately to the programmer. In distributed reactive programming [63, 69, 138], reactives on different devices are connected to each other and update messages are
sent over the network whenever a remote dependency changes. In the presence
of faulty devices and unreliable connections, such update messages may get lost
causing several problems, such as glitches, changes that are visible on one host but
not on another host, or application unresponsiveness when new changes cannot be
processed while messages are being resent to a device that failed and is restored.
Unreliability has been partially investigated in the context of some FRP derivatives. Timeouts have been introduced to a distributed runtime and dataflow [160].
ReactiveX [136] integrates and propagates errors into as part of the dataflow similar to REScala. However, to the best of our knowledge, no solution exists to automatically restore and reconnect a flow graph after a crash. DREAM [138, 139]
is a middleware for distributed reactive programming, which lets the programmer
choose among different levels of consistency guarantees in distributed reactive systems, including FIFO consistency, causal consistency, glitch freedom and atomic
consistency. Ur/Web [57] is a multitier programming language that uses reactive
programming to update the client UI. However, to the best of our knowledge, there
is no integration of network errors and the reactive part, hindering applicationwide reasoning and lacking common abstractions for distribution and reactivity.
AmbientTalk/R [53] implements distributed RP for mobile peer-to-peer networks.
It is focused on providing some communication in loosely coupled networks instead
of any consistency guarantees. The SID-UP algorithm [69] implements distributed
RP with glitch-freedom, but uses global locking. However, none of the approaches
provides the full feature set of REScala with the same level of automation of fault
tolerance.

Parallel Synchronous Reactive Programming
As far as we are aware, REScala is still the only reactive programming language with
transactions that have synchronous semantics and can execute in parallel while preserving serializability. The formal model of Elm [65] supports pipelined execution,
but the model was never implemented. Esterel [83] supports parallel execution in
hardware, but not for arbitrary transactions in an application.
Related approaches such as ReactiveX [10] do provide parallel execution for
their observables (an observable corresponds to a reactive), but the behavior is only
defined for each individual observable – there are no guarantees for the overall behavior of the application regarding concurrency – thus developers have to manually consider race conditions. Only a transactional programming paradigm – such
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as Cvtr – provides the necessary framework to define what conflicts are and thus
provide correctness automatically.

Formal Models of (Functional) Reactive Programming
ℱ𝑟 is not the only calculus that exists in the space of reactive programming, but the
only one that also includes automatic fault tolerance.
FELM [65] provides a calculus for the functional surface language that defines
the reactive application. Yet, the actual behavior of the application at runtime –
i.e., how values flow through the graph – is captured by a translation to ConcurrentML, hindering formal reasoning about the behavior of the complete system. An
additional limitation of FELM is that the flow graph cannot be modified at runtime.
Kamina and Aotani [117] provide a formalization which aims to simplify the
abstractions used in RP. Thus, their formalization is intentionally minimalistic. In
particular, their formalization uses standard operational semantics for the evaluation of the surface language but uses denotational semantics (functions on sets) for
propagation of changes through the flow graph. While the separation simplifies
the presentation of the calculus, we believe it complicates the reasoning about the
details of transactions – a necessity when reasoning about faults.
DREAM [138, 139] also formalizes the propagation of events in a distributed
system, however with a different focus. The goal is to provide a formal foundation
for analyzing the consistency level provided by different propagations algorithms
(e.g., fifo versus glitch freedom). However, DREAM does not deal with unreliable
message delivery or restoration, and does not integrate distributed state with local
operations.

Building Blocks for Reactive Programming Implementations
In the area of the implementation of RP languages, Ramson and Hirschfeld [172]
proposed Active Expressions as a fundamental primitive for different RP implementations.
Publish-subscribe systems are the distributed counterpart of observers. Publishsubscribe systems aim to support loose coupling among event publishers and
observers. By contrast, complex event processing (CEP) [62] is about correlating events. Both types of systems usually rely on callbacks with all their problems [78, 141, 169].
Self-adjusting computations [98, 100] are a class of techniques to make existing
batch programs incremental, i.e., when only a small part of the input changes then
only the dependent part of the output must be recomputed. The strategy essentially
works by automatically decomposing the program into something conceptually similar to the flow graph. However, the point of REScala and similar languages is to
improve application design by directly programming the flow graph instead of first
using an inferior representation of the program logic.
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14.2 Actors
The actor programming paradigm [118] is similar to object-oriented programming
with strong encapsulation of internal state. The difference is that execution of messages (or methods) happens asynchronously in the actor paradigm. Asynchronous
execution and encapsulation of state are what makes actors suited for concurrent
and distributed systems [148] – a message in the programming paradigm has a direct representation as a message in the physical network and encapsulated state
stays on the device hosting the actor. However, this also means that the actor
paradigm does not protect developers from any of the issues of distributed systems,
such as message reordering, lost messages, and partial crashes. In addition, the
loose application structure implied by the actor paradigm makes automatic reasoning about the overall system consistency hard. Furthermore, we consider messagepassing to be rather an implementation mechanism for enabling communication,
but not a proper substitute for providing first-class composable and programmable
abstractions as part of the programming paradigm. Despite the shortcomings of actors as a programming paradigm many implementations of actor languages provide
extensions for fault tolerance.

Crash Tolerance
Actor supervision mechanisms as provided by Akka [17] and Erlang [25] allow specifying user-defined handlers when an actor crashes (usually due to a programming
error). The typical strategy to handle a single crashed actor is to replace it with a
fresh instance of the actor and losing all state in the process. The scheme can be
extended to also provide tolerance against device crashes by replacing all actors on
a crashed device with new instances on another device. Restarting of actors works
well for applications that require continued operation, such as telephony networks
– for which actors were first designed. In a telephony network, it is cheap to reconnect a dropped call, and a missing part of the conversation can be tolerated, but it
should always be possible to establish new calls. It is possible to use crash handlers
to restore the state of an actor after restart. The Mnesia [140] database provides a
managed runtime for this purpose, but the details of state saving and restoration is
completely left to the application logic.
Orleans [33] provides the actor paradigm but with fully automatic deployment
and life cycle management of actors. This allows Orleans to automatically restore
the state of each actor after a crash. However, the state of each actor is stored
independently without consistency guarantees between multiple actors, thus – in
the presence of faults – it is difficult to reason about application properties that
span more than a single actor.
The cluster extension for Akka [16] provides similar restoration capabilities for
individual actor state in cluster environments, still without overall system consistency. In addition, Akka cluster requires developers to modify the code of each
actor that needs fault-tolerant state, making it impossible to reuse existing actors
that are developed without support for fault tolerance.
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Reliable Communication
The cluster extension for Akka [16] also provides a library of CRDTs for data synchronization, but with barely any integration into the language. Thus, requiring applications to manually manage all communication and individually apply received
changes to the local replica of a CRDT.
AmbientTalk [64] is an actor language specifically designed for mobile ad hoc
networks. Direst [159] builds on top of AmbientTalk and adds reactive abstractions and automatic eventually consistent state replication. However, Direst uses a
centralized replica to provide eventual consistency, hindering any communication
between devices, when the centralized replica is not available. Furthermore, applications in Direst must statically declare their dependencies, because the network
runtime relies on global knowledge of the flow of data between devices.
Orleans has an extension called reactive caching [45] which adds a layer for
push-based state for client devices. Essentially, whenever the state of an actor in
the cluster changes, that state is preemptively send to interested devices outside
the cluster (such as user interfaces running on a user’s device). This allows limited
tolerance of intermittent networks, because local devices always only access their
local replica. However, the device outside the cluster may not change any of the
remote data.

14.3 Automatic Fault Tolerance for Clouds and Clusters
Clusters of devices – such as The Cloud – usually have fast and reliable data storage
and many more devices than are required for each individual task, but very unpredictable workloads of tasks. Each task typically spans many devices and may run
for long periods of time. Because tasks have different priority it is often desirable
to stop – or scale down – less important tasks as soon as utilization of the cluster
is high. This – in addition to the use of commodity devices that are individually
not very reliable – results in the typical computing environment where tasks (i.e.,
applications) must be able to tolerate partial “crashes” of some or most devices and
still be able to continue the task or at least resume it later. This environment has
produced a series of fault-tolerant programming paradigms.

MapReduce
MapReduce [66, 131] tackles the reliability problem in data centers by simplifying
and restricting the programming model down to just two operations – map and
reduce. Or more precisely a map and reduce on keyed subsets of data. MapReduce
enables parallel execution of tasks on multiple devices. Failure recovery is automated with a central coordinator responsible for rescheduling operations of failed
devices. The coordinator is often implemented as a distributed consensus that ensures reliability at negligible cost, because of fast networks and the possibility to
assign reliable coordinator devices.
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MapReduce excels in automation and fault tolerance, but lacks high-level programming abstractions. This has fostered research on adding abstractions on top
of MapReduce. Dryad [109], PigLatin [165], and FlumeJava [55] all provide such
new abstractions on top of MapReduce. However, these solutions still only support
the same data-parallel type of computations also supported by MapReduce. These
systems abstract away the distribution – this makes them unsuited beyond mostly
reliable clusters, where failed devices can always be replaced.
Formal methods have been used for parts of data center computations. Cloud
Calculus [111] accounts for security regarding firewall configurations, and Lämmel [131] studied MapReduce as a functional programming paradigm.

Generalized Batch and Stream Processing Paradigms
Frameworks for general batch and stream processing of data, such as Spark [206]
and Flink [19], handle crashes of worker machines to minimize lost work when
machines fail. They have syntax inspired by functional reactive programming that
uses operators to build a dataflow graph. Because they execute in cluster environments with full control of communication and distribution of work among machines, Spark and Flink can offer abstractions for distribution and fault tolerance
with automatic correctness guarantees [50]. To provide these guarantees, applications are written in domain specific languages, but, in contrast to Cvtr, the execution runtime is not connected to the embedding application. This solution is
well-suited for data parallel applications, where computations are broken down
into independent tasks. It is, however, unsuitable for the interactivity and collaboration requirements of dicApps and also unsuitable for other kinds of distributed
environments without fast network and replaceable devices. Restarting parts of the
application on a different machine is not an option for dicApps – the email client
of a user cannot simply be restarted on another user’s device.
MBrace [71] extends F# with expressions for cloud computations. The use of
immutable global references allows the distributed runtime to automatically reexecute tasks on failed devices without causing inconsistencies. Errors that are
raised during the evaluation of cloud expressions are transparently propagated
along the dataflow path of the expression. In contrast to Cvtr, the propagation
of values extends across the distribution boundaries, thus allowing non-localized
error handling. However, since the distributed state is immutable, the abstractions
are not well suited to interactive or collaborative applications.
Viering et al. [197] develop a typing discipline for a core model that captures
the above approaches to ensure correct execution of such systems in the presence
of faults. This static approach explicitly assumes the existence of central coordination and replacements for failed devices, singling them out as the central solutions
for automatic fault tolerance in a cluster environment. We generally have neither
coordination nor replacements available for dicApps.
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14.4 Consistency and Data Types
The notion of consistency of data types is intimately linked to the notion of monotonicity. We regard consistency as a state in which certain information in a system
no longer changes. For example, a consensus algorithm fixes a decision and will
never provide a new answer for an old decision. On the other hand, new information can always be added to a consistent state – a monotonic increase of the
available information. Hellerstein and Alvaro [103] show that all eventually consistent systems without central coordination must always be equivalent to a logically
monotonic system. However, there are many approaches to consistency with their
own trade-offs. We have limited ourselves to the use of state-based CRDTs with
REScala, but, as our formalization shows, we inherit the consistency guarantees of
the data type used for replication. In this section, we discuss potential alternatives
that may provide different advantages and are candidates to address the challenges
of dicApps.

The Global Sequence Protocol
The Global Sequence Protocol (GSP) [47] provides a semantic foundation for eventual consistency using a central server connected to clients over an unreliable network. Clients have two separate states, a last known consistent state and their own
local working state. Clients may always execute transactions on their own local
state and immediately observe the effect. When the clients are connected to the
central server, they send their local transactions to that server. The server decides
a global order for transactions and replicates that order to all other clients. If the
global order of transactions received from the server matches the local order of the
client, then the local working state becomes the new consistent state. Otherwise,
the local working state is discarded and the new consistent state is computed from
the received transaction order.
Global Operator Sequencing (GOS) [93] generalizes the approach of the GSP
to all systems that use an eventually consistent sequence of operations. We have
discussed the idea of replicating the order of transactions instead of the state in
Section 10.3. The generalization in GOS allows to prove the equivalence of GSP and
certain weak memory models of CPUs, a direction that we have not yet explored in
the context of Cvtr, but may be interesting when compiling to embedded devices.
Bernstein et al. [34] use the GSP for synchronization of data between multiple
Orleans clusters. This allows for geo-replication of data centers even if connections
between them may sometimes be unreliable. GSP works well in this case, because
connections are mostly fast and reliable, and GSP has little overhead in terms of the
size of state for such cases. However, they did not extend their approach to client
devices.
Reactive Caching [45] introduces an eventually consistent layer for push-based
state for clients connected to Orleans [33] clusters. The work includes a formalization with proofs of correctness. However, a severe limitation is that clients may
only observe the state and never modify it locally.
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CloudTypes [46] target client devices and are based on a predecessor of the
GSP. They are designed as a drop in replacement for primitive data types that allow eventually consistent replication of primitive using a central server, thus their
goal is also the implementation of dicApps. However, CloudTypes are limited to
implementation of the basic types that are provided, thus they are only suited for
applications that do not require the synchronization of complex state.
Overall, the GSP and related approaches have a diverse set of concrete implementations. We believe this is due to very different performance characteristics of
the specific environments targeted at the time. CloudTypes was for mobile applications, while the integration of GSP into Orleans was about leveraging and improving performance of the existing cluster environments. Ultimately, GSP and related
approaches may not be worthwhile for the use on end-user devices, because the
requirement of a central coordinator means that offline usage is limited and use of
peer-to-peer communication is unfeasible. State-based CRDTs do not share those
limitations, and we believe that similar optimizations are also applicable to CRDTs
in specific execution environments.

Monotonic Synchronization
Hellerstein and Alvaro [103] discuss why monotonic data structures work well in
distributed systems, because they can represent exactly the class of applications
that can be available and eventually consistent [102]. This is reflected in several
programming paradigm approaches in addition to Cvtr.
Bloom [58] is an experimental language that explores a programming paradigm
where all operations are monotonic. Due to composability of monotonicity all program that are implemented using only monotonic operations are also monotonic.
The experiments with Bloom show that programming using monotonic operations
is not that much different from programming using other paradigm – although it
is necessary to develop new algorithms for many common tasks (e.g., sorting).
The Lasp [142, 143] language tackles the problem of deriving one CRDT from
another, while keeping track of which change on the source CRDT caused a change
on the derived CRDT. Thus, Lasp prevents multiple derivations on different hosts
to create duplicate entries. To achieve this, however, Lasp only supports a limited
set of derivation operations.
LVars [128] use monotonicity for deterministic concurrency, by only allowing
threshold reads, which make reading of a lattice-based data structure deterministic
in the presence of multiple parallel writes. Kuper and Newton [129] discuss the
combined use of lattices for deterministic parallelism and distribution.

CRDTs and Databases
Recent advances include CRDTs directly into distributed databases [187]. Client
applications connect to an instance of the database. The database takes care of
all communication and replication, allowing clients to be written in a traditional
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client-server style. There are two layers to consider, the API for communication
between the application and the database, and the communication between multiple instances of the database.
The communication between the application and the database is how individual
operations are replicated for operation-based CRDTs. Applications send commutative CRDT operations to the database. The instance of the database applies those
operations locally. Replication to other instances of the database happens asynchronously. Communication between database instances is similar to how replication works in Cvtr.
Using an operation-based API to communicate with the database has all the
problems of operation-based CRDTs. Requiring support for CRDTs in the database
also results in a loss of flexibility for the application. New CRDTs can no longer
be added by the application, but must be part of the database instead. To the best
of our knowledge there is no database using CRDTs that allows an application to
extend or program the used CRDTs.
Goldstein et al. [91] argue for using database techniques to provide durability
for general purpose applications, by logging all incoming actions for the application and replaying the log in case of failures. This approach allows applying many
common database operations, but it also requires applications to be rewritten in a
way to be deterministic, based on the received inputs. This has some similarities
to the global sequence protocol and is related to the discussion of transactions as
monotonic operations in Section 10.3.

Operational Transformation and Text Synchronization
Text editing was one of the original problems of digital collaboration and still remains a challenge. Grishchenko and Patrakeev [94] provide a survey of the history
for collaborative text editing. The main strategy used today is operational transformation (OT) where individual operations are sent to remote devices and applied
there. To prevent conflicts, the applied operations are transformed to match the current state of the device, e.g., the insertion position of a new character is changed
to accommodate for other characters having been inserted previously. The issue
with OT is the complexity of the algorithms to ensure correct transformations in
a decentralized setting. To address this challenge in practical deployments of such
systems, most implementations of OT employ a centralized server to ensure correct
ordering and transformation of operations. The alternative to OT are specialized
CRDTs. While CRDTs are simpler than OT and work in a peer-to-peer setting, they
often have a high overhead for each individual atomic element, i.e., overhead for
each single character in a text editing setting. This usually results in high metadata
overhead for CRDT-based approaches, although this issue is under active research.
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Mixed Consistency
Myter et al. [161] investigate enabling switching between strong consistency and
eventual consistency for communication in a single language. They have an eventually consistent data type similar to replicated reactives, but show that strongly
consistent data types may co-exist in the same level of abstraction, as long as the
application is tolerant to unavailability in case of connection problems. Meiklejohn [144] argues for the need of languages to support both forms of synchronization, based on earlier arguments by Landin [133]. We have explored this direction a
little by implementing a consensus algorithm as a replicated reactive in REScala in
Section 10.4. This implementation shows that our model does indeed allow multiple types of consistency at the application level, even if our programming paradigm
only offers a single form of consistency.
Zhang et al. [207] argue that many traditional applications become distributed,
so a flexible model where distribution is specified as library function is needed.
Their solution allows customizable behavior for remote communication for each
group of objects. However, they make use of centralized services with unclear behavior in case of faults.
ConSysT [123] extends the object-oriented paradigm with a type system that
tracks the consistency level of objects. Similar to an information flow type system, ConSysT ensures that there are no dependencies where an object with strong
consistency derives its value from an object with weak consistency.

Language-based Concurrency Abstractions
Small-scale concurrency tools, e.g., atomic compare-and-swap operations or locks
for mutual exclusion, are ubiquitous, but hard to compose. Language abstractions
such as futures and async/await [193] allow composing asynchronous tasks. Software Transactional Memory [188] schedules arbitrary, composable [163] read/write
transactions. Reagents [195] are abstractions for implementing data structures that
can be safely composed into concurrent algorithms.

14.5 Calculi for Concurrent and Distributed Systems
Several formal calculi have been developed for concurrent and distributed systems.
In addition, there are formal approaches that also argue for correctness properties
based on high-level programming paradigms, because those are easier to understand by developers. Finally, there is research on type systems that ensure guarantees of the communication between multiple devices.

Concurrent Calculi
There is a wide variety of calculi [51, 85, 106, 149, 150] covering traditional distributed and concurrent systems. These calculi usually base their communication
on message passing and use parallel composition of processes. The focus of these
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calculi in general is on smaller distributed systems, such as a single processor. Many
processes are created and completed during execution, thus the communication
structure between processes is always changing. These calculi usually have no
inherent concept of unreliable communication over the Internet and instead they
specify how the system behaves when messages are reliably sent and received.
Caires [48] adds linear types to the 𝜋-calculus, to model protocols including
unreliable message delivery. However, even with unreliability addressed at the
message level, these calculi do not understand how dataflow of the processes is
connected, thus making automatic fault tolerance based on the application semantics hard to achieve.
Lago et al. [130] investigate theoretical foundations for typed runtime errors in
the 𝜋-calculus. Cloud calculus [111] applies the above to a distributed system, but
focuses on upholding security policies when migrating processes between virtual
machines, which considers low level equivalence between implementations. More
recently, Atkey [26] adds external communication to classical processes with a focus on the external behavior of processes and less on internal details.
The work by von Gleissenthall et al. [199] uses the fact that typical applications
have limited communication structures and extracts synchronous specifications
from programs with only minimal annotations. Properties of the asynchronous
communication behavior of the application are derived and proven based on these
annotations. Our calculus ℱ𝑟 has synchronous behavior which should make such
verification techniques applicable.
CPL [42] is a calculus to combine multiple services in a type safe manner. While
CPL does not directly provide fault tolerance automatically, it might be used to
combine ℱ𝑟 applications with other services and checking that application level
assumptions are not violated.

PL View on Lower-level Synchronization
In the area of low-level consistency and synchronization there is research focusing
on the language view of properties and guarantees. Similar to our work, they to
provide guarantees matching the expectations of programmers.
Concurrent Objects [81] provides objects with serializability and linearizability
by guaranteeing that concurrent implementations behave observational equivalent
to sequential implementations, i.e., matches how programmers expect objects to
behave. They also want to make concurrency more widely usable by common applications, however they do not consider distribution nor fault tolerance.
Attiya [27] argues that transactional memory must integrate both the systems
side of view and the language side. A complex but efficient implementation should
provide same behavior as a simpler implementation of the same high-level API –
behavior equivalence should not only exist on the level of low level memory cells.
This approach is very similar to how ℱ𝑟 enforces language level guarantees, by
managing the lower level runtime systems implementing those guarantees, but ℱ𝑟
considers distributed systems instead of only local state.
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Typed Communication Systems
Chandra and Toueg [56] describe how failed devices are reliably detected in an
unreliable network. While such a solution does not provide automatic correctness guarantees, it could be used to detect permanent disconnects in our system.
Verdi [204] is a system, which uses an implementation together with a specification to automatically generate reliable message transfer in case of message loss
or reordering. However, Verdi does not support use of applications while offline,
and it does not handle crashes of application. Both are limitations stemming from
reducing the application model to the sent and received messages without considering their complete execution. Viering et al. [197] develop a typing discipline to
ensure that correctly typed programs, will continue correct execution even in the
presence of faults, but they require a central coordinator – devices disconnected
from the central system are no longer considered part of the execution.
Function passing [147] is a style of distributed programming that defines a
graph of immutable values and operations over these values. The result is a graph
similar to Spark RDDs, but using arbitrary Scala functions instead RDD transformations. However, fault tolerance and reactivity are not part of the paradigm.
The work on ScalaLoci [202] addresses formal reasoning about the correctness
of distributed systems with decentralized state. This work is orthogonal to ours in
two ways. First, it addresses correctly typed usage of data across the nodes in a
distributed dataflow system as an orthogonal correctness aspect. Second, it does so
with an orthogonal formal reasoning approach – a static type system. Given this
orthogonality, it makes sense to combine these two approaches as we did in our
case studies.

14.6 Consistency as a Service
There are several designs that provide a more complete “out of the box” solution
to develop dicApps. The issue with these solutions in general – especially the commercial solutions – is their inflexibility which makes it harder to develop new kinds
of dicApps.

Cloud Synchronization Frameworks
There are many vendors that offer “a collaboration back end as a service”. Including Microsoft, Google, and Twilio. We have discussed Twilio in the context of our
TodoMVC case study in Section 11.1. These systems provide a consistent back end
as a library and service to the application. Using such a service provides applications with a lot of functionality out of the box – if the application fits the particular
structure of these frameworks. However, in most cases there is no way to develop
applications with new kinds of features except hoping that the provider of the service will implement the required functionality.
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Serverless Becoming Stateful
Serverless computing is a programming environment, where the service provider
is responsible for managing all parts of the application stack up to and including
the application runtime, for example providing the JVM to run Java applications.
Serverless computing typically includes a standardized way to send requests to the
application running inside the provided runtime. Serverless provides the computing power that is needed by many data processing applications, but without a way
to store intermediate data in a processing pipeline.
There are newer approaches such as Cloudburst [190] that add state to serverless functions. State is desirable to make representing pipelines simpler, and to
represent stateful (fold) operations. The goal of these frameworks is presumably to
make it easier to develop dicApps by expanding the scope of serverless computing
to stateful applications. Most of these approaches seem to work towards a second
generation of “map reduce improved” – they want to integrate the runtime into the
cloud providers service. The gains of this are actually unclear; it seems like it would
be much better to enable runtimes such as Flink to make flexible and fast scaling
decisions in the cloud, thus providing the same scaling of serverless approaches but
with the strong guarantees of an existing data processing framework.

Local-first Software
The work on local-first software [121] uses eventual consistency to enable offline
usage, data privacy, and collaboration. Their overall research has a strong focus
on usability of a complete application package. Their approach combines functional and reactive programming (see Section 14.1) with their own CRDT library
for JSON [120]. Thus, their software stack provides a complete environment to develop what they call local-first software – a type of dicApps that requires to provide
usable functionality offline and store all date with the user. However, their main research question is whether the kind of applications we imagine can be user-friendly
at all. Their results are very promising and, because the targeted applications have
many similarities, confirm our belief in the Cvtr programming paradigm.

14.7 Debugging and Tuning Approaches
We discussed our extensions for live tuning and debugging in Chapter 9. Other
debugging approaches more fitting to different high-level approaches have been
proposed. In object-centric debugging [60, 173], breakpoints are set on access or
change of a specific objects fields, not only on all instances of a certain class, similar
to how Reactive Inspector sets breakpoints on specific reactives in the flow graph.
Programming paradigms with lazy evaluation also have non-sequential execution order, which cause similar problems for debugging. Addressing non-sequential
evaluation led to specialized debugging techniques such as oracle debugging [40],
where the user interacts with the debugger in a dialog style using questions and
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answers. Another approach is to record evaluations in a lazy program and then use
a strict debugger to inspect the records [39, 77], similar to our use of the chrome
debugger for sequential code in the flow graph.
A common feature of advanced debugging is to the ability to record the execution and inspect the log afterwards. Clematis [21] is such a tool to record all
input events (user actions, incoming server messages, timeouts) and outputs (DOM
changes, network request) in a web application. Sahand [20] is an extension to
Clematis and additionally records all server inputs (incoming client messages, etc.).
These events are correlated and visualized as stories – a graphical representation
of the execution not unlike our flow graph. However, these stories are sequential
in nature and thus not as easy to follow as the flow graph, and also do not lend
themselves to modifications. Barr et al. [30, 31] record execution logs of imperative
applications. They use those logs to enable forward and backward navigation in
a visualizing debugger similar to our history navigation. By taking advantage of
information in the garbage collector about the running program, they reduce the
amount of memory needed to record. However, in contrast to the flow graph, the
state of the imperative application cannot be changed after recording, prohibiting
modifications. Rxfiddle [29] allows one to visualize the marble diagram and the
dataflow of a reactive application. They have not considered modifications.
There are some tools that support live modifications of applications: The Elm
debugger [5] allows one to go back in the past, but modifications have to be done on
the source code. Kato and Goto [119] have presented the idea of live tuning, where
users are presented with a simplified interface – only the tuning sliders – of a fullfledged live programming IDE. We use this idea to provide live tuning based on an
extended debugger instead of a full IDE. ZenSheet [18] pushes spreadsheets towards
general purpose programming, whereas the reactive part of Cvtr can be described as
spreadsheet semantics for general purpose programming languages. Our approach
has the advantage that existing tools, libraries, and infrastructure can be reused,
however at the cost of less flexible changes possible at runtime. We believe that
both approaches provide their own value, and it will be interesting to see how far
research on each approach can push the boundaries in the corresponding directions.

Chapter 15

Conclusion and Future Work
Fault-tolerant dicApps are easy to achieve when a suitable programming paradigm
– such as Cvtr – is used. It is well known, that it is impossible to achieve the guarantees of a single reliable device in a distributed system. However, the Cvtr programming paradigm does not need strong consistency to provide interactivity and
collaboration. Users of dicApps have requirements that align well with the realities
of distributed systems.
To address the remaining challenges of application development, we provide developers with automatic fault tolerance for dicApps. We have formalized the core
model of the programming paradigm and proven the correctness guarantees that it
provides. We have proven causal consistency and crash restoration together with
transactional guarantees. REScala implements the programming paradigm, keeping all of its guarantees, while adding modular integration with other paradigms.
We have seen that REScala is suitable to implement case studies that – combined –
face all the challenges of dicApps. Integration with exceptions, compilation to embedded devices, and a protocol for debugging and live modifications show that the
programming paradigm and its implementation has a broad potential for extensions
without sacrificing its core guarantees.
Looking at the larger picture, our reason to design a programming paradigm
with automatic fault tolerance was to democratize the development of dicApps. We
do believe that REScala is a significant step in enabling many developers to create
correct and useful dicApps quickly. However, there are interesting directions for
future improvements.
Cvtr chooses causal consistency as the only form of communication between
devices. But, we also discussed the use of consensus as part of a replicated reactive
in Section 10.4, and Drechsler [68] implements serializable distributed transactions
for REScala. Thus, developers already have a choice of potential consistency guarantees available. However, developers want to reason about the behavior of their
application – the application’s invariants – not choose a combination of consistency guarantees and worry about if those fulfill their requirements. Whittaker
and Hellerstein [203] show one solution to automatically combine multiple forms
of consistency based on invariants given for an application. These results align well
180
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with the goal of Cvtr to let developers focus on the applications semantics and automate fault tolerance. We believe it is possible to enhance the existing knowledge
about the applications structure of Cvtr with invariants to provide a correct mix of
different consistency levels automatically.
Consider deployment of dicApps on many devices. We have discussed in Chapter 8 that the Cvtr programming paradigm is suited to be compiled to embedded
devices and our case studies have shown that REScala can run everywhere from
smartphones to laptops and servers. Currently, developers have to manually decide on which device a reactive is executed. This fits the classic execution model
where the responsibilities of classes of devices (such as “client” and “server”) can
be predicted during development. However, consider a computation that requires
specialized resources such as a GPU. It is conceivable that future extensions to Cvtr
could automatically place such a computation on a fitting device at runtime, because
the structure of the flow graph enables reasoning about how the involved data must
be moved. The problem becomes more relevant if many classes of devices exist in
the network. Networks with many device classes seem to be common in IoT deployments, with devices ranging from small sensors, to routers, laptops, and even
home servers. With capabilities such as compiling for Wi-Fi chips, the need for
automatic deployments even occurs on a single device using different types of processors. A device that has a programmable Wi-Fi chip (or GPU, etc.) may want to
offload computation to that specialized hardware. Because it may not be clear during development of applications what device capabilities are available, it is desirable
to have the runtime automatically place computations based on some optimization
criteria.
Also related to deployment on many devices – but many similar devices in this
case – are clusters and “the cloud”. We have discussed that distributed data processing platforms already provide a suitable model for effectively using computation resources in a cluster. However, it is easy to conceive applications that are a mix out of
dicApps and data processing systems. For example, video editing, computer aided
design, 3D rendering, etc., are interactive and collaborative applications, but they
also need to execute typical data processing tasks. The programming paradigms
underlying systems such as Flink (c.f., Section 14.3) are similar to Cvtr – they also
describe a form of flow graph. Currently, Cvtr has no concept of executing the same
computation on different data in parallel, but investigating a combination of these
programming paradigms could eventually lead to a unified model for dicApps and
data processing systems in the future. Drechsler [68] already shows how to pipeline
processing of values in the flow graph and a similar strategy could be applied to process events in parallel.
Versatile event correlation [41] provides data processing systems with much
more flexible specifications for computations. Cvtr currently treats user-defined
computations as black boxes, and this black box could contain an event correlation
system. However, versatile event correlation has the potential to allow reasoning
about the order and time of transactions, and also provides declarative specifications of complex interactions of multiple reactives. Thus, versatile event correlation
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interacts with core parts of Cvtr and an integration of the two paradigms could potentially lead to better guarantees – especially if the correlation engine could be
used to reason about eventually consistent reactives.
Finally, there are other programming paradigms that build something akin to
the flow graph. One example is TensorFlow [12], which composes operations on
multidimensional matrices (tensors) into a graph to compute the derivate of the
composed operations. Considering the graph-based nature of such programming
paradigm raises the question of what their relation to Cvtr is and if there is an
elegant unification of such paradigms. Maybe there is a future where the prevalent
programming paradigms are those that use declarative connections between their
individual building blocks.
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